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Novv, we have finally found the answer in Your
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'WHY SHOULD I INSIST

ON CBS-HYTRON?il

14 YOU PROFIT MORE!
HERE ARE

5 BIG REASONS WHY

CBS-HYTRON IS FAMOUS . . .
'EASY TO SELL. The magic letters

"CBS" are plugged for you on radio and
TV station breaks ...102 BILLION times
a year! CBS is known and respected by all
your customers. CBS-Hytron is the prof-
itable brand with endless sales assistance.

CBS-HYTRON LEADS IN TV
.TUBES. lou know them. CBS-Hytron

TV originals: 1AX2, 1X2A, 6BQ6GT,
12A4, 12B4, 12BH7, 12BY7, 12BZ7,
2SBQ6GT, and the original rectangular
16RP4. Even CBS-Hytron standard TV
tubes are designed-for-TV...tested-for-TV
... to give you peak performance and profit.

6

CBS-HYTRON IS MATCHED -TO-
" THE -SET. Combined engineering skills of

leading set makers and CBS-Hytron work
hand in glove for you. CBS-Hytron tubes
are originally set -engineered right into the
sets of 9 out of 10 leading set manufac-
turers. No wonder CBS-Hytron is your log-
ical matched -to -the -set replacement tube.

CBS-HYTRON SPECIALIZES IN
'RECEIVING TUBES. Since 1921,

CBS-Ilytron has concentrated on receiv-
ing types. Practice makes perfect. Put
those years of know-how to work for you.
Let time -proved CBS-Hytron dependa-
bility cut call-backs . make
money for you.

-me

CBS-HYTRON IS ULTRAMODERN. CBS-Hytron
is the tube of the future. Made in the world's most
modern plants. On manufacturing equipment years
ahead of the rest of the industry. CBS-Hytron ad-
vanced design and precision construction keep you

always ahead. Give you
tomorrow's trouble -free
performance today.

IT PAYS TO BE FUSSY! Just any standard brand
won't do. If you want: Trouble -free, advanced
performance. Maximum customer satisfaction. Minimum
call-backs. More profit. Five big reasons point the way:
Insist on CBS-Hytron!

CBS -H \IRON

Germanium Diodes
Complete data yours for the asking. Write
CBS-Hytron, DANVERS, MASS., today.

/'
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viminc
speakers by

Jensen

For Automotive

Replacement'

11ItIPJENSEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
vivi.,lo., t), ,1-1, .1,1 II r !),,FAN r

66a1 ,.., L I . a Mit: A 4E , cNik..A1,10 3,1. it I,101,

en6en
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Viking Speakers are ideal for

automotive replacements. Designed

and manufactured by Jensen, one

of the world's largest suppliers

of original automotive equipment

speakers, they incorporate the

fine engineering and production

skills which go into every

Jensen product
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Products of the Month

G -C - the company that pioneered the
radio -TV service aid field - now makes more

products for servicemen (and more
exclusive with G -C) than anyone else. Besides

this variety, you get more quality, more
value for your money. That's why it pays

you to insist upon getting G -C products
from your jobber . . . finer products

like the ones shown on this page.

G -C RADIO
SERVICE CEMENT

High grade cement for
radio and speaker work.

Original and finest made;
use for speakers, cones,

spiders, loose grid caps and
tube bases, etc. Water -proof,

fast drying. Brush in cap.
No. 30 -2 -2 -oz. Bottle List 65c

G -C DE-NOIZ
CONTACT CLEANER
New secret ingredients dis-
solve corrosion and oxidation
and stop noise on contacts,
volume controls, tuners, de -
tents, switches, relays, etc.
Simply apply and forget,
noise disappears. Applicator.
No. 51 -2 -2 -oz. Bottle List $1.60

G -C MAG-NETIK
HEAD CLEANER
Cleans recording heads on tape
and wire recorders. Nothing
like it on market; original
and best available. Removes
oxide accumulation, cleans
without leaving scum or resi-
due. Renews head for im-
proved recording and erasing.
Use regularly, Applicator,
No. 53 -2 -2 -oz. Bottle List $1.60

C -C RED -X CORONA DOPE
New red colored corona dope
to prevent corona shorts on
TV sets. Fast drying. Same
material as used by leading
set manufacturers. Use on
any high voltage circuit.
Brush in cap.
No. 50 -2 -2 -oz. Bottle List $1.20

G -C TELEVISION TUBE KOAT
Fast -drying conductive coat-
ing for recoating outside of
picture tubes where the sur-
face is scratched or peeling.
Nothing like it for TV service
work. Brush in cap.
No. 49 -2 -2 -oz. Bottle List $1.20

G -C DUPLEX
TUBE PIN STRAIGHTENER

Handiest tube pin straight-
ener you ever saw! Straight-
ens pins on both miniature
and jumbo miniature tubes,
both 7- and 9.pin types.
Precision made steel dies
molded in durable plastic.
No. 8655 List $2.50

G -C AMO
MINIATURE TUBE PULLER
Exclusive with G -C, AMO
prevents tube breakage and
burned fingers, speeds up
production and repair. Easy
to operate, works on suction
and vacuum. Press down on
tube to pull, press button to
release! List
No. 5093 (for 7.pin tubes) 51.65
No. 8106 (for 9 -pin tubes) $1.65

G -C SPEEDEX
AUTOMATIC
WIRE STRIPPER
New model, fully automatic
with "delayed return action -
to prevent crushing fine
stranded wires. Single squeeze
action strips both solid and
stranded wire. Interchange-
able blades. 'Other models.
No. 766-I List $8.25

G -C DELUXE
TV ALIGNMENT TOOL KIT
Durable leatherette roll type
case with 16 matched tools.
Tools are finest quality, with
steel tips of hardened spring
steel; used and approved by
leading TV set manufacturers.
$15.00 list value.
No. 8280 List $12.90

GC
"HINGED COVER

LINE" HARDWARE
New G -C 50 Line -240 items
such as bolts, nuts, screws,
grommets, etc. - packed in
new, reusable, hinged cover
plastic boxes. Save the label
coupons, get a metal rack
for stocking different boxes.
Exclusive with G -C! Look
for new G -C display at your
jobber. List price per box
only 50c.

G -C 3 -WAY
TV LINE KLIP
Sell this clever new item to
every set owner, use it for
store demonstration and serv-
icing. Use it three ways-
straight, side or plug-in (RCA
sets). No soldering, attaches
in seconds, quick disconnect
in storms.
No. 8744 List 50t

G -C TV ANTENNAS -ACCESSORIES
G -C Master  Line Antennas
are America's finest line, re-
gardless of price. Matched
line of stand-offs, chimney
and wall mounts, connectors,
etc., saves you time and
money, gives you dependable
TV antenna installation.

G -C UNIVERSAL TV LIGHTNING
ARRESTER

Underwriters' approved light-
ning arrester for both 300 -
ohm and 450 -ohm open line,
indoor and outdoor use. Safe,
sure and speedy to install-
proved best by test. No wires
to strip, not affected by heat.
No. 8640 List $1.25

FREEWrite today for G -C's big illustrated
catalog plus new supplements. Shows

all these G -C products and thousands more. Send a
postcard right away. No obligation!

GENERAL CEMENT MANUFACTURING CO.
901 Taylor Avenue Rockford, Illinois
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GREATEST VALUE PER
IN TV TEST EQUIPMENT!

The New RCP Model 740
TV IDO-ALL' GENERATOR

TOPS IN ACCURACY PERFORMANCE DEPENDABILITY and
CONSTRUCTION  COMPARE IT WITH EVERY HIGH PRICED
SIGNAL GENERATOR IN THE INSTRUMENT FIELD TODAY!

RADIO CITY PRODUCTS CO., TUC

NEW /OAK Mt 0.7.5.=

OUTPUT

COM7001.

;via)
R.F.

cultin

se
Orr

LINE

00- ALL
TV Ors CASttrl

Motu 740

0057
4,00

%%MILOS

'414)4
M19111 OUTPUT

LP MOO.

Unusually fine circuit design, extreme stability,
rugged mechanical construction. Smart ooking
urit with new brushed aluminum etched panel
and dial. Size 10" x 6- x 6". Weight 8 lbs.

MODEL 740 - COMPLETE. WITH OUTPUT $69 ;45EP
CABLE. READY TO OPERATE

HERE - AT LAST! One compact, effi-
cient instrument - which gives the
performance of several combined
instruments,-Each of which is higher
priced and all of which are needed for
properly servicing TV and FM receivers.

SIGNAL GENERATOR
Generates a modulated or unmodulated carrier
signal covering every channel (VHF) and every
IF band on any TV or FM Receiver - ALL ON
FUNDAMENTALS. It will supply a 540 cycle
signal at the audio output.

MARKER GENERATOR
Accurate to within 1/10 of 17. on 9-1i mega-
cycle band, and better than 1/2 of 1% overall.
Perfect for alignment.

PATTERN GENERATOR . . .
Produces either horizontal or vertical bars or
cross hatch.

DAT A
RANGE: 9 megacycles to 220 megacycles ALL ON
FUNDAMENTALS -- bonds 9.11 meg; 21-47 meg;
54-220 meg.

MODULATION: Internal modulation has been pro-
vided. Both 540 cycles and 220.5 kilocycles are
available.

TUNING: Dial continuously calibrated thru 340, giving
extremely long calibration scale; enables easy reading
and tuning. Each TV channel is precisely spotted on
the dial. Accuracy for alignment achieved by use of
fine anti -backlash reducing mechanism.

The only single easily portable instrument that provides
for testing and alignment of: Front Ends, IF's, Horizontal
and vertical linearity, syncs, sweeps, size, position, focus
coil, defledion coil, ion trap.  

WRITE FOR THE LATEST CATALOG ON
THE RCP INSTRUMENT LINE TO DEPT. SM 12

RADIO CITY PRODUCTS CO., INC.

r- RCP
152 WEST 25th ST NEW YORK 1 N Y
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DOWN GO CALL-BACKS

UP GO PROFITS
That's why ...

... ARE THE REPLACEMENT
CHOICE OF MORE AND MORE
SERVICEMEN

Federal tubes are designed right, made
right, factory -tested to the hilt ... and
BACKED BY A YEAR'S GUARANTEE!

FEDERAL is fast-growing in demand as a profitable picture tube
replacement, because Federal goes the limit to assure your customers steady
satisfaction!

Every Federal tube must measure up to exacting standards of
efficiency for breakdown and stray emission (at max. ratings), ion trap current,
central grid cut-off, zero bias beam current, focus voltage current, highlight
brightness, leakages. shorts, gas ratio, screen and glass quality . . plus other
characteristics. Tests include the tough 500 -hour operation run.

Moreover, a unique, prior -to -shipment check-up follows a 24 -
hour minimum storage period an extra provision for trouble -free performance!

Start now to protect your replacement profits with Federal pic-
ture tubes ... the tubes backed by decades (>1 experience in producing highest -
quality vacuum tubes for broadcast, military c(mmunications and other major
ues.

Consult your Federal distributor for full information and prices.

FEDERAL POPULAR -SIZE TUBES INCLUDE: 12'; and 16 -inch round; 14, 16,
17, 20 and 21 -inch rectangular. Write for your free copy of Federal's Tele-
vision Picture Tube Data Book.

Federal
Telephone and Radio Corporation

VACUUM TUBE DIVISION 100 KINGSLAND ROAD, CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY
In Canada: Fed. ral Electric Manufacturing Company, Ltd., Montreal, P. 0.
.,port Distributors International Standard Electric Corp., 67 Brood St., N. Y.

"Federal always has made better tubes"

SERVICE, DECEMBER, 1952 6 5



TV MASTS and TOWERS
What do you want to buy? What do you want to pay?

O

YOUR Admiral DISTRIBUTOR
has it!

1

1. TELESCOPING MASTS up to 50 ft. high
These masts are available in 2, 3, 4 or 5 sections,
each 10 -foot section telescoped within the next
section. Up to fifty feet in height just by ex-
tending sections and tightening bolts. Lower-
ing mast one section at a time provides easy
access to antenna or line for servicing. Mast
may be completely rotated by hand from the
base section. Finest quality throughout .. .
cold rolled seamless steel tubing, bright zinc
plated for weather resistance. Furnished com-
plete with all necessary accessories.
Suggested retail price, 20 foot mast, No. M- 1 $12.50
Suggested retail price, 30 foot mast, No. M- 4 22.10
Suggested retail price, 40 foot mast, No. M- 6 34.75
Suggested retail price, 50 foot mast, No. M-30 52.75

2. SECTIONAL STEEL TOWERS up to 100 ft. high
Furnished in 10 -foot sections which are easily
fastened together for any desired height up to
100 feet. Quality built of heavy duty tubular
steel, electrically welded throughout. Can be
mounted on any peaked, pitched or flat surface
with accessory angle base plate.
Suggested retail price, standard 10 ft. section, No. M-13, $15.29

3. SINGLE SECTION STEEL TOWERS 10 ft. or 20 ft. high
For low cost guyed or unguyed installations.
Tubular steel, electrically welded throughout.
Complete with self -aligning mounting brackets.
Suggested retail price, 10 ft. tower, No. M-15 $18.75
Suggested retail price, 20 ft. tower, No. M-16 30.77

4. SECTIONAL ALUMINUM TOWERS up to 120 ft. high
Furnished in knocked down or preassembled
6 -foot sections. This tower may be easily erected

in one piece to 42 feet in height. Six-foot sec-
tions may be added to maximum height of 120
feet. Made of spring -tempered aircraft alumi-
num alloys. Combines highest strength with
amazingly light weight of only one lb. per foot
for safe, easy installation, low shipping cost.
Unexcelled corrosion resistance. Available ac-
cessories include mast kit, rotator adaptor kit,
hinged aluminum base plate and rotating uni-
versal base for manual rotation of tower.
Suggested retail price, 6 ft. section, No. M-21 $12.81

S. CRANK -UP STEEL TOWERS 28-38-55 ft. lengths
Made in two or three telescoping sections,
raised and lowered with hand crank. Ideal for
experimental work and deluxe installations, es-
pecially in hurricane areas. Also suitable for
mounting on panel trucks. Heavy duty tubular
steel, electrically welded throughout. Angle base
plate included for mounting on any peaked,
pitched or flat surface.
Suggested retail price, 28 ft. tower, No. M. 9 $ 75.96
Suggested retail price, 38 ft. tower, No. M-10 95.19
Suggested retail price, 55 ft. tower, No. M-11 163.46

6. TRAILER -MOUNTED TOWER for fringe area demonstration
Designed for fast, easy, one-man operation.
Maximum extended height 753'i ft. Minimum
length 21 ft. Overall trailer length 16 ft. 6 in.
Worm type winches for raising and extending
mast provide important safety factor ... pre-
vent mast from collapsing if winch handle is
accidentally released. Full 360 degree antenna
rotation. Includes standard trailer coupler and
ball. See your Admiral Distributor now about
special offer for limited time only.

Call your Admiral Distributor for
ADMIRAL TV ANTENNAS  TUBULAR STEEL TV TABLES

MOUNTING NARDWARE and ACCESSORIES
Admiral Corporation, Accessories and Equipment Division, Chicago 47, III.
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MOLDED TUBULAR DRY ELECTROLYTIC

CAPACITOR CAPACITOR

for sure television capacitor replacements
When you replace television capacitors you want to know that your
replacements won't cause "headaches" in unnecessary call-backs
because of premature failure. You can be sure that these Sangamo
TV replacements will live up to their reputation. Used as original
equipment, they're "tops" for dependable replacements.

THE REDSKIN is a molded paper tubular, especially adapted to tele-
vision. It's easy to work with the leads are securely imbedded in a
hard plastic case and have been especially designed to resist breakage.
The REDSKIN is strong and it's dependable at 85° C, even under
extreme humidity.

THE CHIEFTAIN is a dry electrolytic that fits anywhere! Tiny, but
durable, it is ideal for application in tight spots beneath a chassis. Bare
tinned -copper wire leads make it easy to mount. Maintains uniform
capacity when subjected to high ripple currents at 85° C.

REMEMBER . . . these are only two of a complete line of mica, paper and
electrolytic capacitors that will take care of practically any replacement
requirement in the radio and television field.

oed4 Oda/mosee feworaMPellototamee

PAPERMICASILVERELECTROLYTIC
CAPACITORS

SANGAMO ELECTRIC COMPANY
MARION, ILLINOIS

IN CANADA: SANGAMO COMPANY LIMITED, LEASIDE, ONTARIO Ku -10A

SERVICE, DECEMBER, 1952 7



SUCCESSFUL SERVICING
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WHAT'S THE SECRET?
It's simple! The one thing that Rider gives
you is all the facts. That's the one big dif-
ference between Rider Servicing Data and
any other kind. Rider data is official, com-
plete, factory -authorized data. Exactly as
issued by the manufacturer who made the
set ... with all of his changes, and trouble
cures organized into indexed, easy - to -
follow style. This means that when you
repair a set with Rider Servicing Data, you
have everything in front of you. Every-
thing that you must know to do a fast,
accurate diagnosis and make a prestige -
building, permanent repair. Rider Manuals
make servicing easy!

NEW FEATURE ADDED!
Now, in Rider's latest Servicing Data, be-
ginning with TV Manual Vol. 10, you'll
find a feature that can't be beat-a listing
of dependable replacement parts. All listed
parts check against the physical and elec-
trical requirements of the original parts
used in the receiver. This means reduced
servicing time and faster repairs because
of less changes on parts replaced.

RIDER TV SERVICING DATA
COMES IN TWO FORMS.

MANUALS
The TV Manual form has ten
volumes covering more than
4,650 models of television re-
ceivers. Each volume has

over 2,000 (81/2 x 11") pages of servicing
data with an index covering the contents
of all volumes. Each volume is attractively
bound in a permanent hard cover. The
Manual form is ideal for shop use and as
a permanent reference.

IN NINE MONTHS

TEK-FILE

The Tek-File form now
covers more than 2,200
models. Each Tek-File pack

contains complete data for several of the
most popular models... the ones you are
called to work on every day. (Contents
are clearly marked on the cover of each
pack.) Get your free Tek-File indexes
covering the contents of all packs at your
jobber's. If he doesn't have them, write us.

For the complete servicing facts on radio
get Rider Radio Manuals. In 22 volumes
Rider Radio Manuals give you the com-
plete, factory authorized, Official AM, FM
radio servicing data for receivers manu-
factured over the past 22 years! Plus com-
plete data on auto radios, record changers,
tuners and recorders. Everything is or-
ganized and indexed to make radio servic-
ing easy.

DON'T BE SWITCHED.
Remember, Rider Manuals and Tek-Files
are the only source, for complete factory -
authorized servicing data. If your jobber
doesn't have them, DON'T BE
SWITCHED! If he doesn't have Rider
Manuals, write to us ...we'll tell you
where to get them. If he doesn't have Rider
Tek-Files, write to us ... we'll fill your
order directly. (Please include your job-
ber's name.) Why not prove to yourself
that Rider Servicing Data really makes
servicing easy? Try one Rider TV Tek-File
pack at our risk! Try a pack for the next
receiver you repair ...if you don't agree
that it makes your servicing easier than
anything you've ever used RETURN THE.
PACK TO US WITHIN SEVEN DAYS
AND WE'LL SEND YOU A FULL RE-
FUND! So act now ...you have absolutely
nothing to lose!

RIDER "HOW -TO -DO -IT" BOOKSHELF.

I. TV Troubleshooting and Repair
Guide Book.

Save time! Loaded with trouble -shooting charts
and waveform pictures. 10 vital chapters. 204,
81/2 x 11" pages. Paper cover $3.90.

2. Ency on CR 'Scopes and Uses.
Most complete work on 'scopes! What they are,
what they do, construction and capabilities. 992
pages 81/2" x 11". 3,000 ill. Cloth cover $9.00.

3. Vacuum Tube Voltmeters.
All the facts! Design, construction, testing, main-
tenance, application, etc., of all types of VTVM's.
432 pages 51/2" x 81/2". 210 ill. Cloth cover $4.50.

4. Receiving Tube Substitution
Guide Book.

Lists 2.500 radio, TV and electronic tobe subs in
numerical order. Gives ratings, wiring changes,
tube base diagrams and characteristics chart. 224
pages. 81/2" x 11". Paper cover $3.00.

4a. First Supplement to Original
Guide.

Lists 750 completely new and different tube sub-
stitutions. 48 pages 81/2" x 11". Paper cover $.99.

5. UHF Practices and Principles.
The complete, up-to-the-minute story on UHF
told in a clear, down-to-earth style. Covers prac-
tical, working applications and equipment in-
cluding brand -name converters. 400 pages. 51/2"
x 81/2". Cloth cover $6.60.

IT'S NEWS! TELL -A -FAULT
It's Rider's new monthly TV trouble -shooting
service. Save countless hours of diagnosis time.
Rider experts do your trouble -shooting for you
...in pictures, charts, and symptom and cure
sheets. Monthly bulletins. Send coupon for com-
plete story-no obligation.

BE SWART .MA/L 711/8 C0010/1/ Te

JOHN F. RIDER, Publisher, Inc.
480 Canal Street, New York 13, N. Y.

Please send me book(s) circled. I under-
stand, if not satisfied, I may return them
within 10 days for full refund.

1 2 3 4 4a 5
12 Send Free Data on Tell -A -Fault.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

ZONF STATE--- S-12
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HER CHOICE IS

LARGEST SELLING VHF BOOSTER...

AT ANY PRICE!

ANOTHER DX ENTHUSIAST

HELEN STANILAND GUAM

ES MANAGER, JOBBER DIVISION

QIIIAM-NICHOLS COMPANY

CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

AKERS o'THE



80 SMIPLE...

KESTER "RESIN -FIVE" CORE SOLDER

 Non -corrosive and non.
conductive . in diameters of
?12-, ,3" and smaller.

SO SIMPLE... to give good service

KESTER'S "Resin -Five" Core Solder has long enjoyed the

greatest popularity as the best solder for all electronic work,

radio and TV. That's because it was originally developed to

save you time and money ... the right combination of tin and

lead -flux, too -to simplify and speed up your work. And it's

true also of Kester's companion product, Plastic Rosin -Core

Solder. Choose either one ... and you have the best!

Your Jobber has Kester. Tell him you want
"Resin -Five" or "Plastic Rosin"... both genuine
Kester Solders. You'll be glad you didl

KESTER SOLDER COMPANY
4248 Wrightwood Avv., Chicago 39

Newark .5, New Jersey Brantford. Canada

KESTER

SOLDER
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Fill your parts requirements

from a single dependable source

Want good radio service parts when-and where-you want
them? Want radio service parts designed and built for the
_world's most popular car radio with over 7 million in use?

If you do . . . you want Delco Radio service parts from the
world's largest manufacturer of automobile radios. You can
.depend on the high, uniform quality of Delco Radio service
parts. These replacement parts are identical in quality with
the original equipment parts that make Delco the big name
in car radios.

Both, Delco Radio original equipment and universal serv-
ice parts are available promptly through United Motors
wholesalers.

DELCO RAID/0 PARTS
A GENERAL MOTORS PRODUCT A UNITED MOTORS LINE

Pl3711/8UTED 8Y WNOLES4LERS EYERYWNERE

DELCO RADIO
DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION

KOKOMO, INDIANA

THINGS TO REMEMBER ABOUT

DELCO RADIO SERVICE PARTS

Otter largest market for original-
, equipment replacement parts.

2Backed by world's largest factory de-
voted exclusively to automobile radios.

Designed by one of the largest .and most
JP forward -look ing engineering groups de-

voted exclu,i vcly to automotive radio.
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a.0

The stars show quality ascendant in the TV set owner's
mind. Follow your stars-give the set owner the best
picture tube replacement-Rauland. Your Rauland
jobber anticipates your need today with a complete stock.
The Rauland Corporation, 4245 N. Knox Avenue,
Chicago 41, Illinois. MUlberry 5-5000.

VI
PERFECTION THROUGH RESEARCH
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TRIO ANNOUNCES SENSATIONAL NEW

ig er am than any Yap .

lk II -Channel VHF Performance .

Here's the greatest advance in TV antennas since
TRIO'S introduction of the dual channel ycgil The
sensational new TRIO ZIG-ZAG antenna is basically
a multiple element yogi type antenna on each channel,
yet one 2 -bay antenna - and in some models a single
bay antenna - covers all VHF channelsl

This sensational antenna has sharper directivity and
higher front -to -back ratio. It provides snow -f ee pic-
tures, and fade -free sound even in the most remote
fringe areas.

Tremendous forward gain is accomplished without
long, bulky, arrays that operate on only one channel.
With the new fringe area model ZIG-ZAG antenna,
one bay provides tremendous gain on all low channels,
2 thru 6, and the other bay provides similar high gain
on channels 7 thru 13.

HOW THIS AMAZING ANTENNA WORKS
Trio ZIG-ZAG antennas utilize a new principle
whereby an array is composed of a series of
elements, one or more of which is resonant on any one
channel while the remaining elements, which are non -
resonant on that channel, provide parasitic voltages
having the proper phase relative to the direct voltage.
These act as very efficient directors and reflectors. All
elements are directly connected to the feed -line.

The various models, listed below, are designed to
provide a simple installation for all areas, fron metro.
politan to extreme fringe. Two bay models, like the
single bay models, are operated with a single 300
ohm lead-in to the set, with less than a 3:1 :landing

8 MODELS ROM WHICH TO CHOO

ZZ121 ZZ16H

FOR EXTREME FRINGE RECEPTION - ZZ16H provides over 14 DB voltage
gain as compared with a resonant reference dipole on Channels 7 thru 13, and
ZZ12L provides gain of 12 to 14 DB on Channels 2 thru 6. Gam of the ZZ12L
is 12 DB on Channels 2 and 3 and is 14 on Channels 4, 5 and 6. These models
have narrowest forward lobe and highest front -to -back ratio and should be used
in areas where co -channel interference is a problem.

Z/6

r.

STURDY,
VIBRATION

-PROOF
CONSTRUCTION

Rugged
strength

is designed
into all models. Antenna

is shipped
with all hardware

mounted
on the boom

with the exception
of the most damp.

Complete
assem-

b/y consists
only of matching

color-coded
elements

to

the color-coded
boom

and tightening
nuts which

fur_
in minutes.

nish clomping
action.

Complete
assembly

is accom-

ANTENNA

ZZ8L ZZ8H

FOR NORMAL FRINGE RECEPTION - Where maximum gain is not neces-
sary, these models are ideal. The ZZ8H For Channels 7 thru 13 and the ZZ8L
for Channels 2 thru 6. Voltage gain is 9 DB on Channels 2 and 3 and 11 DB on
Channels 4 thru 13. These models have patterns comparable to a well designed
multi -element single channel yogi.

WRITE FOR

CATALOG

.)r

1..

ZZ6L

-

ZZ6H

FOR NEAR FRINGE RECEPTION -
These models provide a voltage gain of
8 to 9 DB on Channels 2 thru 13. TIM,*
models hove pattern and gain compar-
able to a cut -to -chain,' yogi. ZZ6L
coven Channels 2 ihn. 6. ZZ6H coven
Channels 7 thru 13.

Near Fringe

C.

Suburban

ZZ6AZI6A ZZ4A

-

SINGLE BAY ALL -CHANNEL RECEPTION - Model ZZ4A Is a single
bay antenna providing adequate gain and directivity on all channels, 2 thru 13,
In suburban areas. Model ZZ6A is also an all -channel single, bay antenna pro-
viding greater gain for near hinge use.

TRIO. MANUFACTURING COMPANY GRIGGSVILLE, ILLINOIS
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YOU
make more money

when you replace with

RAYTHEON PICTURE TUBES

A brand new tube - Raytheon makes only new
tubes of finest quality. Raytheon Picture Tubes have
new glass, new guns, new screens.

Tote auality - Raytheon Picture Tubes are the pre-
cision products of a multi -million dollar concern that
has specialized in the design, development and man-
ufacture of only top quality electron tubes for more
than 26 years. During all this time RAYTHEON has
never compromised with quality.

A thoroughly tested tube - Raytheon Picture Tubes
and their components are
given 101 rigid quality tests
and checks to insure electrical

and mechanical perfection.

Re 9 I e . Se9fee

An established brand name - Raytheon Picture
Tubes don't need to be "sold" to your customers -
thanks to Raytheon's national advertising and repu-
tation for making only the finest quality tubes.

Service -  Raytheon Picture Tubes are readily available
through your Raytheon Tube Distributor.

A 1 -year warranty --- Raytheon Picture Tubes are
guaranteed for 1 year from date of installation -a
warranty backed by Raytheon - one of America's
leading tube manufacturers.

AYTHEON
PICTURE

'TUBE

'THESE
R

ES UP IC"ovroorkG

Satisf ed cv c-lers -- Raytheon Picture Tubes will
give your customers the finest picture, the finest per-
formance possible. They'll build your reputation as a
competent and thoroughly dependable Service Dealer
- put you in line for repeat business and the business
of your customers' friends.

More profit! -You'll save time on replacement jobs
when you use Raytheon Picture Tubes becauseyou
work with complete con-
fidence that their quality is
uniform and will complement
your skills. Saving time means
more profit for you. MTN(I I I

. TYR. NG CO ANY, 11111111111111111.;
Receiving Tube Division

Newton, Mass., Chicago, Ill., Atlanta, Ga., es, Calif.

EMU AM PICINE INES IEIIAIIE SNRipNATNE ANI IMAM TIIIS  MUNN SINES AN TRANSISTORS 11111:1111111C TINES 111121110VE TIlES

exesaence iss Shwiscideis
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The Big Job Ahead
WHEN during the early part of the
year, Washington announced that at
long last the freeze lift was off, powers
would be boosted, and up to 2,000 sta-
tions would eventually be allocated,
there was abounding joy everywhere.
Enthusiastic forecasts and plans
poured in. Unfortunately, because of
defense requirements, station -process-
ing problems, and even transmitter
manufacturing di fficulties, rnany months
passed by before any of the predicted
activity began to show signs of life.
And even then, only a few allocations
began to dribble out of the Commis-
sion's offices.

Suddenly, Washington became a
beehive of motion. Allocations began
to appear by the dozens. And to add
more brightness to the scene, new
transmitters were placed on the air.
Denver and Portland, hailed the first
group of new stations; two vhf and
one uhf. TV interest boomed. The
effect on industry was electrifying.

Soon scores of communities will
witness similar enthusiastic scenes,
with the introduction of low and high -
band telecasting.

Service Men will face a rugged
schedule in these new centers of activ-
ity, particularly where uhf will be
used. In some instances, such as
Portland, TV will be a completely new
facility, the station will be within rea-
sonable distance of the larger cities
and towns, rough terrain will not be too
prevalent, and installation may there-
fore not be particularly difficult. Of
course, it will always be necessary to
consider certain problems, such as dis-
tance and direction from the transmit-
ter, and especially heavy foliage and
roof -top conditions. Foliage and roof
tops may appear to be unimportant
during initial installation, but subse-
quent seasonal changes can introduce
many peculiar and disturbing effects
on reception. Because of the beam -
of -light character of ultrahigh signals,
barren and heavily -leaved trees can
control transmission paths. Wet or
dry trees and roof tops, too, particu-
larly the metal type, can play havoc
with reception.

Reporting on these conditions, noted
during early uhf tests in Washington,
D. C., researchers said that good re-
ception during summer months, when
foliage was heavy, suffered not only
a signal strength loss, but from heavy

reflection, in the winter months, when
the trees were bare. Mounting the
antennas on comparatively high poles
above most trees was found to be a
sound solution in many instances. Rain
was also found to be an annoyance,
causing reflections.

In ultrahigh areas where pickup
from vhf stations is now possible, even
on a fringe basis, Service Men will
face another serious problem. For in
this instance, viewers will be interested
in continuing to receive vhf programs,
plus t-ansmission from the new sta-
tion, which may be in an entirely dif-
ferent direction.

This problem already obtains in
Reading, Pa., where antennas are now
directed toward Philadelphia for the
three veryhigh stations in that city,
and toward Lancaster to receive sig-
nals from that point. Since the ultra-
high station (WHUM-TV; channel
61) is located about 22 miles north of
Reading on Blue Mountain, it will be
necessary to either install a separate
uhf antenna, or mount it atop the pres-
ent v1f pole and use a rotator to
change the direction of the antennas.
Service Men, of course, will have to
determine the type of antenna to be
used, and whether a strip tuner or con-
verter can be installed to provide best
results. It will also be necessary to
consider the number of new stations
that may go on the air in an area.
Reading viewers will eventually have
two uhf stations, 61 and 33, the latter
belonging to WEEU-TV, which will
probably begin its operations in the
early spring.

Another problem that will face Ser-
vice Men in some areas will be chan-
nel shifts. There are 30 stations which
will eventually have to change their
channels. In a few cities, the switch
has already been made, but, in the
main, the shifts are still to come. The
problem will not be too acute for those
within primary range, but will be quite
disturbing in the fringe zones where
high -gain antennas cut to specific
channels are now being used. As in-
dicated earlier in this journal,* some
manufacturers have developed high -
gain antenna systems, covering several
channels, permitting installation at the
present time for reception of the cur-
rent and new channels, whenever it
is placed on the air. The absence of
such an arrangement will interrupt
service, since viewers will be obliged

to wait for an installation of a new
antenna cut to the new frequency. In
crowded fringe zones served by a few
shops, the resulting delays can become
very annoying. Anticipating this
problem, many Service Men have be-
gun to advise customers that their
favorite station will soon change its
frequency, and it would be wise to in-
stall a new antenna now to provide
continued service.

Specifically, the following stations are on tke
frequency -shift calendar: WBKB (Chicago),
4 to 2; WDTV (Pittsburgh), 3 to 2; WREL,
WNDK (Cleveland), 9 to 8, 4 to 3, respectively;
WTMJ-TV (Milwaukee) , 3 to 4; WLWT,
WKRC-TV, WCPO-TV (Cincinnati), 4 to 5,
11 to 12, 7 to 9, respectively; WJAR-TV (Provi-
dence), 11 to 10; WLTV (Atlanta), 8 to 11;
WTAR-TV (Norfolk -Portsmouth Newport News,
Va.), 4 to 3; WAVE -TV, WHAS-TV (Louis-
ville), 5 to 3, 9 to 11, respectively; WBRC-TV
(Birmingham), 4 to 6; WRGB (Albany -Troy
Schenectady), 4 to 6; WLWC (Columbus), 3 to
4; WHAM -TV (Rochester), 6 to 5; WMCT
(Memphis), 4 to 5; WLWD, WHIO-TV (Day-
ton); 5 to 2, 13 to 7, respectively; WSYR-TV
(Syracuse), 5 to 3; WOOD -TV (Grand Rapids).
7 to 8; WDEL-TV (Wilmington), 7 to 12;
WMHC-TV (New Haven), 6 to 8; WJAC-TV
(Johnstown, Pa.), 13 to 6; WOC-TV (Daven-
port -Moline -Rock Island), 5. to 6; WGAL-TV
(Lancaster), 4 to 8; WSAZ-TV (Huntington,
W. Va.-Ashland, Ky.), 5 to 3; WW1/. (Bloom-
ington, Ind.), 10 to 4; and WOI-TV (Ames).
4 to 5.

There's a big job ahead for Service
Men but it is certain that those
who are well -trained, alert and re-
sourceful will be able to meet the chal-
lenge and ring up a proud record of

success.
Packaged Hi-Fi

TV WILL NOT be the only boom item in
'53. Audio, particularly packaged hi fi,
will be a worthy contender.

When, as one specialist noted recently,
it is recalled that during the year over
$60,000,000 has been spent on classical
records alone, it is not too difficult to
deduce that there is quite a sizeable mar-
ket for music systems which are certainly
much better than the standard phono in
the radio or TV set which reproduces 1p
recordings through a speaker, amplifier,
record changer and cartridge assembly
normally designed to meet mass market
price requirements.

Yes, it's quite a market and Service
Men can supply the required amplifier
(plus preamp, if necessary), record
changer, speaker and enclosures, all assem-
bled, to provide the better music record
owners want, and at an attractive price.
Some shop owners are now spotlighting
such packaged hi-fi service. Even manu-
facturers have become interested and be-
gun to market complete units, either in
single cabinets or dual amplifier -changer/
speaker setups. Kit assemblies are ex-
pected to be announced, soon, too.

fir '53 packaged 'hi-fi will be quite a
factor. A complete report on this new
trend, detailing the design, construction
and circuitry employed in typical hi-fi
packages will appear soon in Sravicz.
Watch for it.-L. W.

"TV Antenna Digest, SERVICE, Sept. 1952.
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make
on - the -spot

accurate
nearity Aljustmen

parable

I only

RMS
PORTABLE BAR

GENERATOR
list

Monster from Mars? . . . no;
just linearity out of adjust-
ment . . . and you have no test
pattern to aid you. Out of your
kit comes your RMS Bar Gen-
erator . . . in a matter of min-
utes the job is done accurately.
Your savings in eliminating
"call backs" more than makes
up the unbelievably low cost
of this truly fine instrument.

 Provides adjustable number
of both vertical and horizon-
tal bars for easier alignment.

 Complete integral unit with
ro other equipment required.

 Ceramic condensers and
other high quality compo-
rents throughout.

-  Treat yourself today . . . to
A much finer instrument
at a much lower price!
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NEW STATION APPROVALS EXPECTED TO APPROACH 140 BEFORE YEAR END --A prediction made a
few weeks ago by FCC's headman, Paul Walker, that at least 125 TV building grants
would be issued before the year is out, now appears to have been quite a modest fore-
cast. For at this writing, 127 have received permission to break ground and go on the
air as soon as possible, and at least a dozen or more will join the new -station ranks
before '52 ends. The latest to win approvals include: WALA*, Mobile, Ala. (channel
10); KTXL, San Angelo, Tex. (channel _8); WOSH, Oshkosh, Wis. (48); WEOK, Poughkeepsie,
N. Y. (21); WKIJO, Louisville, Ky., operators of WHAS-TV and WAVE -TV (21); WONE, Day-
ton, Ohio (22), who also operate WHIO-TV; WGFG, Kalamazoo, Mich. (36); WIBM, Jackson,
Mich. (48); WBCK, Battle Creek, Mich. (58); WTAC, Flint City, Mich. (16); WLOK, Lima,
Ohio (73); KDRO, Colorado Springs, Colo. (13); KDZA, Pueblo, Colo. (3); WBAY, Green
Bay, Wisc. (2); KOPO, Tucson, Ariz. (13); WRAK, Williamsport, Pa. (36); KITO, San
Bernardino, Calif. (18); WWOD, Lynchburg, Va. (16). . . . The operators of WIP, Phila-
delphia, have received a grant for channel 29. . . . Other cities which will soon have
TV include Yakima, Wash., with two channels, 23 and 29, and Monroe, La., which will
have a low -band station on channel 8.

LICENSING PROPOSALS DENOUNCED IN CHICAGO LOS ANGELES AND PHILADELPHIA --New measures
to legislate TV and radio Service Men's activities in Philadelphia, Los Angeles and
Chicago, have run into a storm of violent protests. . . . In Philadelphia, industry
groups declared, at a special conclave, that neither laws or policing were necessary
to control servicing. The prexy of one industry group indicated that a consumer -level
educational program would solve many of the current problems. . . . In Chicago, the
plan for municipal licensing was described as opening the door to political spoils,
which could destroy even the best licensing intent. In contrast, the heads of several
servicing associations felt that there is an urgent need for licensing, and it won't
be long before such control arrives, either on the city or state level. . . . Comment-
ing on a bill recently introduced in Philadelphia, the chairman of one servicing asso-
ciation noted that the measure had been offered because the councilman's office had
been flooded with complaints about TV service. It was stressed that the proposed meas-
ure would up -grade the industry, minimize and curb the loss of dignity re-
sulting from the operations of unethical groups. . . . A statement from one source
bluntly declared that -the state legislature in Pennsylvania would defnitely consider
licensing, and such controls might become an official statute on the books during '53.
. . . At an all -industry meeting on the Pacific coast, an ordinance being studied by
the Los Angeles city council was received with mixed reaction, industry reps criticiz-
ing the measure, and some service delegates describing it as a measure which could work
and prove helpful.

THREE-DIMENSIONAL TV CALLED PROJECT FOR THE FUTURE --Notwithstanding the excited fore-
casts of some motion -picture executives, three-dimensional projection and viewing is
many, many years away. Thus viewed a score of TV specialists recently, who indicated
that there are mountains of problems to solve before such a scheme can become practi-
cal. It will be necessary to allocate specific channels, employ synchronized cameras
and projectors, and in addition, viewers will have to wear polarized -type glasses.

NEW YORK SERVICE GROUPS TO COMBAT MALPRACTICES --In a unified effort to halt dishonest
and inefficient servicing, service associations in New York City, and several neigh-
boring communities, are participating in an active campaign which will promote a BBB
booklet to educate the public on problems of TV service, and support and contribute
to a control program which will serve as a check on the servicing industry. The latter
group will serve to screen problems encountered by consumers or the BBB.

'Temporary call letters. Official calls will in most instances carry a TV suffix.
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CREDIT CLEARING HOUSE FOR SERVICE MEN PROPOSED --A novel credit reporting and collec-
tion agency, which would serve radio and TV Service Men only, has been devised by a
service operator in Texas. The set up would, it was noted, expedite collection, and
prevent an accumulation of bad accounts or unpaid bills.

PILOT -MODEL LAWRENCE COLOR TUBES SCHEDULED FOR EARLY NEW YORK EXHIBITION --The contro-
versial tri-color tube, invented by physicist Dr. Ernest W. Lawrence of the Univer-
sity of California, demonstrated earlier in the year, has been improved, it was recent-
ly announced, and is now ready for production. The tube, in its present state, is about
18" long, and will be available in single and three -gun models for installation in
systems using dot or field -sequential techniques. Demonstrations of the tube may take
place within the next few months in New York City.

TRANSISTOR CIRCUITRY COURSES OFFERED --A historic series of lectures, stressing the
actual circuit designs which have been engineered for transistors, were recently con-
ducted under the joint auspices of the New York section of the AIEE and IRE. The unus-
ual seminar was under the supervision of five Bell Telephone Lab engineers, who
described the novel manner in which semi -conductors can be used in not only com-
mercial, but home equipment of the future. A comprehensive review on transistorized
devices appears in this issue on page 40.

INCREASED APPLIANCE USE FOUND TO INTRODUCE TV LINE -VOLTAGE PROBLEMS --The widespread
electrification program now underway throughout the country, involving the installa-
tion of dishwashers, ranges, washing machines and dryers, manglers, clocks, oil burn-
ers, and dozens of other home appliances, has introduced serious line -load headaches
for TV set owners, particularly those in fringe areas. The resulting voltage surges
and dips have been found to reduce picture height and width, introduce line modulation,
interfere with focusing, and even affect brightness on some occasions. Constant -
voltage transformers have been found to be very effective, for they can correct line -
voltage variations to better than 3%, with a 95 to 125 input voltage change. A complete
report on this technique will appear soon in SERVICE.

MANUFACTURERS AND ASSOCIATIONS INTRODUCE COMPREHENSIVE TRAINING PROGRAMS --In one of
the most ambitious schooling projects ever conceived, set makers have begun to send
huge trailers completely equipped with test equipment, receivers, antennas, and manned
by seasoned engineers, to those areas where TV will soon be a factor. For the first
time Service Men are being given an opportunity to become acquainted with vhf, and
particularly uhf gear, before telebroadcasting is even inaugurated. Offered in one
travelling clinic are practical instructions on the operation and servicing of con-
tinuous tuners, strip tuners, converters, antennas, leadins, and all -channel type
receivers. . . . In New York City, another unusual training program will soon be
placed in operation under the sponsorship of RTMA. Inspired by the service committee
of the association, and approved by the entire membership, the program will provide
training for about 100 in a trade school at a very small charge for tuition and books.
Test equipment and parts will be supplied by association members; about $30,000 worth
of gear and $10,000 worth of parts will be made available. Currently, the program calls
for night study three times a week for a 9 -month period. Applicants for the course will
be screened, and entry will be based on extent of knowledge; one with substantial ex-
perience may only require several months of study, while a newcomer may have to attend
all of the classes. It is expected that graduates of the course will receive official
seals noting their technical proficiency. The pilot course in New York City will
serve as a proving ground for similar schools to be established on a national scale,
sponsored in this instance by local distributors and manufacturing reps. Both efforts
will certainly produce rewarding results, benefiting the manufacturer, distributor,
Service Man, and, of course, the consumer. . . . Congratulations, gentlemen. --L. W.
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IMPS ARE

REALLY 'RUGGED!

The tough thereto -setting

plastic will take an

astounding amount of abuse

-yet IMPS will still tonic

and perform like new I

IMP LEADS

CAN BEND AND BEND!

Tinned leads that are

really securely anchored

yeah be amazed at how

'lurch punishment they'll

take without breaking i

IMPS-- :WON'T

FREEZE OR MELT!

They'll operate faithfully

in temperatures tang trig

from .---40°C. to

+ 100° C.' t21 F.) --

and tkat'ithe bolting
point of water I

IMPS ARE

MOISTURE -PROOF!

No moisture can get

through the varnished

plastic case, or

even through the

lead anchor points.

All over the country service -engineers are
praisPng the newest and finest molded tubular
paper capacitor-the Pyramid IMP!

IMPS are available in all popular ratings in
200, 400 and 600 volt ranges. See your local
distributor.

For free, attractive catalog on IMPS, write Dept. Si

PYRAMID ELECTRIC COMPANY
1445 HUDSON BOULEVARD  NORTH BERGEN, NEW JERSEY
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uHr CRYSTAL Mixers and
Mixer Circuitry ... Harmonic -Frequency Multipliers in
VHF -UHF Chassis . . . Troubleshooting UHF Tuners
. . . How to Replace Crystals in Ultrahigh Equipment

(Above)

Fig. 1. Typical uhf crystal diode. (Raytheon
CA*710.)

(Above)

Fig. la. Another type of uhf crystal. (Sylvania
INS2)

Below)

Fig. lb. View of 1N72 germanium crystal; A -=
mineral -Filled molded plastic case; B= solder;
C = germanium pellet; D = welds ; B = platinum -
ruthenium whisker; F= thermosetting cement;
G = nickel pin; H = weld, and 1 = leaded cop -

Per clad wire. (Courtesy G. E.)

DURING WORLD WAR II, along with
the (lelevopment of microwave radar,
the crystal detector received consider-
able attention and was quickly devel-
oped from the old galena and adjust-
able catwhisker of our youth into a
highly developed state.

Present-day crystals use highly re-
fined silicon or germanium as the rec-
tifying element. The old adjustable
catwhisker has been replaced by a
fixed point contact, and in some crys-
tals the contact is welded to a ger-
manium pellet, as illustrated in Fig. 1,
if and b. All current -type uhf TV
crystals use germanium.'

Operation of Crystal Diode

When the crystal is used as a mixer,
two voltages are applied to the crys-
tals. a large amplitude voltage (see
Fig. 2) from the local oscillator and a
small amplitude signal voltage (S in
Fig. 2). The output of the crystal is
bypassed for both the oscillator fre-
quency and signal frequency. The
output current of the crystal consists
of a de rectified component (D) and
if component (F). Of course, the
crystal mixer should be as efficient as
possible. and thus it is important to
obtain maximum conversion efficiency;
conversion efficiency is defined as the
ratio of the if output power to the rf
input power. Looking at Fig. 2, it
will be noted that the maximum if out-
put is obtained in the region where
the crystal voltage current characteris-
tic curve is steepest or at point C. If
we operated at point A or B less if
output would be obtained at these
points, than at point A, for a given
signal input because the slope of the
curve is less at these points. A meas-
ured curve showing the relative con -

'Crystals now being used in uhf TV tuners
and converters are the 1N72, Sylvania
IN82, and Raytheon CK710.

version for a range of crystal currents
is shown in Fig. 3, indicating that the
crystal should be operated with a
direct current between .5 and 1 ma for
best results. This range of crystal
current also results in the optimum
noise figure.

To obtain a good noise figure for
operation in fringe areas, crystal mix-
ers must be so designed that the signal
input circuits tune and match the crys-
tal to the antenna, the local oscillator
is strong and loosely coupled to the
crystal, the if circuit is matched to the
crystal and also adequately bypasses
both signal and oscillator frequencies.
The foregoing design criteria serves
to provide as much of the signal into
the crystal. obtain maximum conver-
sion efficiency and the maximum if
output from the crystal, as well as
minimize oscillator radiation.

Mixer Circuitry

There are two general types of
crystal mixer circuits, the shunt and
series types, as shown in Fig. 4.
These circuits are illustrative of typi-
cal mixers; many variations are pos-
sible in the method of coupling, such
as inductive instead of capacitive cou-
pling to the local oscillator or different
coupling to the rf or to the if tuned
circuit. In each case it is important
to isolate the rf, oscillator, and if cur-
rents to their own respective circuits,
except where they must all flow
through the crystal mixer.

The crystal diode is also frequently
used as a harmonic frequency multi-
plier. Because of the difficulty of
making oscillators operate at uhf, some.
tuners use a conventional vhf oscilla-
tor and multiply its frequency up to
that required for uhf operation by
means of a crystal multiplier circuit.
The crystal diode most frequently used
for this service is the 1N34A or the
IN34. This crystal multiplier should
not be confused with piezoelectric
quartz crystal harmonic oscillators.
In harmonic crystal multipliers, the
crystal is closely coupled to a vhf local
oscillator. This close coupling would
produce a high crystal current and
tend to burn out the crystal. if it were
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not for a high resistance in the crys-
tal circuit.

This resistance is bypassed for rf by a
capacitor which charges up and biases
the crystal. The crystal current now
only flows when the oscillator voltage
exceeds the bias voltage. These pulses
of current flow are rich in harmonics
and when the current is made to flow
through a circuit tuned to a particular
harmonic frequency, it develops a volt-
age across the tuned circuit at that
frequency. The mixer crystal is cou-
pled to this harmonic -tuned circuit to
obtain its uhf local oscillator injection.
The use of a harmonic crystal multi-
plier usually results in undesired
harmonic frequencies and therefore
there are many spurious responses to
cause multiple images. Harmonic
crystal multipliers are necessary in all
vhf tuners having replaceable turret
strips for uhf operation. Harmonic
crystal multipliers in any other uhf
tuners are undesirable because of the
possibility of spurious responses.

Uhf Tuner Troubleshooting

Troubleshooting in uhf tuners in-
volves checking the crystal diodes and
local oscillator tubes. The most im-
portant single measurement in the
tuner is the dc crystal current. This
single current reading. if between .5

by HENRY R. HESSE
Senior Engineer, TV Receiver Division

Allen B. DuMont Labs

Fig. 2 (above). Plot illustrating operation of a crystal miter. The de voltage -
current characteristic of a typical crystal is shown.

Fig. 3 (left). Curve showing relative conversion versus crystal current.

and 1 ma dc, will verify the correct
operation of both the crystal and local
oscillator. The dc crystal current
should be observed while tuning over
the entire band, as the local oscillator
strength and coupling of the oscillator

to the crystal both vary and thus
change the crystal current. The oper-
ation over a part of the band may be
satisfactory., but not over another part
of the band.

[To Be Continued]

Fig. 4. Two types of crystal miter circuits. In a is a shunt type, while in h appears a series type.

14
Crystal

RF Tuned Local
Circuit OscillatoH(

(b)

IF Tuned
Circuit
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A Frank Discussion of the Excellent Potentials That
Obtain Today in the Commercial and Home Markets,

and Particularly the Hi-Fi Fields

AUDIO OR SOUND normally has three
basic markets and about ten basic
applications.

From a dollar volume point of view,
the industrial market is probably the
most lucrative for a single installation.
Aside from the obviously vast potential
of that market, it is one in which the
need for audio services is most appar-
ent, has become practically an accepted
necessity, and is a field in which Serv-
ice Men will encounter prospects who
by the very nature of their background
and work will appreciate and respond
to facts and figures. It is, however, in
this field that one does find the most
difficult competition, the greatest num-
ber of specialists with seasoned per-
sonnel, generally adequate lab and fab-
ricating facilities, and an impressive
degree of experience and finances to
earn extra consideration by a prospect
with respect to responsibility. Disheart-
ening though these facts seem, the fact
remains, nevertheless, that such firms
as a rule have plenty of work already
committed and tend to concentrate on
the really big jobs, such as the giant
industries, the larger hospitals, schools
and public institutions, the railroads,
etc.

But what about the many thousands
of small factories, mills, warehouses,
small sanatoriums, hotels, etc., who
still are without the services of sound
even in the most elementary form ?
An amplifier, one mike, an inexpen-
sive record player and a couple of
loudspeakers can go a long way in sat-
isfying rather obvious needs and weak
budgets. Chances are, too, that there

(Above)
Audio truck: An installation which was the hub
of a unique promotion used to attract attention
to the products of an enterprising food products
distributor and a cooperating supermarket. On
rental type audio trucks, profuse use of the Ser-
vice Man's firm name serves as an effective and
consistent promotion, advertising effectively the
services and facilities which are available to the

public through him.

Merchandising
AUDIO Systems

by LAWRENCE J. EPSTEIN
University Loudspeakers, Inc.

exists an acquaintance with some key
individual connected with such firms
a friendship developed through the re-
pair of the plant superintendent's TV
set, or the hotel manager's combina-
tion, or a midget set for the office at
the warehouse. It must also be remem-
bered that there's plenty of electronic
equipment being used in industry to-
day. As in any field, popularity de-
pends greatly upon reputation and
word-of-mouth advertising. One job
leads to another. If audio is the media
of entrance into industrial patronage,
it will not be long before other kinds
of work related to your profession will
appear in your shop. The reverse is
equally true. Your strength, there-
fore, lies in the fact that your pros-
pect knows or may have heard of you.
and having confidence in the quality of
your work and the integrity of your
word will perhaps be more inclined to
hear your proposal and consider your
bid more favorably.

The term commercial is used rather
loosely to distinguish such a market
from the industrial. The warehouse
gives way to the garage, the factory
is now a small enterprise in a top floor
loft, the hospital becomes the doctor's
waiting room and the hotel is, instead,
a motel. Though the impression is
gained that the commercial market
represents the small requirements
market one should make no mistake in
thinking that this is entirely true.
There are plenty of big supermarkets
and five -story office establishments
which have yielded substantial con-
tracts and yet are truly commercial in
application. The distinction is made,
however, because in the case of the
two latter examples, the bigger audio
specialist enterprises will be found a
strong and eager competitor.

Of the garden variety of commer-
cial prospects one will find literally
hundreds to thousands in a commun-

ity. When one considers the recom-
mended technique of thinking of audio
equipment in terms of application, it
becomes apparent that every enter-
prise re,.ardless of its nature is a pros-
pect. During a visit to one jobber,
and in an effort to convince him that
audio was universal in its need and
application, a classified telephone direc-
tory was picked up and the jobber was
asked to open the book to any page
and with eyes closed point to any part
of page, it being my chore to provide a
use for sound for the category thus in-
discriminately selected. The number
that might use audio systems amazed
the jobber, and your truly, too ! It was
really a convincing test. It seems that
too few have ever taken the trouble
to do some honest thinking on the sub-
ject. Often one needs the stimulus of a
challenge to prod us into using the in-
genuity of which we are capable.

The beauty of the commercial sound
job is that it generally stems from the
personal contact between seller and
buyer. As a radio and TV Service
Man, your relationship with the other
local merchants, the church, the social
clubs and the many business and pro-
fessional folks you service or sell is of
inestimable value and cries for exploi-
tation. The equipment is usually simple
and the expenditure reasonable. Com-
petition is not often as keen as with
industrial jobs where competitive bid-
ding is a standard procedure. The av-
erage commercial job can be nego-
tiated.

Is it worth the effort? Let us an-
ayze that query. If you've been study-
ing the trends in your business lately,
checking costs of operation, and noting
where the major part of your income is
derived from, perhaps it may occur to
you that often you are vulnerable to

(Continued on page 59; see basic
application table on page 32)
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CHANNEL MASTER

a new kind of
SINGLE CHANNEL

TV BOOSTER
with the

Highest gain Lowest noise
in booster history

 GAIN: 12 Times (22 DB), low band;
8.5 Times (18.6 DB), high band.

 NOISE: 4.5 DB, low band; 6.5 DB, high band.
 The only single channel booster with CASCODE-type CIRCUIT

Uses famous, low -noise 6B07 tube.
0- Double -tuned transformers for peaking both video and sound.

 Antenna by-pass switch.

Actual Performance Figures prove that Katy -B tops 3 leading boosters!

Gain
(high no. preferred)
Noise
(low no. preferred)
VSWR
(low ratio preferred)
Balance -to -Unbalance
Ratio
(high ratio preferred)

KATY -11 Booster A Booster B Booster C

8.5 Times 4.2 Times 5.9 Times 6.2 Times

Typical Comparison on Channel

FREE: Educational new booklet-
"The 4 Standards of Booster Performance."

Ask your Channel Master distributor
for your copy.

TV "snow" is noise generated 3y
the set and booster. The amount o: nose

present depends primarily upon the
first tube in the receiving system.

This means that where a booster is
used, the amount of "snow" n

the picture depends almost entirel' upon
the performance of the booster,

and the tube(s) it uses. Most single channel
boosters on the market today

have poorer Noise Figures tf-an
modern TV front ends. Therefore, while

these boosters may contribute gain,
they actually deteriorate pictu-e

quality by adding noise.

It employs the famous, low -noise 5BQ7
tube in a Cascode-type circuit,

which gives the lowest Noise Figure ant
highest gain ever obtained im

a television booster.

MEMIEI

CHANNEL MASTER CORP.,,,,, ,
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UHF CONVERSION

Schematic demonstrates- performance proves.

The image rejection of VHF stations is down 50 to 60 db.

Extreme stability-use of air dielectric in tuning element

eliminates drift.

Universal-converts all sets-the only converter recom-

mended for the 5,000,000 split sound and video sets

now in use.

MODEL RC -600 UHF CONVERTER  $49.95 LIST



Isolating Resistor Characteristics ... Reasons for
Horizontal Sync Pulse Distortion on 'Scope Screen
. . . Use of 'Scope as Voltmeter and How to Read

Peak -to -Peak Voltages on the 'Scope

49), The 9ield*
DURING BENCH WORK, the isolating
resistor has been found essential in
visual -alignment; when connected in
series with the hot lead to the 'scope,
it provides a neat sharply -pointed
marker. However, the waveforms in
sync and sweep circuits appear badly
distorted unless the isolating resistor
is removed. Why is this?

An isolating resistor actually pro-
vides more than isolation; in prac-
tice, it also provides a filtering action,
observed with respect to the marker
display. Troubleshooting in sync and
sweep circuits requires wide -frequency
response instead of narrow frequency
response, as does visual alignment.
The effect of the undesired filtering ac-
tion of an isolating resistor on a ver-
tical sync pulse is shown in Fig. 1. In
this type of work, a compensated high -
impedance probe is required instead of
a simple isolating resistor.

BASE LINE

REMOVE SIGNAL
To ENO
EASE LIME

THE 'SCOPE HAS often been described
as a voltmeter, too. If this is so, is
the voltage read from the bottom of
the wave to the top, or from the re-
trace line in both directions

The peak -to -peak voltage is read
from the bottom of the wave to the
top. However, the retrace line has
nothing to do with voltage readings.
Positive -peak and negative -peak volt-
ages are read from the zero -volts base
line, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. This
line is found by momentarily remov-
ing the signal from the input of the
vertical amplifier. Of course, the
'scope must first be calibrated before
voltages can be measured. It must he
remembered that the peak -to -peak
voltage of a sine wave (usually used
for calibrating) is 2.83 times its ruts
value. Service voltmeters usually in-
dicate ruts values of sine waves.

Fig. 2. Trace illustrating that the base or zero -
volts line in the display is not the same as the
retrace line. The retrace line can appear at any
level, depending upon the setting of the sync -
hold control. The base line is found by tem-
porarily removing the signal input to the vertical

amplifier.

Fig. 4. A horizontal sync pulse which exhibits rounding of the corners, tilt, and slow rise time.
The fault can originate at any of several points.

Fig. 1. 'Scope pattern illustrating distortion of
the vertical sync pulse and associated signal by
use of an isolating resistor. The resistor kills
the high -frequency response of the 'scope; slots
in the vertical sync pulse are reduced to saw -
teeth riding on top of the pulse, while horizontal
and equalizing pulses are likewise attenuated and
distorted to small sawtooth waves. Horizontal
sync pulses are twice as wide as the equalizing
pulses, and the horizontal sawteeth rise up twice
as high as the equalizing sawteeth for this
reason. Horizontal sawteeth (sync pulses) ap-
pear spaced a half picture tine apart, because the
even and odd fields sandwich on a 60 -cycle

'scope sweep.

WHY DOES THE horizontal sync pulse
on a 'scope screen show considerable
distortion ?

There are a number of possible
factors responsible, and the cause
must be determined by trial and an-
alysis. It is important to determine
if the receiver is properly aligned,
and if the contrast control is properly
set. The proper adjustment of the
video amplifier must also be checked.
Then it is necessary to see if the
'scope itself will pass a 30-kc square
wave without visible distortion. Next,
one must note if the 'scope is being
applied in such manner that the circuit
under test is not unduly loaded. Fin-
ally, it is wise to find out if the TV
station is transmitting standard sync
at the time of test. Fig. 4 illustrates
a typical horizontal sync pulse with
defects that can originate at any of
several points.

Fig. 3. Waveform indicating how positive -peak,
negative -peak, or peak -to -peak voltages can be
read on a calibrated 'scope, after locating the
zero -volts base line. The excursion above the
0-1/ line shows positive peak voltage; the ex-
cursion below the 0-1, line shows negative peak
voltage, and the total excursion shows peak -to -
peak voltage. It is a fundamental law of elec-
tricity that the ac waveform will always have a
positive -peak area equal to the negative -peak
area. But this does not mean that the positive -
Peak voltage is equal to the negative peak voltage.

THIS AREA
EQUALS

EtOS AREA

r-ERO
VOETS

Based on questions Posed during
meetings conducted by R. G. Middleton,
senor engineer at Precision Apparatus
Co., Inc., and author of TV Trouble-
shooting and Repair Guide Book, Pub-
lished by John F. Rider.
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Fig. 1. Audio amplifier, with remote control unit.
(Courtesy Brook Electronics, Inc.)

How to Evaluate Such Factors as
Power Output and Gain,Harmonic
and Intermodulation Distortion,
Frequency Response, Source
Impedance, Hum and Noise Level,
Tone Controls, and General
Design and Construction in

Amplifiers

Picking Out the Right
AUDIO AMPLIFIES

THE MAJORITY OF cusrom-built radio-
phonos have been found to use com-
mercial amplifiers rather than private-
ly -built units. The primary interest
of most assemblers, therefore, is not in
amplifier construction practice, but in
the quality standards by which the
products of various manufacturers
may be judged and selected for pur-
chase.

The design of audio amplifiers is an
advanced art and there exist many dif-
ferent and equally successful ways of
achieving fidelity reproduction. It is
necessary to be concerned with tangi-
ble results, in terms of performance,
rather than with the design methods
chosen to achieve these results. The
circuit designer's decisions about
whether to use triodes or pentodes,
fixed or cathode bias, direct or re-
sistor -capacitor interstage coupling,

Ib

11111 UM

Output Signal

Fundamental
Component

2nd Harmonic

r%reOutput
nt Of

Input Signal ,/

by MARK VINO
concern only various means towards
the same end.

Specifications for Audio Amplifiers

Manufacturer's performance data on
amplifiers normally include seven fac-
tors: (1) Power output and gain;
(2) per cent harmonic distortion,
either given as a total, or listed sepa-
rately for each order of harmonic;
(3) per cent intermodulation distor-
tion; (4) frequency response; (5)
source impedance (the same informa-
tion may be indicated by the damping
factor); (6) hum and noise level; and
(7) degree of control over treble and
bass boost or cut.

Amplifier Power

The power capability of an audio
amplifier should be suited to its func-

tion. Occasionally the use of super-
powered amplifiers with outputs of 30
or 40 watts have been used for home
installations, but the current trend is
towards lower power, with no less
than ten and no more than twenty
watts output. One reason for this
trend is undoubtedly the very low
value of distortion generated by mod-
ern amplifier circuits.

Power Sensitivity

The signal input voltage required to
drive the amplifier to rated output de-
termines a characteristic called power
sensitivity. Insufficient sensitivity for
the signals available will simply mean
inadequate volume; a large excess of
gain is also disadvantageous. An am-
plifier should therefore be chosen with

(Continued on page 28)

Fig. 2. Harmonic distortion caused by non-linear transfer characteristic of vacuum -tube. The dis-
torted output waveform may be analyzed into the components shown in dotted lines, consisting of die
fundamental and second harmonic. (By permission from Principles of Electron Tubes, by H. J. Reich.

Copyright, 1941; McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.)

Fig. 3. Typical modern feedback circuit. Voltage is fed back out
of phase from the voice -coil winding of the output transformer to
an earlier stage, reducing distortion and noise, increasing the
damping factor, and improving frequency response. The smaller
the value of the feedback resistor in relation to the greater

is the amount of feedback.
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THE NEW ir6be0111) H F SERIES

Atezleta. /Fewest

7,X Tate, askizater

From the research laboratories of Webster -
Chicago comes the new HF series Diskchangers
-designed and engineered especially for the
challenging task of gently, quietly and quickly
changing records in the finest high fidelity
installations.

Wherever one sees the handsomely designed
Webcor HF Diskchanger, it is the symbol of
both quality and luxury. No other changer
made delivers the satisfaction that comes with
the trouble -free operation of the master me-
chanical part of any HF installation.

MiC 1953

 Webcor HF is a "push -off" type
changer considered by experts to
be the most gentle method of
changing records.

 Webcor HF features the new
Webster -Chicago Velocity Trip
mechanism for fool -proof, lam -

free operation with a minimum
of lateral needle pressure.

The HF series is available in five models:
Webcor 127-HF-a base pan

model equipped with turn-
over crystal cartridge.

Webcor 127-27-HF-a base pan
model equipped for use with
individual plug-in magnetic
or variable reluctance car-
tridges.

Webcor 127-270-HF -a base
pan model equipped with a
G.E. Triple Play variable re-
luctance cartridge.

Webcor 126-HF-a replacement
Diskchanger equipped with
turnover crystal cartridge.

better on a

 Webcor HF has one simple speed
control, conveniently located. It
is easily accessible in all types of
installations.

 Webcor HF has an exclusive
"muting switch" for silencing the
amplifier during the record
charging.

 Webcor HF series has the Webcor
exclusive electrostatically flocked
turntable which forms the thickest
carpet to provide the softest
cushion for record drop.

 Webcor HF series has an extra
heavy mainplate made of 18
gauge steel. A bridge -like con-
struction assures that the main -
plate will never warp.

Webcor 126-27-HF-a replace.
ment Diskchanger for use
with individual plug-in mag-
netic or variable reluctance
cartridges.

Webcorby WEBSTER CHICAGO

7577
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UHF -VHF Signal Testing is
QUICK, EASY with...

THE NEW
HEAVY D

TEST SIGNALS UP TO 80 FT.
EREC-TOWER - and only mac-TOWER-goes
up a full 80 feet. You test signal
strength anywhere along the way up ...
determine just exactly how high the
permanent antenna must be!

ERECT PERMANENT TV TOWERS
Use the EREC-TOWER as a gin pole to raise
permanent antenna towers. With an
EREC-TOV, ER, for example, two men can erect
a 100 -foot Alprodco Tower in less
than two hours. You save time, money,
labor on every job!

DEMONSTRATE TV SETS
EREC-TOWER helps you demonstrate sets quickly,
anywhere. Here's the ideal way to show
razor-sharp pictures to your fringe area prospects ...
right in their own homes. EREC-TOWER is a
real sales closer!

4

4140:"'is,7"..(k

._1014.
HEAVY EXTRUDED
ONE-PIECE ALUMINUM
TRACKS

FREE! WRITE TODAY for full information and
literature on the Alprodco ER EC -TOWER as well
as Alprodco Aluminum TV -FM -AM Towers.

Alprodco, Inc.
305 E. MAIN ST., KEMPTON, INDIANA

MINERAL WELLS, TEXAS  DUBLIN, GEORGIA

BETTER BUILT
EREC-TOWER is constructed of
lifetime aircraft aluminum. Each leg
and track (see opposite illustration) is
extruded in one solid 24 -foot
length ... will not buckle, crack,
stick or rust.

Dealer
Net Price

(For Tower)
$233.50

Audio Amplifiers
(Continued from page 26)

a power sensitivity appropriate to the
input voltages that will be fed to it.

Harmonic and intermodulation
Distortion

Waveform distortion of the type
illustrated in Fig. 2 is called non-
linear, amplitude, or harmonic distor-
tion. This distortion injects spurious
harmonics into the amplifier output;
that is, new signals are produced at
frequencies which are multiples of the
original signal. The plot shows how a
non-linear vacuum tube transfer char-
acteristic changes the shape of the
input. The distorted waveform in solid
line is the resultant of the two wave-
forms in dotted lines, the latter con-
sisting of the original signal and its
second harmonic.

These spurious harmonics create a
harsh, unpleasant quality in the repro-
duced sound. This is mainly due to
the formation of intermodulatory prod-
ucts. When both low and high fre-
quencies are passed simultaneously
through a distorting device, intermod-
ulation takes place, and the sum and
difference frequency sidebands asso-
ciated with amplitude modulation are
created. These sideband frequencies,
like the spurious harmonics, are new
tones, injected into the system, but
unlike the harmonics they are musical-
ly discordant with the original tones

Fig. 4. Braking action of the amplifier output
stage on the loudspeaker is illustrated in (a).
The source impedance of the amplifier is equal
to the plate resistance of the output stage (shown
as 2Rp) stepped down by the output trans-
former; in this case 3 ohms. The damping factor
is 8/3 or 2 2/3. In (b) and (c) are equivalent
circuits to illustrate the load seen by the loud-

speaker.

110

ai
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from which they were produced. Their
effect is therefore much worse; it is
intermodulation which can make loud
orchestral music sound like the
screeches coming from a zoo's bird
house.

The smallest percentage of har-
monic distortion that can be perceived
depends upon the order of harmonic
and the frequency range of the equip-
ment, but is of the order of one to
two per cent. (Higher order harmon-
ics must be kept especially low.) Dis-
tortion invariably increases as the am-
plifier is taxed for more power, and
so the distortion rating must be related
to the power level with which it is
associated. There are commercial am-
plifiers which have succeeded in keep-
ing harmonic distortion at rated power
to a small fraction of one per cent.
The harmonic distortion of a typical
radio with a single -ended pentode out-
put and no feedback is likely to be at
least 10% at full output. Whatever
the percentage of distortion, the rated
intermodulation percentage will prob-
ably be about four times as great.

Frequency Response

The frequency response of the am-
plifier is rarely a limiting factor in
the frequency response of the entire
system. The range of frequencies cov-
ered should be at least 40 to 14,000
cycles, -1-1 or 2 db, hut the range within
a feedback loop of the amplifier circuit
must be very much greater, to avoid
phase shift and regeneration within
the loop. Frequency response ratings
from a.few cycles to 100 kc are drama-
tic, but have little significance except
as they apply to a part of the circuit
within the feedback loop or loops.
However, it is important that fre-
quency peaks and a tendency towards
self -oscillation do not exist at either
subsonic or supersonic frequencies.
These give rise to motorboating and
supersonic oscillation, both of which
may indirectly cause serious distortion
in the audible range. There are very
high -quality amplifiers on the market
which purposely introduce progressive
attenuation beyond the extremes of the
audible frequency spectrum to sup-
press unwanted interference (turntable
rumble, supersonic oscillations, etc.)
originating in these inaudible bands.

The frequency -response rating of an
amplifier should be given at rated
power, since the handling of frequen-
cies at very low power levels may not
properly represent performance at
higher output.

Source Impedance

The output stage of an amplifier
drives the loudspeaker in the same

518,400 MILES

36,000 HOURS

"Sipson itode
rugged to break!"

Carroll W Hoshour
Director of Sales Engineering

and Service Raytheon Television and
Radio Corporation

"Nine Raytheon television serv-
ice representatives are constantly
on the road covering 65 distributor

territories. Not only must their equipment remain
accurate, but it also must be built to withstand the
rigors of constant travel by car, train, bus and
lane

'The only test instrument our Raytheon tele-
n service representatives carry is the Simpson

odel 303 Vacuum Tube Volt -Ohmmeter. We are
enthusiastic about this instrument because not one
303 has ever failed to operate or performed
inaccurately. The Model 303's in service for

ytheon television representatives have gone
ugh, at a rough estimate, 518,400 miles and
00 hours of rigorous handling. We think

Simpson Model 303 is too rugged to break:'

Model 303 Vacuum Tube Volt -Ohmmeter
dealer's net . . . $58.75
1117 Probe . . . . $9.95
RF Probe . . . . $7.50

Ask your lobber for full information or write:
Simpson Electric Company
5200 West Kinzie Street
Chicago 44, Illinois CO 1.1221

In Canada: Bach -Simpson, Ltd., London, Ont

Another reason why

is the world's largest
manufacturer of test equipment

wav that a generator drives a motor.
Jest as the internal resistance of the
generator acts as an electrical brake
against the motor's inertia, the plate
resistance of the amplifier's output
stage brakes the loudspeaker.

If the generator is turned off the
motor which is connected to it cannot
continue to spin freely ; each revolu-
tion of the motor armature induces a
hack emf that is harnessed to the gen-
erator's armature, and free revolu-
tions of the motor have to drive the
generator as a motor. The analogy

to the case of the amplifier and speaker
is exact. If the cone tries to continue
oscillating on its own after the signal
has stopped, the internal impedance
of the output stage acts as a braking
load. All motion of the voice coil
in the speaker's magnetic field must
induce a back ensf, which is applied
through the output transformer to the
output tubes. When the plate re-
sistance of these tubes is low, the voice
coil must send an appreciable amount
of energy back into the amplifier in

(Continued on page 30)
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 NO CONTESTS  NO PREMIUMS

CASH FOR EVERYONE!
50,000 servicemen, dealers, etc. will win

Here's How:

Each Label
Has a

Cash Value!

WITH MILLER NEED
M. A.

Manufacturing Co.
New 4th a church Streets

Address Libertyville,

"mi. RELIABLE MANUFACTURER FOR OVER 35 YEARS

Retain each label from every MILLER RE-
PLACEMENT NEEDLE or CARILLON DYNAMIC
CONVENTIONAL NEEDLE . . . Turn them in
to M. A. MILLER MFG. CO. whenever you
want - for CASH!

100 Labels
from cards oyropuarcekcaegves

e $ 00
(or more arsame rate)

SOLabels from
cords ayropuarcekcaeres $225

LES P.O

You are cordially invited
to visit our new factory.

.............-

25 Labels
from cards

you
or packages $11recei00

This offer Is subleet to all

U COFederal, state and IOW MU-LLECT Wien.

REAL cAsill

Audio Amplifiers
(Continued from page 29)

order to move, and the voice coil
comes to a grinding halt instead.

The loudspeaker sees an amplifier
impedance, or source impedance, equal
to the combined plate resistatnce of
push-pull output tubes stepped down
by the impedance ratio of the output
transformer, as illustrated in Fig. 4;
p. 28. This source impedance should be
appreciably lower than the rated im-
pedance of the voice coil. When it
becomes less than about Y4 of the value
of the voice -coil impedance, however,
there is little advantage in further

reduction, as the dc resistance of the
voice coil remains as a limiting factor.

The source impedance (always re-
ferred to a particular impedance of
voice coil winding) may also be ex-
pressed as a ratio to the impedance of
that winding, in which case it is called
the damping factor. This is equal to
the rated impedance of the voice coil
winding, divided by the source im-
pedance seen by the voice coil ter-
minals; or the output impedance di-
vided by the source impedance'

A low -source impedance (or a high
damping factor), in addition to act-
ing against speaker hangover, also
counteracts the resonant peak in out-

put introduced by the mechanical sys-
tem of the speaker. This benefit is
derived from the fact that a low -
source impedance tends to keep the
voltage across the loudspeaker ter-
minals constant, despite the varying
motional impedance of the speaker.

Triode output tubes have a high
load impedance -plate resistance ratio,
and therefore have inherently good
damping factors. Beam pentodes have
inherently poor damping factors, but
the use of large amounts of negative
feedback may increase the damping
factor to exceed that of triodes with-
out feedback.

Hum and Noise Level

The two main types of noise pro-
duced by amplifiers are hum and ther-
mal noise. The amplifier circuit is
especially susceptible to both of these
in low level, high -gain circuits, so that
amplifiers which include preamplifier
stages for microphones or magnetic
pickups may be expected to have a
higher noise level than basic amplifiers
with low power sensitivity. Two fea-
tures of circuit design which are bene-
ficial in keeping noise low are the use
of dc on tube filaments in low level
stages, and the use of feedback over
such stages.

The amplifier hum and noise level
should be at least as low as the FCC
standard for FM broadcast stations,
which allows a maximum level of 60
db below maximum output.2 Since
there may be other sources of hum in
the system, and since the hum level in
the amplifier itself may increase due
to the aging of parts, it is a good idea
to seek a hum and noise rating which
is perhaps 70 db below output to se-
cure a margin of safety.

Tone Control

It is not too many years ago that
the term tone control meant a single
treble -cut switch, and indicated ad-
vanced design. The modern amplifier
should afford, as a minimum for tone
control, independent boost or cut of
both bass and treble. Further flexi-
bility is sometimes provided in control
over record turnover frequencies.

Many tone control circuits al e de-
signed so that boost or cut begin' in
the neighborhood of the psychological
mid -point of the audio spectrum
(about 800 cycles). Surveys have in-
dicated that those designs which leave

'The damping factor is also equal to the load
impedance presented by the output transformer
to the output tubes, divided by the plate re-
sistance of the output stage.

2The hum rating is occasionally given in
terms of absolute power. If the hum is 60 db
below rated output, the number of microwatts
of hum will be equal to the number of watts
of signal power.
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the frequency region between about
500 and 3,000 cycles relatively unaf-
fected, and only apply correction be-
yond these points, are more liable to
provide correct compensation for the
usual equipment and program de-
ficiences. It has also been found that
about 12 db of maximum boost at
60 and 12,000 cycles is adequate.

Amplifier Design

Any audio amplifier, of whatever
type, is a good one if it meets the
performance specifications c it e d
earlier. There are a few technical de-
sign principles, however, which are
universally observed in good ampli-
fiers, and which are worth checking
prior to purchase.

(1) The output stages of all qual-
ity amplifiers are push-pull circuits.

(2) The components used in the
amplifier should be conservatively
rated as to voltage breakdown, current
or power handling capacity, and other
such characteristics. It is pretty safe
to assume that a good transformer,
especially the output transformer, will
be a relatively large one.

(3) Modern high -quality amplifi-
ers are designed with negative feed-
back taken over the output stage; Fig.
3, p. 26. This is desirable in the case of
triode output tubes, and absolutely es-
sential with pentodes, which require
at least 15 db of feedback. Occasionally
the feedback is used in conjunction
with a frequency selective circuit for
tone control, so that boost of a par-
ticular band of frequencies is achieved
by reducing the feedback over that
band. This practice is only acceptable
if the residual feedback over the out-
put stage, after maximum reduction is
still 15 db or more.

Amplifier Construction

There are many pitfalls in amplifier
construction, but excellent results may
be achieved if a standard conservative
design, (such as the Williamson) is
used, and if the components are of
good grade and properly rated. The
purchase of kits is recommended for
those who have not had experience in
amplifier design, because the impor-
tance of proper physical layout and
wiring, and the significance of certain
component characteristics, may not be
appreciated. For example, some of the
lesser known but desirable part char-
acteristics are:

(1) Low dc resistance in heavy
current -carrying filter chokes.

(2) Low capacity to ground or
coupling capacitors, especially when

'The frequency at which boost or cut is con-
sidered to begin is at that point of the frequency
spectrum where response is up or down about
3 db.
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SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY
5200 W. Kinzie St., Chicago 44, Illinois  Phone

 All the necessary signal sources for alignment of
FM and TV receivers  Includes the Simpson High
Sensitivity Oscilloscope and high frequency crystal
probe for signal tracing  Independent, continuously
variable attenuators and step attenuators for both
AM and FM units offer complete control of output
at all times  0-15 megacycle sweep is provided by
a noiseless specially designed sweep motor based
on D'Arsonval meter movement principles 
The exclusive Simpson output cable (illustrated)
includes a variable termination network, quickly
adapted to provide open, 75 or 300 ohm terminations
-the addition of a pad provides attenuation and
isolation Use of appropriate resistors across certain
terminals will provide any other termination required.
A .002 MFD blocking condenser can he added on
any termination for use on circuits containing
a DC component  The FM generator output voltage
is constant within .2 DR per MC of sweep.

dealer's net $395.00

COlumbus 1-1221  In Canada: Bach -Simpson, Ltd., London, Ont.

the grid resistor is high in value
(ruling out bathtub capacitors).

(3) Good voltage regulation of the
power transformer.

(4) Low -leakage reactance and low
distributed capacity in the output
transformer.

But, whether the amplifier is bought,
assembled from a kit, or built from
odd parts, it should be the strongest
link in the assembly of reproducing
components.

NEXT MONTH
THE CONCLUDING installment of the Cyrus Glick -
stein article on the reading of difficult schematics
will appear in January SERVICE.

TRIAD OPENS CALIFORNIA
PLANT

Over 500 guests attended the opening
of the Triad Transformer Manufacturing
Company's new plant, at 4055 Redwood
Ave., Venice, Calif.

At Triad plant opening: Ernest Clover, director
of Triad jobber sales (center), and 0. D. Perry
and L. W. Howard, operating partners of Triad.
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Teamed together for
BETTER TV PICTURE QUALITY

AM PHENOL
TUBULAR
TWIN -LEAD

The vast majority of TV technicians Are agreed that
the Amphenol Inline is the best choice IA broadbanci.,1
antenna. The Amphenol Inline has uniform gain over all
the VHF channels with more signal strength than any
other all -channel antenna on the market. In addition, the
Inline is packaged for an easy, quick installation, includ-
ing mast, twin -lead and insulators. And, the Amphenol
Inline is strong too! The installer knows that he will not
be called back in a few weeks or months to repair or re-
place broken, defective or unsatisfactory elements. The
Inline is built to take all the punishment of severe
weather conditions and will continue to provide a strong,
steady signal to the TV set years after its installation.

Amphenol Tubular Twin -Lead is ideal for all TV
installations and has proved to be the one economical
answer for sea coast and other weather troubled areas.
Because of its extremely low -loss and constant imped-
ance, unaffected by weather conditions or age, Amphenol
Tubular Twin -Lead is recommended by leading authori-
ties for UHF TV reception. The low -loss characteristic
makes this the ideal twin -lead for fringe areas and in-
stallations requiring long lengths of twin -lead.

See your Authorized Amphenol
Distributor for your free copy ,,f
this 20 -page booklet containivf;
information on all the factors that

'II oe Better TV Picture Quail

AMERICAN PHENOLIC CORPORATION
1830 SOUTH 54TH AVENUE  CHICAGO 50, MAN

Merchandising Audio
0..,ont; page 22)
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...IF you want positive proof of the finest,
all -channel UHF antenna 
At Portland, Oregon, where America's first UHF
commercial station became air -borne on September 20,
1952, WALSCO UHF antennas were the first to be
tested and approved...overwhelmingly accepted by the
major jobbers in Portland, as well as countless
dealers and service technicians. Only WALSCO was
given such endorsement of its Reflecto-Fan and
Corner Reflector antennas. Under the most strenuous
field conditions, WALSCO was proven best by
actual test. This is on -the -spot proof of matchless
performance in America's first commercial UHF area.

Just mention our name in Portland. You'll get positive
assurance that WALSCO UHF antennas are the
most efficiently designed...and of sturdier construction.
Unconditionally guaranteed for one full year.

WALSCO
.4 .4

414,a0.44404

loblaohni*Now*tiii:
to, 040 _-40001

1". b

41 thttla..111k `4,114 

..... '44ow ....  4 4....................... ................... '17.44%404 44. 4.4 1.4
44.4

REFLECTO FAN CORNER REFLECTOR

WRITE FOR

Pir COMPLETE INFORMATION

Walter L. Schott Co.
3225 Exposition Place
Los Angeles 19, California

Gentlemen: I
Please send me complete technical information
on the new WALSCO UHF antennas-Reffecto- I
Fan and Corner Reflector. I
Name

Address

City State

L J
Overseas Representative: Ad Auriema. Inc.

89 Broad St.. New York 4, N. Y.
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by M. W. PERCY
THE USE OF ELECTROSTATIC FOCUSING,
originally introduced as a means of
saving critical materials and described
by many as a temporary step, has be-
come quite a standardized practice and
a feature of a host of chassis lines.
In these models, the picture tubes are
designed for optimum focus at some
fixed potential relative to its cathode,
the potential value depending chiefly
upon tube type, but the variation of
focus with several hundred volts
change in focus potential is very
slight. Usually, the focus control is
a 1.5-megohm potentiometer connected
between boost voltage (about 480 v)
and ground, while the arm of the po-
tentiometer is connected to the focus-
ing electrode in the picture tube.

The circuitry employed is well illus-
trated in Fig. 1, where a 17 -inch tube
is used. In this, an 18 -tube series -fila-
ment model, Hoffman 7M109 (chassis
200), a single pentode video ampli-
fier with a degenerative type of con-
trast control in its cathode circuit and
a 4.5-mc beat trap in its plate circuit
drives the cathode of the picture tube.
A variable positive bias is also in-
jected into the picture tube cathode
circuit to serve as brightness control
bias. The control grid of the picture
tube is connected to a differentiating
network which sharpens the negative
retrace voltage spike fed to the ver-
tical output tube. This negative spike
provides retrace line blanking.

Two sync separator stages are in-
corporated into this receiver, the two
stages utilizing a single dual triode.
The composite signal, taken at a point
following L.., the first of two shunt
peaking coils, is fed through a double
time constant rc filter to the first sync
separator. This stage serves the addi-
tional function of furnishing a portion
of the voltage drop between the +260
and +150 v buses. The second sync
separator base clips the remaining
composite signal from the sync pulses
and serves as a phase inverter for
supplying the horizontal phase de-
tector with nearly equal and opposite
sync pulses. The voltage tap on the
plate load resistor is used for provid-

Circuitry Analysis of Electrostatic -Focus Chassis
With 18 Tubes, Germanium Video Detector and

Selenium Rectifiers

ing a positive pulse which is approxi-
mately the same amplitude as the
negative pulse taken from the cathode
circuit. The sync signal input to the
vertical integrator network is taken at
the plate of the second sync separator,
thus providing a larger pulse ampli-
tude.

The vertical oscillator is a blocking
oscillator type which uses of a dual
triode. The output from this stage is
fed directly to the vertical output stage
which uses the other half of the dual
triode. The output tube is matched to
the vertical deflection coils through an
autotransformer type of output trans-
former. The B -supply voltage for
these two stages is taken from the
boost source, the connection being
made internally in the yoke.

Both picture and sound output from
the tuner is fed to the first of three
stages of stagger -tuned if amplifica-
tion. The picture carrier frequency is
26.25 mc. An absorption type sound
trap is employed in the output of the
second if amplifier. An intercarrier
type sound system is used, the 4.5 mc
sound take -off occurring at the output
of the video amplifier.

A ratio detector is used as the sound
second detector. A triode voltage am-
plification stage follows, driving a
single -ended power amplifier. A beam
power output tube is coupled to the
electrodynamic speaker through an
audio output transformer terminated
by a pair of speaker leads which are
part of a four -wire speaker cable and
socket. The field coil of the speaker
serves as the B -power supply choke,
the connection being made through the
remaining two leads of the speaker
cable. A germanium crystal diode is
used as a video detector in this chassis.
The output from the detector is coup-
led to the video amplifier, through a
high frequency compensating network

and coupling capacitor. The dc com-
ponent of the demodulated signal is a
function of signal strength and is of
correct polarity to be used as a source
of agc voltage, separate rf and if cir-
cuits taking their negative voltage
from this source.

The ac component of the demodu-
lated signal is removed by an rc filter
and the dc component is passed on to
the first and second if amplifiers
through their respective decoupling
filters. An rc filter in the rf agc cir-
cuit also removes the ac component.
A 2.2-megohm resistor in this circuit
becomes part of an rf agc voltage
divider when a maximum performance
selector switch is in center and clock-
wise positions.

The horizontal oscillator is a cath-
ode -coupled type of multivibrator.
The stabilizing influence of a parallel
tuned /c circuit is used as part of the
plate load of one triode section. The
natural frequency of the tuned circuit
is made very close to the horizontal
sweep frequency. The frequency of the
horizontal oscillator is further stabil-
ized by a balanced horizontal phase de-
tector which utilizes a miniature dual
diode. The oscillator drives a stage
of power amplification that is coupled
to the horizontal deflection coils
through an autotransformer type of
output transformer, which is also an
active member of the high -voltage sup-
ply and which supplies a reference
sawtooth voltage for the horizontal
phase detector. The horizontal sweep
output is varied by varying the air
gap of the transformer's core. A vari-
able control is connected in series with
the portion of the transformer wind-
ing common to the input and output
circuits. The setting of this control
determines the magnitude of dc cur-
rent flowing in the horizontal deflec-
tion coils.
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Continuous Tuning

UHF Tuner
by WYN MARTIN

Model of combined ultrahigh tuner (top) and
veryhigh tuner (bottom) which affords 82.

channel coverage.

IN CONVERTING VHF receivers for com-
bined ultrahigh/veryhigh service, sev-
eral types of tuning systems can be
used for one or two -channel reception
or all -channel pickup.

Tuner Circuit

On the cover, this month, is illus-
trated the circuit of a single conver-
sion, continuous tuning uhf tuner
which mechanically mounts directly
over the vhf tuner in the receiver.
The tuner is coupled to the vhf tuner
by drive gears providing tuning of
both uhf and vhf by the same tuning
knob. Filament and plate supply volt-
ages for the tuner are obtained from
the TV chassis.

Conversion Characteristics

The uhf tuner selects the uhf station
video and sound carriers and converts
them to the carrier if frequency of
26.75 mc for video and 22.25 me for
sound.

Circuit Description

The uhf tuner employs a double -
tuned coax line rf cavity preselector.
The coax -line arrangement is said to
afford high selectivity, low insertion
losses, uniform bandwidth and good
shielding against oscillator radiation.
The coax cavity is basically a one -
quarter wave shorted tuned stub. The
electrical length of the cavities is
varied by a ribbon which is attached to

[See Front Cover]

the dial cord and pulley arrangement.
In this manner, tuning is similar to
the varying of the length of a tuned
stub which would change the resonant
length for various frequencies. The
dial cord is of a special material which
is said to be unaffected by temperature
or moisture and is locked to the pul-
leys to eliminate the possibility of slip-
page. Tracking screws are provided
in the cavities to obtain uniform band-
width and sensitivity. The tracking
screws vary the capacity between the
ribbon and the cavity wall and thus
vary the electrical length of the ribbon.

6AF4 Oscillator

The oscillator tube used is a 6AF4,
which is similar to the 6F4. Oscillator
tuning is accomplished by a one -quar-
ter wave shorted parallel -wire trans-
mission -line arrangement. It differs
from the rf cavities, in that a shorting
bar is used to vary the electrical length
of the lines, a method which is said to
provide very stable operation.

Inductive -Coupling Feature

Inductive or link coupling is em-
ployed to transfer the signal between
stages. The arrangement of link cou-
pling is claimed to provide maximum
selectivity and constant bandwidth
over the entire uhf band. The signal
from the output coupling link is mixed
and detected by a CK-710 crystal de-
tector and then applied to the tuned
input of the cascode amplifier. A

*Based on notes supplied by Raytheon Tele-
vision and Radio Corp.

6BK7 tube is used as a cascode pre -if
amplifier which is tuned to a center
frequency of 25 mc. The signal is
amplified by the cascode amplifier and
then coupled to the if amplifier section
in the receiver through 10 inches of
RG62/U cable.

Tuner Sensitivity

The uhf tuner maintains a fairly
constant antenna input impedance of
300 ohms, has an overall bandwidth of
6 to 8 mc, and has an oscillator -injec-
tion current ratio of approximately
2 to 1. The only amplification of the
signal takes place in the cascode am-
plifier. The signal is not amplified in
the rf cavities; therefore, the sensitiv-
ity of the receiver on uhf will not quite
equal that of vhf. A receiver equipped
with a uhf tuner will have an overall
uhf sensitivity of approximately 150
microvolts.

Service Notes

Service features of this tuner pro-
vide for check points to measure the
oscillator grid current to determine
whether the oscillator is functioning.
Provisions have also been made for
measuring the oscillator injection cur-
rent with a multimeter** on the 100-
microcamp scale to check both the
crystal detector and the oscillator. An
opening is also provided for coupling
to the center tap of the input grid coil
when alignment of the cascode ampli-
fier is necessary.

**Such as the Simpson model 260.
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Accepted as outstanding... now with the ADDED features

this BOOSTER leads the field. The automatic switch

makes it possible to shut off the TV set by switching off the

booster.... the stand-by position keep= the booster in readiness

for use...and the extra outlet add- \ r tility to the booster.

with these added features:

* Automatic On -Off Switch

* Stand -By Position-eliminating "warm-up"
time for booster

* EXTRA 110 volt convenience outlet- plug in
rotor or any appliance

and these too: llimh Ratio *

II'ide Band .-Implificotion * Complete Neutral-

ization for Stable Operation * Mahogany

Grained Polished Finish * Completely En-

closed for Dust -Free Operation * 15 Degree

Tilt for Easier Visibility.

It's the Perfect Partner to the CDR ROTOR...the TV TWINS

THE RADIART CORPORATION CLEVELAND 13, OHIO

VIBRATORS AUTO AERIALS TV ANTENNAS ROTORS POWER SUPPLIES
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by KENNETH STEWART

IN THE DESIGN of a phono system, one
problem usually receives particular at-
tention; the minimization of distor-
tion. To assist in the war against this
bugaboo, many intensive studies have
been initiated not only in private in-
dustry, but in government labs, too.
Recently, as a result of an investiga-
tion of distortion at the Bureau of
Standardst, it was found, that there
exists a type of distortion that has
been overlooked by many. It was
learned that if a needle moves longi-
tudinally (tangentially) with respect
to the groove of an ordinary laterally
recorded disk, the needle does not fol-
low perfectly the lateral excursions of
the groove, and drag distortion results.
In the playing back of recorded music,
this distortion can apparently result in
spurious tones of greater amplitude
than the tones originally present.

Explaining the essential mechanism
of drag distortion the Bureau's experts
declared that the usual type of disc
is recorded laterally ; the of motion of
the recording needle is at right angles
to the record groove. For ideal dis-
tortion -free reproduction of recorded
music or information, the motion of
the tip of the playback needle or
stylus must duplicate exactly the
original lateral motion of the record-
ing stylus. Provided the electrical
output of the reproducing pickup is

Fig. 1. Graphical representation of the phono-
needle drag distortion recently studied et the
Bureau of Standards. Solid line = lateral dis-
placement of an ideal stylus, free to move later-
ally but not longitudinally, as it follows a lateral
sine -wave recording. Dotted line = same record-
ing, but stylus free to move longitudinally as well
as laterally; because of this longitudinal free-
dom, the lateral displacement (and hence the
output of the pickup) is distorted, instead of

duplicating the original sine wave.

Phono Needle Drag Distortion  Transistor

Amplifiers . . . FM -AM Tuner Design

proportional to the lateral displace-
ment of the reproducing stylus, the
electrical outut of the pickup will then
be undistorted. But, if forces acting
on the stylus cause longitudinal mo-
tion, its lateral motion will no longer
exactly duplicate the motion of the
recording stylus and thus distortion
will be introduced.

Longitudinal Motion Causes

It was noted that there are many
possible causes for such longitudinal
motion. The well-known pinch effect,
due to the uneven width of the record
groove is one such cause. Another is
the varying force which the sides of
the record groove exert against the
stylus. A third is the change in fric-
tion with changes in the pressure and
velocity of the stylus in the groove.

The NBS study revolved about a
mathematical analysis and lab experi-
mentation. Mathematically, it was
found that if the recording consists of
a pure tone of constant amplitude,

Survey conducted by Jacob Rabinow and
Ernest Codler.

FM -AM tuner which incorporates a front panel
selected equalization for ASS, 1p or EURopean
recording characteristics. Also featured is a
double shadow tuning eye, front panel control
for afc cutout when tuning weak stations, and
continuously variable bass and treble controls
from 15 db boost through 15 db attenuation with
flat position clearly marked. Has 15 tubes; can
be mounted in the same panel formerly cut for
a RC10 or C10 tuner. (C800; the Radio Crafts-
men, Inc., 4401 N. Ravenswood Ave., Chicago

40, III.)

drag distortion will introduce only
even harmonics, with the second har-
monic predominating. A sudden tran-
sition from one amplitude to another
will produce a large change in the
longitudinal force on the stylus, and
this may be expected to give rise to
transient distortion if the needle is not
properly restrained longitudinally.

In the experimental work, a conven-
tional crystal pickup with a replace-
able steel needle was used. For some
of the tests a thin steel wire was spot-
welded to the needle near the tip; by
tying back the needle tip with this
wire, longitudinal motion could be
minimized. A dual -beam 'scope was
used to indicate simultaneously both
the output of the pick up and the longi-
tudinal displacement of the needle tip.

Two methods of measuring the
longitudinal motion of the needle were
tried. The first consisted of a pho-
toelectric arrangement in which longi-
tudinal motion of the needle modulated
a beam of light. In the second and
more satisfactory method, the longi-

(Continued on page 63)

Tubeless portable PA system using six develop-
mental and experimental transistors' of the
junction type. Delivers 1.4 watts output from a
12" loudspeaker while operating from a self-
contained 221/2 -volt dry battery. Transistors are
atop the chassis at the rear of the speaker hous-

ing. (Courtesy RCA.)

'See Tube News, this issue, p. 40.
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World's most powerful TV ANTENNA!

......................................................

............................
............... ..... .....................................

 GUARANTEED 10 times more powerful than stacked 10 element
Yagis.

 GUARANTEED to extend fringe area reception an additional 40
miles.

 Motorless All Direction reception - nine different antennas in
one.

 Broad band 'UHF - VHF plus FM reception.

 Half the cost of single channel stacked Yagis - Patented to
insure price protection, U. S. Pat. Nos. 2,585,670 - 2,609,503,
others pending.

 Pre -assembled, quick -rig, flip -out.

 Nationally advertised.

The only TV antenna that instantly beams the tele-
vision set directly to the signal without a rotor.

The biggest antenna news of the year. TV techni-
cians are marveling at this amazing powerful high
gain antenna. The only antenna that brings strong
signals from all directions to weak signal areas
instantly ... with a flick of the nine position switch
located near the TV set.

Position 1 - Super
Conic.' win. Reflector,

NINE ANTENNA SWITCH COMBINATIONS
A Antenna R Reflector T Transmitter

Position 2 - Bidirectionol
Fon Dipole

Position 4 - Super
Con,o1.,,th Reflecrery

0

Includes Stacked Antenna Array.
9 Position Switch. Completely
Wired Stacking Harness. A.I.M.-
Automatic. Impedance Matching
Coupler.

Individually packaged

to with complete instructions.

Position 5- Floduectional
on Dipole

0 0 MONEY
ha MAMMIES0

Content with Reflectors
PositionPesition - Bithrectionol To outperform any present day an

Inve,e Triple Double V Inverse Triple Double V
Position 9 - Super using a tit Yogis,Fon Tu,nytile term array

rotor motor,
Position 6 - SvP.,

Available at local jobbers or write for name of nearest representative. including
stacked 10 eleme

ALL CHANNEL ANTENNA CORP.

4 bay tomcats, fans,
double V's, etc.

Hickory 6-2304

70-07 Queens Blvd., Woodside 77, N. Y.

0 0

0 0
Position 3 - Super

Conical with Reflectors

O
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News
by L. M

SINCE THE ANNOUNCEMENT Of the
transistor using germanium four years
ago by Bell Lab scientists, intensive
research programs have been set up
to study the semiconductor's' funda-
mental theory of operation and de-
velop methods of controlling its oper-
ating characteristics and construction
processes.

A few weeks ago the results of ex-
perimental investigations conducted by
one lab' were revealed during a series
of special demonstrations. The tests
disclosed that the physical ruggedness
of the transistor offers obvious advan-
tages. In addition, it was shown that
the units require no warm up time,
operating instantly when voltage is
applied to its terminals. Moreover, it
was said, the operating life of some
transitors showed indications of being
very long.

Two basic kinds of transistors were
displayed; point -contact and junction.3
The point -contact transistor was de-
veloped first. While it has performed
at higher frequencies, the junction
transistor was said to show promises
of being more important than the
point -contact type in many applica-
tions. Also, it was reported that the
junction types have lower noise,
higher power gain, greater efficiency,
and higher power -handling capabili-
ties.

Three kinds of developmental point -
contact transistors were used in the
demonstrations; a general purpose
switching type, a high -frequency am-
plifier and a very high frequency oscil-
lator. One developmental junction

ALLEN
transistor was also shown; a general
purpose amplifier of p -n -p (positive -
negative -positive) construction.

It was explained that junction
transistors are classed p -n -p or n -p -n
depending on their design. A n -p -n
transistor provides, as does an electron
tube, negative charges in a circuit,
while the p -n -p type has the effect of
providing positive charges, thus giv-
ing circuit potentialities unobtainable
with tubes.

Transistors were said to be not in-
terchangeable with present tubes, in

the sense that a tube from an existing
instrument can be pulled out and a
transistor substituted. New circuitry
must be developed, it was pointed out,
to take full advantage of the special
characteristics of transistors and, to
fully realize space and weight saving
possibilities afforded by transistors,
new components will also have to be
designed.

The art of crystal growing and con-
trol was described as having pro-
gressed to the point where various
transistor characteristics such as cur-
rent amplification, power gain, feed-
back resistance, and input and output
resistance can be controlled to close
limits.

At present, it was noted, the charac-
teristics of high gain, low noise,

'The original galena crystal detector of the
pioneering days of radio was a semiconductor
device. However, little was known then about
its natural conducting properties. 'RCA Labs.
'As indicated earlier in Tube News (October,
1952), the development of transistors has been
so rapid that their commercial application ap-
pears not too remote, although a considerable
time is still expected to elapse before they be-
come generally available in ample quantities
and at low cost.

Oscillator and General-
Purpose Amplifier HF-

VHF Transistors.

Transistors exhibited during recent RCA demon-
strations of the potential application of these
tiny devices, built around specs of germanium
crystal, which perform many of the functions of
electron tubes. The four transistors in the front
row are developmental types; a junction transis-
tor at the left, the other three point -contact
varieties. The middle and rear rows are made
tip of experimental junction transistor types.
The larger transistors are for handling higher

power in electronic circuits.

greater stability, higher efficiency and
higher power capabilities indicate that
the junction transistor will be widely
used in audio and radio amplifiers.
Another feature of the junction transis-
tor was said to be its ability to operate
with power inputs around a millionth
of a watt.

The lab's specialists declared that
the point -contact transistor may be ap-
plied to veryhigh frequency circuits
wherever noise is not a limiting fac-
tor. Another feature of the point -

sistance properties which are espe-
cially useful in counter and similar
circuits and in oscillators; negative
resistance means that an increase in
voltage decreases rather than increases
the current.

Experimental Transistor Developments

In exploring the capabilities of
transistors in audio amplifiers, a port -

(Continued on page 62)
Testing experimental single -channel battery -oper-
ated TV receiver which uses developmental and
experimental transistors and no tubes except a
5.inch picture tube. Receiver weighs 27 pounds
and is housed in a cabinet 12" by 13" by 7".

(Courtesy RCA)
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Guard Your

Good Name!

INA Electronically.Tested

BUSS FUSES
Dependable Electrical Protection for: -

Television Radio Radar

Instruments Controls Avionics

Pha a companion line of Fuse Clips, Blocks and Fuse holders

The cost of a fuse is small, compared to the value of the

product it protects, - but the customer inflience of a BUSS

Fuse can be many times greater. The name BUSS is
recognized as meaning fuses of unquestioned high quality.
What better "silent salesmanship" could you ask for to
complement your service?

To maintain this high standard each and every BUSS fuse
is tested in a highly sensitive electronic device that rejects

any fuse that is not correctly calibrated - properly
constructed and right in physical dimensions.

The BUSS Trademark because it is KNOWN helps
prevent people from blaming troubles they have on fuses you

sold them and so it does its little hit to prevent
"complaints." and to protect your profits and goodwill.

This Coupon will bring you -
facts on BUSS small dimension fuses,
fuse clips, blocks and fuse holders.

BUSSMANN MFG. CO. Dis ',ion of McGraw Electric Company

University at Jefferson St. Louis 7, Mo.

Nab

Bessmann Mfg. Co., University at Jefferson,
St. Louis 7, Mo. (Division of McGraw Electric Co.)

Please send me bulletin SFB containing facts on
BUSS small dimension fuses and fuse holders.

Nome

Title

Company ___

I Address

City & Zone _State d- I J.J2
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Servicing

}helps
THE USE OF SIGNAL tracking tech-
niques to isolate sources has become
widely accepted by Service Men. As
a result many devices, designed to
accelerate the use of this method, have
been evolved. Recently, a prod -type
tester'. was developed for such work,
particularly in the field. Fig. 1 illus-
trates how the prod can be used to
probe some circuit troubles.

As an rf signal tracer (A), the test
lead should be plugged into the rf
signal tracer jack of the prod and the

Fig. 1.
used to

by M. A. MARWELL

Circuit illustrating where a signal -tracing dynamic type prod tester can be
troubleshoot of and rf gain problems, ac/dc voltage and polarity, resistor

continuity, etc.

phone tips plugged into the phones
common jack and af-rf jack. An alli-
gator clip is then connected to the
chassis, or low end of rf or if trans-
formers, and then the prod tip ap-
plied to the grid or plate of related
rf or if tubes. Presence of a clear
audible signal on the phone will in-
dicate that the circuit is normal up to
that point, and an increase in ampli-
tude from grid to plate will indicate

'Dynamic T -V Serviset (Pat. Pending); Lee
Electronic Labs, Inc.

approximate gain. Phone extension
cords can be used for checking distor-
tion and weak signals under noisy
service conditions.

The unit can also be used as a af
signal tracer, (E). In this instance,
the test lead should be plugged into
the af tracer jack, and the phones left
exactly as they were for the rf test.
The alligator clip can then be con-
nected to the chassis, and then the
prod tip applied to the grids and plates
of af tubes. Presence of a clear audio

Fig. 3. Partial schematic of Emerson 120163-D and 120164-B chassis, featuring new horizontal control and oscillator circuitry. In the new arrangement, multivibrator ( Via) is employed, and its frequency is controlled by a phase detector ( Vias). The difference in phase between the transmitted sync pulseand the generated sawtooth is detected by the phase detector, whose output voltage is applied to the grid of the horizontal multivibrator, thus control-ling its frequency. This type of control has been found to be less effected by variation in signal strength, thereby improving horizontal stability. Fly-wheel action of a horizontal phase coil (Lit) serves to improve further circuit stability.
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Fig. 2. View of dynamic prod tester.

signal on the phone will indicate that
the circuit is normal up to that point,
while an increase in amplitude from
grid to plate will indicate approxi-
mate gain.

It is also possible to use the prod
as an indicator. On ac, both electrodes
in a neon indicator will glow (Fig. 1,
I). On dc, only one electrode will
glow (H) ; glow in the lower elec-
trode denotes positive polarity at the
prod tip. The relative intensity of the
glow indicates the approximate volt-
age for ac or dc.

Through the use of a 100.000 -ohm
to 1-megohm range, the instrument
can be used as a substitute for high
value resistors in the grid, plate load,
etc. With the test lead plugged into
the appropriate high -resistance jack,
(Fig. 1, F), this test will check for
open resistors and restore circuit op-
eration by substitution.

Static Tests

The prod, in static tests with the
power off, will also indicate high
ohms continuity and leakage, range
0-500,000 ohms approximate, and low
ohms continuity and shorts, 0-5 ohms.

In the high -ohm continuity test
(D), it is possible to check coils,
capacitors, resistors, tube filaments
and elements, and transformers for
shorts, leakage of open circuits. A
click in phone indicates continuity,
Relative amplitude of the click indi-
cates approximate resistance or leak-
age. No click indicates an open cir-
cuit.

When testing for low -ohms con-
tinuity and shorts (B), a bright light
indicates a direct short or continuity
of circuit.

24 -Inch Set Vertical Jitter Cure

When the hot horizontal deflection
coil lead in Hoffman chassis 187, 187B
and 187C lies close to the vertical de-
flection tube, the 6BL7GT, horizontal
voltage pulses are coupled into the
vertical system causing the triggering
of the vertical blocking oscillator to
become abnormal. This condition re-
sults in a rapid vertical jitter of the
picture. The remedy for this problem
is to dress the red deflection yoke lead
away from the 6BL7GT.

Here's why
those in the know

demand

Insert retaining screw
threads into metal barrel
instead of plastic... inserts
can be removed easily.

CANNON
PLUGS

All contacts machined from
solid bar stock and
electroplated with silver.

Improved patented atch locks
connectors for added safety.

Full -floating, non -twisting
socket contacts provide
alignment, relieve strain
on contacts.

Solder cups hand tinned
inside only, make clean
soldered connections.

Die-cast zinc integral cable
clamp swaged to steel shell.

Improved rubber bushing serves as
cable relief, gives added insulation
and weatherproofing.

If you talk to sound technicians anywhere you'll find
Cannon Type P connectors are the accepted standard of
quality ... taking a beating day in day out where frequent
changes in circuits are required on all kinds of jobs up
to 30 amp. capacity.

The close attention to important details called out in
the above illustration is typical of the care used in the
design and construction of all Cannon Plugs-the world's
most complete line.

The above type series is distributed through
selected franchise distributors. The line is fully
described in the Type P Bulletin. Engineering
bulletins describing each of the many basic
types of Cannon Plugs will be sent on request.

Type P insert arrangements include
2-3-4-5-6 and 8 contacts. All con-
tacts are 30 amp. capacity except
those inP-8 layout which are15 amp.
Full scale layouts, front view pin in-
sert, engaging side, shown at right.

CANNON
ELECTRIC

Since 1915
CANNON ELECTRIC COMPANY
LOS ANGELES 31, CALIFORNIA

Factories in Los Angeles, Toronto, New Haven. Repre-
sentatives in principal cities. Address inquiries to Cannon
Electric Company, Department L-135, P.O. Box 75, Lincoln
Heights Station, Los Angeles 31, Catifornia.

P-8
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Amtemma Digest
design.. application service

by RALPH C. PETERS

Ultrahigh Antenna -Accessory Progress Report

THE MARKED SUCCESS of the ultra -
highs in the northwest and the cer-
tainty that the new channels will prove
just as attractive and effective in the
many new areas in the east and else-
where when the broadcasters pull their
uhf switches, has sparked the devel-
opment and production of quite an as-
sortment of extremely interesting an-
tennas and accessories.

From one lab'. has come an elec-
tronic filter network designed for a tri-
angular dipole and conical' which em-
ploys a high and low-pass circuit, and
which is said to isolate the vhf antenna
from the transmission line, for the uhf

antenna. The system operates in re-
verse for the vhf antenna.

Antennas in this setup are placed so
that a single output feeds the single
transmission line, even though a dou-
ble input is received from both an-
tennas. The system is aptly illustrated
in Fig. 1.

The uhf bow -tie antenna is claimed
to improve the conical's directional
characteristics. When the uhf portion
of the antenna is in use, the conical's
dipoles are noted as acting as reflec-
tors, improving gain on the uhf band.

Also produced by this manufacturer
is a straight bow -tie antenna for 'flit

Fig. 1. Filter network used in uhf/vhf antenna' system, which per-
mits use of single leadin line to both antennas. (Courtesy JFD)

with a screen reflector'.
The bow -tie, all -aluminum, is riv-

eted through to an insulating block
which in turn is riveted to a steer
strip. This strip, about four inches in
length, is bent into a rectangular chan-
nel which connects to both reflector
and profiled U -bolt clamp. This clamp
is behind the reflector.

From another source' has come
word that another type of all -vu an-
tenna' has been evolved.

The uhf section in this model fea-
tures free -space terminals, which are

'JFD. VET 283. 3JFD UHF 600.
'Channel Master. 'Ultra Fan 413.

Combination ultrahigh/very high antenna using a bow -tie for uhf
and a conical for vhf. (JFD 283)
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Another combination uhf/vhf antenna with a

triangular dipole for the high channels and
conical V for the standard bands. A 2 -stage
filter for coupling to a common feed line is also
employed in this system (Channel Master 413)

described as preventing the accumula-
tion of moisture, soot. ice, and dirt at
the antenna feed points.

Vibration, another factor which can
seriously affect uhf reception, is said
to have been minimized by the provi-
sion of two stamped holes in the tri-
angular dipole. These holes serve to
lessen wind resistance.

A single transmission line can be
used with this antenna too: the vhf
and uhf hands are electronically iso-

Stacked four -element uhf antenna. (Taco 3008)

lated by a 2 -stage filter which auto-
matically eliminates interaction. No
switching is necessary in tuning from
one band to the other.

On low band vhf (channels 2 to 6)
the all -vu functions as a conical an-

(Colitimied on page 59)

Jerry Berger, Brach plant manager; Ira Kamen.
vice president in charge of sales at Brach, and
Jay Saphier, ad and sales -promotion manager at
Brach, viewing uhf distribution equipment de-

signed for 2- and 4 -set use.

one

Order the
Engineered Product

- installs
permanently inside
cabinet in minutes

(no wiring or
soldering) - fully

automatic -3 boost
positions to

select desired
tube brilliance.

* For either Series - or Parallel -wired filaments.

* Increases electron emission, makes dim tubes BRITE

* Isolates filament, relieves cathode -filament shorts.

* Line power supply, does not
disturb any TV Set circuits.

* Made to sell, packaged to sell.

Write for complete, illustrated literature.
SOLD through recognized wholesalers ONLY. ORDER TODAY!

App 0
"Vasa" oweloCOMPANY

4721 N. Damen Ave., Chicago 25, III.

"Manufacturers

of electronic
equipment

since 1928"
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Phono Needle and Record Wear; E. J

Marcus June
Phono Needle Drag Distortion Dec.
Physical Mounting -Layout of Audio Com-

ponents; Mark Vino Sept.
Picking Out the Right Audio Amplifier;

Mark Vino Dec.
Pinch Effect June
Portable -Remote Tape Equipment Apr.
Provision of Adequate Ventilation Sept.
Record Care Oct.
Record -Changer Removal Hints Nov.
Semi -Self Biasing Systems in Philco Port-

ables Nov.
Servicing Amplifiers and Bias Oscillators

in Magnetic -Recording Systems Aug.
Servicing Tape Recorders Apr.
Servicing Williamson Amplifiers Nov.
Solutions to Problems Encountered in Con-

necting Up Tuners Nov.
Sonar PRA Tape -Recorder Amplifier Apr.
Sound Survey Meters July
Speaker -Enclosure Design Nov.
Speaker Mountings-Infinite Baffles, Cabi-

net -Type Infinite Baffles, Open -Back
Cabinets, Bass -Reflex Cabinets Apr.

Stylus Replacements Oct.
Supplementary PA Stadium Installation;

N. H. Crowhurst June
Tape -Disc Amplifier Apr.
Tape-Disc-Phono-PA System May
Tape -Disc Recorder Amplifier System.

(Cover); Wyn Martin Mar.
Tape Equipment Servicing Feb.
Tape Recorder Design June
Tape Recorder Service Aids Mar.
Tape Record -Playback Amplifiers Apr.
Tape/Record-Playback Mechanisms Apr.
Tape Speed Controls
The Meaning of High Fidelity; Mark Vino.Oct.
Three -Speed Dual -Track Tape Recorder Oct.
3 -Speed Radio-Phono Sept.
3 -Speed Tape Recorders Sept.
Transcription Players Sept.
Transistor Audio Amplifiers Dec.
Transporting Mechanisms (Felt Brakes

. . . Drives . . . Level Winds . . . Drums
. . Motors) June

Tuner Factors Nov.
Tuners in Hi-Fi Systems; Mark Vino Nov.
Turntable Speeds June
Two -Output Universal Cartridges for 78

Phonos Mar.
Two -Speed Tape Recorders Feb.
Use of Proper Acoustic Design of Loud-

speaker Mounts Sept.
Webster -Chicago 210 Tape Recorder Feb.
Wilcox -Gay 1C-10 Tape/Disc Recorder -

Playback Amplifier Apr.
Wire and Tape Recorder Servicing; Jack

Darr June
Wire -Tape Servicing; Jack Darr Aug.
Wiring Techniques for Simple and Complex

Intercom Layouts Jan.
Wow and Rumble June

AUTO RADIOS
Application of Signal Tracer for Inter-

ference Hunting in Car Radios Sept.
Auto -Radio Compensator Adjustments Jan.
Auto Radio Installation and Service (Part

I); Solomon Heller June
Auto Radio Interference Problems (Part

II); Solomon Heller Sept.
Auto Radio Realignment; Jack Darr May
Auto Radio Tests Jan.
Auto Radio Servicing (Part III); Solomon

Heller Nov.
Auto -Radio Vibrator Power -Transformer

Checking Techniques Nov.
Auto Radio Vibrator Servicing; Solomon

Heller Oct.

Auto -Radio Vibrator Tester; C. T. Joseph. Nov.
Buffer Capacitors in Auto Radios Feb.
Difference Between Auto and Home Chassis June
Ignition Systems Components and Inter-

ference Relationships June
Servicing Series and Shunt -Fed Non -Sync

and Sync Vibrator Installations Oct.
Tracing and Curing Troubles External to

Auto -Radio Receiver June
Troubles in Ignition System, Generator and

Wheels (Static) and Cures Sept.
Twin -Diodes Medium -Mu Triode for Auto

Radios Oct.
Use of Signal Tracer in Auto -Radio

Servicing Nov.
Vibrator Arcing and Sparking Cures Nov.
Procedures Using Signal Generators,

VTVMs and 'Scopes in Auto Radio Re-
alignment May

CIRCUITS
Admiral Metal Picture Tube Changes to

Prevent Radiation Oct.
Admiral 21-22 TV Chassis Change to Elim-

inate Retrace Lines Nov.
Admiral Video Amplifier Modified to Re-

duce Smear Apr.
Amplifier Stage with B- at 150 V and

Plate Supply at Ground Potential Sept.
Ampro 731 Magnetic Tape Recorder Mar.
Arvin All -Channel Input System July
Arvin TV Chassis: Detector Section With

12AU7 Twin Diode Nov.
Arvin UHF/VHF Tuner (Cover) July
Audio Selector -Switch Circuitry Aug.
Auto Ignition Circuitry June
Auto Radio Dummy Antenna Circuit May
Auto -Radio 'Scope Alignment Circuitry May
Balun 300/72 -Ohm Circuitry Mar.
Battery/Battery-Eliminator Variable DC

Output Oct.
Beam -Power Tube Screen Circuitry Sept.
Bell Sound RT65B Three -Speed Dual -Track

Tape Recorder s/ct.
Capehart CX-33 LV Power Supply Sept.
Capehart CX-36 Receiver; Chassis CT -52

and 57 Sept.
Crystal Diode Probe May
Crystal Mixer Circuits for UHF Dec.
DuMont Noise -Immunity Network May
DuMont RA109A Switching Circuitry Nov.
DuMont RA -160 AGC Circuitry July
DuMont RA -160 Horizontal and Vertical

Sync July
DuMont RA -160 Video IF Amplifier July
DuMont UHF Converter (Cover) Aug.
8 -Watt AC/DC Amplifier (Cover) June
Emerson 662B TV Voltage Distribution

System Oct.
Emerson 120087B LV Power Supply Sept.
Emerson 120163-D and 120164-B

Multivibrator Circuit Dec.
Filament String Driven from Cathode Cur-

rent of 117L7, 50L6, etc., Pentode Sec-
tion Apr.

Filament String in 3 -Way Portable Apr.
FM Detector Circuits and Test Points Feb.
FM Discriminator May
FM Ratio -Detector May
G.E. Dynamic Demonstrator (Cover) Apr.
G.E. 605 and 606 Portables with Ferrite -

Core Antennas Aug.
G.E. 24C101 TV Chassis Mar.
General Industries 250 Tape -Disc Recorder

Amplifier (Cover) Mar.
High -Pass Balanced 300 -Ohm Filter Cir-

cuit Aug.
Hoffman 200 Electrostatic TV Chassis Dec.
Horizontal Oscillator Harmonic Radiation

Elimination Circuitry Sept.
Hum Caused by Chassis Potential

Difference Aug.
IF Stage Probe -'Scope Setup Sept.
Improved AF Modulation Circuits Mar.
Input Circuit of Auto Radio Chassis With

Antenna Compensators Jan.
Inverter Filter Circuit June
Keyed AGC Amplifier Mar.
Keyed AGC Circuit With Single Video

Stage Mar.
Keyed AGC Circuit With Single Video

Stage and Cathode Drive Jan.
Keyed AGC Circuit With 6AC7 Amplifier Feb.
Keyed AGC System With 6AH6 Video

Amplifier Plate DC Coupled to Picture -
Tube Plate (Cover) Jan.

Kingston Products UHF Tuned -Line
Tuner May

Limiter Stage Circuitry Feb.
Mallory 6VT1 Auto -Radio Vibrator Tester.Nov.
Masco Dual -Speed Dual -Track Tape Ampli-

fier June
Motorola 401-A Auto -Radio Chassis May
Motorola HS -289 Plated -Circuit Broadcast

Model Oct.
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Nov.
Nov.

Radio Craftsmen 6BE6 Conversion Re.
placing 6C4 Sept.

Circuit Cascade Conversion Sept.
Radio Craftsmen Sound Take -Off

Assembly Sept.
Radio Craftsmen I3-KV Transformer -

Circuit Cascode Conversion Sept.
Reluctance Pickup Preamp June
Remote On -Off Audio Switching Aug.
Revere Tape -Recorder Playback -Head

Circuit
Revere Tape -Recorder Recording -Head

Circuit Mar.
Selenium Rectifier Forward -Current Test

Circuit Apr.
Selenium Rectifier Reforming Circuits Apr.
Selenium Full -Wave Voltage Doubler Apr.
Selenium Half -Wave Voltage Doubler Apr.
Selenium Reverse -Current Test Circuit Apr.
Selenium Triple -Quadruple Rectifier

Systems Sept.
Series -Fed Vibrator Circuit Oct.
Shunt -Fed Vibrator Circuit Oct.
Signal Generator Circuitry Mar.
Signal Generator Power Supply Mar.
Signal Generator Power Supply Modified

to Minimize Hum and Raise Output
Voltage Mar.

Signal Path Chart for Zenith 19K Sept.
Socket Connections for 6AF4 Mayept
Sonar PRA Tape -Recorder Amplifier Apr.
Speaker Mechanical Resonant System

Equivalent Electrical Circuit Apr.
Stewart Warner Second IF Modified with

Adjacent Sound Trap July
Stromberg-Carlson 116 -C/116 -T Nov.
Sylvania Brightness Control Improvement.Apr.
Sylvania Chassis 1-387-1 Modification to

Improve Picture Quality May
Sylvania Horizontal Phasing Modification Apr.
Sylvania HV Circuit Altered to Eliminate

Sparkhausen Interference Apr.
Sylvania 1-502 TV Chassis Revised HV

Section Feb.
Sylvania 1-387-1 Receiver Changes with

6AU6 Replaced by 6BC6 June
Synchroguide Horizontal Oscillator and

AFC Circuit Apr.
Synchroguide Horizontal Oscillator and

AFC Circuit Oct.
Sync Vibrator Circuitry Oct.
Tape and Wire Paths in Recorders June
Test Circuits (TV Troubleshooting) Mar.
Tone -Control Bridging Networks Nov.
Transvision-Amplitel FM and High -Channel

TV Antenna Strip (Cover) Feb.
Truetone D -3210A Portable with Printed

Circuit Units Aug.
Tube Voltage -Divider Circuitry Oct.
TVI High -Pass Filter Aug.
TVI Trap for Diathermy Interference Aug.
TV Monitor Unit Horizontal -Vertical

Circuitry May
TV Monitor Unit Sync Circuit May
Typical IF Amplifier Using Pentode Sept.
UHF/VHF Crossover Network for Common

Leadin Dec.
UHF/VHF Inputs June
UHF/VHF Master -Antenna Layout Nov.
Vibrator Oxide -Removal Circuit Oct.
Video Amplifier With Two Video

Stages Jan., Feb., Mar.
Voltage Calibrator for 'Scope (Cover) Oct.
VTVM Basic Resistance Bridge Nov.
VTVM Circuit Using 12A4s Nov.
VTVM HighResistance Measurement

Circuit Sept.
Webster -Chicago 210 Tape Recorder -

Playback Circuitry Jan.
(Continued on page 48)

Motorola TS -52 Focus Circuit Mar.
Musictape Tape -Disc Recorder/PA System. May
Output Circuit of Typical Recorder June
Output Connections for a Dual -Output Re.

placement Cartridge Mar.
Packard -Bell TV Chassis Modifications to

Provide Width Reduction June
Phasable Blanking Network Nov.
Philco Auto -Radio Vibrator Power Circuit Nov.
Philco 53-656/53/658 Portable Biasing

Circuit Nov.
Philco 44 RF Chassis Feb.
Philco Portable Semi -Self Bias System Nov.
Philco 7020 TV 'Scope Feb.
Philco TV Chassis LV Power Supply Apr.
Philco Vertical Sweep Changes to Curb

Vertical Foldover May
Power Supply Basic Circuitry for 3 -Way

Portable Apr.
Precise 630 RF/AF/TV Marker Generator Nov.
Raytheon UHF Continuous Tuning UHF

Tuner (Cover) Dec.
RCA 15E Three -Speed Record

Demonstrator Mar.
RCA Horizontal -Deflection Circuit and HV

Supply for 20CP4 and 21AP4 Feb.
RCA KCS72 Chassis Layout Oct.
RCA 6AF4 UHF Oscillator (Cover) May
RCA 21 -Inch TV Chassis Slow -Blow Fuse

Sept.
Nov.

Circuit
RCA Ul UHF Selector (Cover)
RCA U70 Continuous -Tuning UHF

Selector
Radio Craftsmen 500 Amplifier

Radio Craftsmen 16-K V Transformer -

Mar.

for Intercom

OXFORD
Speakers

Preferred for original equipment
. Proven for replacement!

Available at leading jobbers!

OXFORD
ELECTRIC CORPORATION

3011 S. Michigan Ave. Chicago 15, III.
t/TPORT:ROSURN GINCITS.NTIN TORS CITY

Other OXFORD Speakers for:
Radio and Television

 Outdoor and Weather-
proof Applications
Portable Sets

 Auto Radios
 P.A. Systems
 High Fidelity

A copy of our
latest catalog
will be sent
upon request.

OXFORD
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Thousands depend on

PHOTOFACT!
THEE TELL YOU WHY

Unsolicited letters tell what the
world's finest TV and Radio Data
means to Service Technicians

William T. Duarte
8 Harbourd Road

Johnston", R. I.

"Thanks for introducing me to such a well -
compiled and tremendously helpful data serv-
ice as your PHOTOFACT."

N. A. Jacobsen

562 Martha St.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

"Your folders were recommended to me by
another serviceman. I'm discovering that I

should have them before I tackle any job
that looks the least bit tough. It sure was my
lucky day when I was introduced to your
folders. Really, I don't know how one could
service a set intelligently without having the
PHOTOFACT Folder on it."

John J. Duplex

Duplex TV & Radio

5153 W. Huron St.

Chicago, Ill.

"I find your PHOTOFACTS a necessary must,
and would not consider servicing without
them."

NOW! GET THE PROOF FOR YOURSELF!

We'll send you a Free Photofact
Folder on any receiver listed in
"PF Index & Technical Digest."

Learn for yourself-at our expense-how PHOTO -
FACT pays for itself by earning bigger repair
profits for you! Select any Folder from the PF Index
(if you haven't an index, get a copy from your dis-
tributor). When you write us for your Free Folder,
be sure to state Photofact Set and Folder Number
as shown in the Index. Get your Free Folder now.
Examine, use, compare-see why you can't afford
to be without PHOTOFACT!

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.
2207 E. 46th St., Indianapolis 5, Ind.

FREE

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.

Annual Index
(Continued from page 47)

Wells -Gardner Original and Revised Cir-
cuit Providing Improved Signal -to -Noise
Ratios Jan.

Westingthouse UHF 2 -Channel Receptor
(Cover) Sept.

Wilcox -Gay 1C-10 Tape -Disc Recorder -
Playback Amplifier Apr.

Williamson Amplifier Preamp May
Zenith Radio VHF -UHF Tuner May
Zenith 21K Signal Path Chart Oct.
Zenith 21K20 TV Chassis Oct.

FEATURES

AFC Sync Circuit Servicing (Part IV);
Solomon Heller and Peter Orne Jan.

All -Channel (2-83) TV Receiver (Cover);
Ralph G. Peters July

Annual Index to SERVICE, January -Dec.,
1952 Dec.

Application of the Marker Generator in
Visual -Alignment; R. G. Middleton May

A Report on TVI; Donald Phillips July
A Report on TVI (Part II); Donald

Phillips Aug.
ARTSNY and the New York City License

Bills Sept.
Association News Jan. -Dec.
Audio Installation and Service (Magnetic

Recording); Kenneth Stewart Jan.
Audio Installation and Service (Two -Speed

Tape Recorders); Kenneth Stewart Feb.
Audio Installation and Service (Magnetic

Tape System Tests); Kenneth Stewart Mar.
Audio Installation and Service (Tape

Record-Playback/Tape-Disc Amplifiers and
Mechanisms); Kenneth Stewart Apr.

Audio Installation and Service (Horn -
Loaded Speaker Design . . . Tape Play-
ers); Kenneth Stewart May

Audio Installation and Service (Noise in
Recording and Reproducing Systems);
Kenneth Stewart June

Audio Installation and Service (Sound -
Survey Meters); Kenneth Stewart July

Audio Installation and Service (Photo-
graphic and Magnetic Recording); Ken-
neth Stewart Aug.

Audio Installation and Service (Hi-Fi Re-
mote Control Amplifiers); Kenneth
Stewart Sept.

Audio Installation and Service (Record
Care . . . 45 Changer Adjustments);
Kenneth Stewart Oct.

Audio Installation and Service (Williamson -
Amplifier Servicing); Kenneth Stewart Nov.

Audio Installation and Service (Phono
Needle Drag Distortion, Transistor Ampli-
fiers); Kenneth Stewart Dec.

Auto Radio Installation and Service (Part
I); Solomon Heller June

Auto Radio Interference Problems (Part
II); Solomon Heller Sept.

Auto Radio Realignment; Jack Darr May
Auto -Radio Servicing (Part III); Solomon

Heller Nov.
Auto Radio Tests Jan.
Auto Radio Vibrator Servicing; Solomon

Heller Oct.
Auto -Radio Vibrator Tester; C. T. JosePh Nov.
Business Aids (Estimating Operational

Costs for a New Shop) Feb.
Business Aids (COD Charges and Collec-

tions) Mar.
Business Aids (Serving. New Communities)Apr.
Business Aids (Capitalizing on the Audio

Market) May
Business Aids (Extra Sales During Serv-

ice Calls) June
Business Aids (Service Shop Insurance) July
Business Aids (Opportunities in Small

Communities) Aug.
Business Aids (Audio Servicing Oppor-

tunities in Small Towns) Sept.
Business Aids (Two -Way System Servic-

ing Possibilities) Oct.
Business Aids (Average Shop Income .

Personnel -Space Requirements) Nov.
Cascode Tuner Conversion; Bernard A.

Menarik Sept.
Continuous Tuning UHF Tuner (Cover);

Wyn Martin Dec.
Efficient TV -Installation Techniques;

Jack Whiteside and L. J. Austin July
Fast -Acting AGC Systems; Charles E.
. . Bowers kin., Feb., Mar.
FM Servicing -Alignment (Part II);

Rudolf F. Graf Mar.
Fringe -Area Servicing; Donald Phillips

Sept., Oct.
Fringe Area Servicing (Part III);

Donald Phillips Nov.
Hi -Lo Output 78 RPM Replacement

Cartridges; J. G. Haskell Mar.
Hi -Quality Audio for AC/DC Radio-Phonos

(Cover); Edgar M. Villchur June
How to Read Difficult TV Schematics;

Cyrus Glickstein Nov.

Where You Need it!
When You Need It!

NOW-no more halted work, no more writ-
ing to the factory for missing instruction sheets.
Tough identifying labels giving complete ap-
plication and hook-up data are affixed to all
Halldorson components. This provides maxi-
mum convenience in original installations or re-
use at some later date. The same data appears
on each box for instant identification.

This is only one of Halldorson's many aids
designed to save your valuable time. Look to
Halldorson for the biggest variety of transformer
components, plus the newest for TV. Ask your
distributor for your copy of Halldorson's great
new catalog and TV Replacement Guide...
today. The Halldorson Transformer Co., 4500
N. Ravenswood Ave., Chicago 40, Ill. Dept. S -I2

ffilIDORSON
EXPORT

I ntex Co., Inc.. in Liberty St., New York IL N. Y.
Cable Address: I ntexeom, N. Y.

ObstlITOZOtaffratiktd5iNCE 1913

A Full Size

LIGHTNING ARRESTER

at the Price of a Midget

-p PPS

LIGHTNING ARRESTER
MODEL TA5 Real protection against lightning
and static charges-the RADIART Lightning Arres-
ter has all the features! Fits anywhere... inside or
out... handles standard or jumbo leads... no
wire stripping necessary... does not unbalance the
line... low internal capacity. . no loss of signal
...internal resistance "leaks off" static discharges!
UNDERWRITERS LABORATORIES APPROVED.

THE RADIART CORPORATION
CLEVELAND 13, OHIO
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Improving Signal -Generator Performance;
Ronald L. Ives Mar.

Intercom Systems (Part II); Jack Darr...Jan.
Interconnection of Audio Components;

Mark Vino Aug.
In The Field (Broad Marker Cures . .

Prevention of Waveform Clipping at
Bottom . . . Securing Marks on High
Channels . . . Curbing Vertical Distor-
tion in Pictures) Oct.

In The Field (TV Instrument Applica-
tions) Nov.

In the Field (I solat:n a Resistors, Hori-
zontal Sync Pulse Distortion Analysis,
'Scope as a Voltmeter) Dec.

Locating Temperature -Induced Faults in
TV Receivers; J. C. Geist Apr.

Merchandising Audio Systems; Lawrence
J. Epstein Dec.

New VHF -UHF TV Markets for Service
Men May

Phono Needle and Record Wear; E. J
Marcus June

Physical Mounting -Layout of Audio Com-
ponents; Mark Vino Sept.

Picking Out the Right Audio Amplifier;
Mark Vino Dec.

Plated Circuit Table -Model Broadcast Re-
ceivers Oct.

Practical Tracking Adjustments for FM
Chassis; James C. Drake May

Practical UHF -TV Antennas and Dis-
tribution Systems; M. W. Percy July

Reforming of Selenium Rectifiers; J. T
Cataldo Apr.

Rep Talk Jan. -Dec.
Ropes and Ties in Antenna Installations;

Donald Phillips Apr.
'Scope Voltage Calibration Circuitry

(Cover) Ronald L. Ives Oct.
Selenium Rectifiers Mar.
Ser-Cuits (TV Instruments); M. W. Percy, Jan.
Ser-Cuits (RF Chassis of TV Models);

M. W. Percy Feb.
Ser-Cuits (24 -Inch Chassis With 45.75 IF);

M. W. Percy Mar.
Ser-Cults (TV Chassis LV Selenium -Cell

Power Supplies); M. W. Percy Apr.
Ser-Cuits (Ultrahigh Converters, Tuners

and Receivers); M. W. Percy May
Ser-Cuits (UHF/VHF Receiving Systems);

M. W. Percy June
Ser-Cuits (DuMont Dynamic Demon-

strator); Daniel Newman July
Ser-Cults (Ferrite -Core Antenna Portables);

M. W. Percy Aug.
Ser-Cuits (CaPehart Cascode Tuner Chas-

sis); M. W. Percy Sept.
Ser-Cults (Fringe -Lock Chassis . . . PC

Receivers); M. W. Percy Oct.
Ser-Cuits (RF/AF/TV Marker Generators

. . Biasing Circuits); M. W. Percy Nov.
Ser-Cuits (Electrostatic Focus 18 -Tube

Chassis); M. W. Percy Dec.
Servicing and Alignment of FM Chassis;

Rudolf F. Graf Feb.
Servicing Helps (Minimizing TV Inter-

ftrence)
'

M. A. Marwell July
Servicing Helps (TV Sensitivity Measure-

ments); M. A. Marwell Aug.
Servicing Helps (Stewart -Warner, Philco,

RCA, Admiral. Motorola Chassis Notes);
M. A. Marwell Sept.

Servicing Helps (Intercarrier Buzz . .

Horizontal Sweep Interlace); M. A. Mar -
well Oct.

Servicing Helps (TV . . . AM Portables
. . . Auto Radio Service Notes); M. A.
Marwell Nov.

Servicing Helps (Signal Tracing Prod Test
Applications, 24 -Inch Vertical Jitter
Cures); M. A. Marwell Dec.

Simplified Video -Sound Distribution Sys-
tem; Mort Zimmerman May

Social Security and the Self -Employed
Service Man May

Speeding Up TV Troubleshooting; Cyrus
Glickstein Feb.

Speeding Up TV Troubleshooting (Part
II); Cyrus Glickstein Mar.

Supplementary PA Stadium Installation;
N. H. Crowhurst June

Tape -Disc Recorder Amplifier System
(Cover); Wyn Martin Mar.

Ten Years Ago Jan., Dec.
The Meaning of High Fidelity; Mark Vino.Oct.
The Service Man and His Income Tax;

Wyn Martin Jan.
The Stratford, Conn. UHF TV Tests;

Russell J. Hall Mar.
Training" School for Service Men; Walter

Boiko Feb.
Transmission -Line Tuned UHF TV Con-

verter (Cover); Henry R. Hesse Aug.
Troubleshooting Oscillating TV Chassis;

R. G. Middleton Aug.
Troubleshooting 3 -Way Portables; Jack

Darr Apr.
Tube News (Cures for Anode -Cap Troubles);

L. M. Allen Jan.
Tube News (Germanium Diodes); L. M.

Allen Feb.
Tube News (UHF Tube.t); I,. M. Allen. Mar.

(Continued on page 50)

FOR MORE THAN FIFTY
YEARS WITH AMERICA'S
BEST SERVICEMEN...

ihnerican ELECTRIC

Beauty SOLDERING IRONS

Since 1894. longer than any other make,
American Beauty Soldering Irons have

been giving servicemen TOP SOLDER-
ING PERFORMANCE . . . because of

these features . . .

 Nickel -coated, corrosion -resistant tips,
easily and quickly replaced

 Super -flexible cord, American Beauty
made, resists wear due to flexing

 Heating element of chrome -nickel
ribbon resistance wire

 Insulated with pure mica
 Built-in adapter for ground wire

A-101 Write For Free Literature

Build Better with Solder-
Solder Better with

AMERICAN BEAUTY
Soldering Irons

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL HEATER COMPANY
DETROIT 2, MICHIGAN
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\ww-- with more style and
.)c.:bo. roue at half the price.

Fits finest surroundings, pet.
(4-ionii4!al1y engineered.

cellufoam acoustic lining
hardwood picture -frame

fr.4 u. Brahma -grain matching
leathorc.tte on top and sides.

is ode or mahogany, same
wire. Ask your Parts lohbtt

01. -t-tire for specification sh,

NEW BASS REFLEX
CORNER BAFFLE

Gives more effective coverage,
looks better on wall. 1/2 -inch
cellufoam acoustic lining. Blonde
or mahogany, same price.
12" spkr $8.55 Net 
8" spkr $5.10 Net 

WALL BAFFLES
Argos craftsmanship with reso-
nant tone. Reinforced for extra
strength. Blonde or mahogany,
same price.
Up to 12" spkr $2.34 to

84 65 Net

'Slightly higher west of Rockies

Annual Index
(Continued from page 49)

Tube News (Twin Triodes for Vertical
Deflection Circuits); L. W. Allen Apr.

Tube News (Horizontal -Deflection Interfer-
ence -Effect Cures); L. M. Allen May

Tube News (1AX2 Application Notes);
L. M. Allen June

Tube News (Centering Magnets . . . Spook
Interference); L. M. Allen July

Tube News (Ion Trap Adjustments); L
M. Allen Aug.

Tube News (High -Reliability Tubes); L
M. Allen Sept.

Tube News (Transistor Design and Ap-
plication); L. M. Allen Oct.

Tube News (Sensitive VTVM Design
Using 12A4s); L. M. Allen Nov.

Tube News (Transistor Applications);
L. M. Allen Dec.

Tuners in Hi-Fi Systems; Mark Vino Nov.
TV Antenna Digest (Broad -Band Yagis

. . . Motorless All -Direction Systems);
Ralph G. Peters Sept.

TV Antenna Digest (Community TV Sys-
tems . . . Regenerative Effect TV An-
tennas); Ralph G. Peters Oct

TV Antenna Digest (Dipole -Element Di -
ameter Requirements . . . New Product
Survey); Ralph G. Peters Nov.

ITV Antenna Digest (UHF Antenna -Acces-
sory Progress Report); Ralph G. Peters. . Dec.

ITV Chassis Checking and Aligning with
'Scope and Probe; Bruno Zucconi Sept.

TV Dynamic Demonstrator (Cover); Wyn
I Martin Apr.
TV Horizontal -Oscillator Locking Range

Operation; J. C. Geist Oct.
TV Installation Techniques (Part II);

Jack Whiteside and L. J. Austin Aug.
TV Replacement Controls; Fran Chamber.

lain Feb.
TV Troubleshooting With Voltage -Read-

ings; Cyrus Glickstein Sept.
TV Troubleshooting With Voltage Read-

ings (Part II); Cyrus Glickstein Oct.
UHF Continuously -Tuned Oscillator Cir-

cuitry; Wyn Martin May
UHF Crystal Mixers and Multipliers;

Henry R. Hesse Dec.
UHF Selectors (Cover); Wyn Martin. Nov.
UHF Transmission Lines and Transmission -

Line Tuned Circuits; Henry R. Hesse Nov.
UHF TV Converter (Part II); Henry R.

Hesse Sept.
UHF/VHF Channel/Frequency Chart Oct.
UHF/VHF Multi -Outlet Systems; Thomas

K. Beamer Nov.
Ultrahigh 2 -Channel Receptors (Cover);

Wyn Martin Sept.
Using the VTVM in TV Servicing.; John

B. Ledbetter Sept.
Wavemeter for AM Chassis Oscillator

Tests; Leonard J. Eisner Jan.
Wire and Tape Recorder Servicing; Jack

Darr June
Wire -Tape Servicing; Jack Darr Aug.

FM

Calibrated Grid -Dip Oscillator, and Tuning -
Wand -and -Voltmeter Tracking for FM
Chassis May

Discriminator and Ratio -Detector Align-
ment with a VTVM Feb.

FM Preemphasis and Deemphasis Circuits Feb.
FM Servicing -Alignment (Part II); Ru-

dolf F. Graf Mar.
General Receiver Servicing Hints Feb.
Practical Tracking Adjustments for FM

Chassis; James C. Drake May
Ratio -Detector 'Scope Alignment Mar.
Servicing and Alignment of FM Chassis;

Rudolf F. Graf Feb.
Sweep Generator Applications Feb.
Use of 'Scope for Discriminator -Ratio De-

tector Alignment Feb.

SERVICING HELPS
AFC Troubleshooting May
Aligning for Top Performance in Fringe

Areas Oct.
Anode -Lead Breakdown Protection Method. Jan.
Area -Selection Switch Applications Feb.
Auto -Radio Compensator Adjustments Jan.
Auto -Radio Vibrator Power -Transformer

Checking Techniques Nov.
Avoiding Excess 25BQ6 Failures Sept.
Buffer Capacitors in Auto Radios Feb.
Centering and Focusing Electrostatically -

Focused Tubes Feb.
Checking Components for Low -Signal

Troubles
Cleaning Clock -Radio -Dial Faces
Clearing Up Vertical Sync Drift

Oct.
May
June

Correcting Insufficient Horizontal Sweep
Width in Low -Line Voltage Areas Nov.

Correcting Small Horizontal Size Sept.
Critical Horizontal -Hold Circuit Modifica-

tions Nov.

Cures for Inoperative Battery/AC Port-
ables Jan.

Curing Overshoot in TV Chassis June
Diagnosing and Solving Problems in A VC

Networks in Fringe Areas Nov.
Eliminating Buzz in Intercarrier TV

Chassis Oct.
Eliminating Dark Spots in Center of 21 -

Inch Picture Tubes Nov.
Eliminating Electrostatic Charge in Metal

Picture -Tube Chassis Sept.
Eliminating Oscillator Buzz June
Eliminating Residual Hum May
Eliminating Washout in Philco Colorado

Tuner
id

Mar.
for PliersFirst Apr.

Fogged Dial Crystal Cures Jan.
Fringe -Zone Alignment Techniques Nov.
Gaining Horizontal Stability June
Germanium Crystal Replacements Proce-

dures Apr.
Gin Pole Installation Sept.
Halting Horizontal Sweep Interference in

Broadcast Receivers Oct.
Improving Interlace Apr.
Improving Sync on Emerson Chassis Mar.
Improving Vertical Hold in Fringe Areas Apr.
Improving Vertical Hold Range Nov.
Increasing Anode Lead Protection Apr.

TEST
PICTURE TUBES

in a jiffy
 ACCURATE
 INEXPENSIVE
 POCKET SIZE

Test picture tube with-
out removing it or
chassis from cabinet.

TEST

4 95
dealer net

 ELIMINATES GUESSWORK

 TESTS ALL STANDARD TUBES

 SIMULTANEOUSLY CHECKS:

FIRST ANODE VOLTAGE

FILAMENT VOLTAGE
VIDEO SIGNAL

BIAS VOLTAGE

Sold only through VIBAIRE distributors

Write for Catalog C

Vidaire Electronics Mfg. Co.
Mfrs. of TV color equipment, TV aniallairs,

Electronic Devices
Factory: Lynbrook, L. 1., N. Y.
Nat'l. Sales Office: 6 E. 39 St.
N. Y. 16, N. Y. - LE 2-7372

'WM
PHONO NEEDLES

For Any Type
Record Player

Please send me FREE Jenselector. Picks the proper

'Name

IAddress'City

replacement needle.

Stare

Ifialdem Industries, Inc.,33I S. Cod SI., Chicago 12
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Increasing Life of 6BQ6GT Horizontal
Output Tubes Aug.

Increasing Picture -Tube Life Sept.
Increasing Sound in Fringe Areas Nov.
Installation of Dust Seals on Sylvania

Chassis Mar.
Installing Slow -Blow Fuses Sept.
Intermittent TV Chassis Cures Nov.
Iron -Core IF Adjustnients June
Lamination Buzz Cures Oct.
Locating and Curing Problems in AC/DC/

Battery Portable Power -Supply Systems. Apr.
Minimizing Interference with Adjacent

Sound Traps July
Minimizing Vertical Foldover May
Modifications Required to Insure Weak

Signal Area Operation Oct.
Noise -Cancellation Circuit Adjustments Nov.
Noise -Immunity Circuit Checks May
Overcoming Vcre: A Drift Sept.
Picture Centering Mar.
Pinp:inting and Eliminating Oscillation

Sources Oct.
Positioning Met .: Shield o AC/DC Chassis

to Prevent t e :Illation :t Low -Frequency
End of Dial Oct.

Preventing Chant,e' 7 .11I., Beats Sept.
Providing Correct i ),... ill t, r Injection Volt -

Apr.
Reducing Beat Interferenc: . July
Reducing Picture Smear.... Apr.
Reforming of Selenium Rrct,ters; J. T.

Cataldo Apr.
Reforming Technique Et -: .i - d t R.. r,di-

tion Stored and Idle St . ' ..Apr.
Remo he for Poor I-. r .r D. r , P., i tire

T , t .., ..... . . Jan.
R. -r. , H armonic Intert. o  . r ..May
Remo'. ir., Horizontal Jitter. . . June
Rrro... ,r,; Horizontal-Oscillrt r H r ro rur

R ctiatton . Sept.
Removing Popping Sounds Nov.
Removing Small Horizontal Size Apr.
R erd .cetnent Precautions for 5642 Tubes Jan.
Retoring Interlace May
Retrace -Line Elimination Nov.
Selenium frG cnfiers Mar.
Signal Tracing Prod Te t Applications. Dec.
Soldering Hints May
Stopping Motorboating, In TV Ch ,- - Nov.
Stromberg-Carlson Receiver Nra. Mar.
Tembleshooting the 11,4 i: nt .1.and k , toal

Sweep May
TV Booster Modification June
TV Sensitivity Measurements Aug.
TV 'rube Brightener Applications July
L4 -Inch TV Set Vertical Jitter Cures Dec.
Vertical -Interlace Improvement Nov.
Width Reduction and Improved Keying

Pulse June

TELEVISION
Accelerating Tr,,oblt sting Through Care-

ful and Deliberate Checks Mar.
AFC Link in 630 Chassis Jan.
AFC Sync Circuit Servicing (Part 1r);

Solomon Heller and Peter Orme... -Jan.A C Troubleshooting . . . . MayAlignment Procedures...... Aug.
All -Channel (2.93) TV Rec, n. r r -  r1iRalph G. Peters .. July
Anode -Lead Breakdown Protection M. t 'I. A . Jan.
Application of Phasable Blanketing N t -

works Nov.
Application of the Marker Generat,i

Visual -Alignment; R. G. Middleton... May
Area -Selection Switch Applications Erb.
A Report on TV I ; Donald Phillips July
A Report on TV I (Part 11); Donald Phil-

lips Aug.
Avoiding Excess 25BQ6 Failures Sept.
Avoiding Misleading Voltage and Resis-

tance Readings Mar.
Basic and Modified h yed AGC Systems Jan.
Broad -Band V- Sept.Broad M..: r tr. Oct.
Cascade Tar er Crones tun. Bernard A

Menarik Sept.
Centering and E ..t Ir.. Electrostatically -

Focused Tub- . Feb.
Character. eca of Br, dl.and Triangular

Dino]: -et clod V-, Rhombics, Corner
, Y .eis and Distribution Ampli-

fier July
Char:ton. risto. f UHF Converter Local

Oscillator Sept.
Checking AFt, and Discriminator Circuits,

Bias Germanium Diodes, Insulation Re-
sistance and Receiver Adjustments with
VTVM Sept.

Clearing Up Vertical Sync Drift June
Community TV Systems Oct.
Conical -V -Beams Sept.
Continuous Tuning for UHF May
Continuous Tuning UHF Tuner (Corer);

Wyn Martin Dec.
Converters (RCA) Providing Single -Chan-

nel, T. o-Ch.t.nnel and Continuous 70 -
Channel Coverage Nov.

Corona Inhibitor Processed Picture Tubes ..Feb.
Width in Low -Line Voltage Areas Nov.

(Continued on page 52)

MODEL HA -3

A BROAD BAND, 3 TUBE, 3 STAGE,

FULLY AUTOMATIC BOOSTER WITH

ALL -CHANNEL GAIN IN EXCESS OF 16 db.

and only $3950
LIST

THE NEW B -T
BOOSTER

Fully Automatic
DESIGNED FOR BETTER TELEVISION

I

What John wanted most and found hard to get,
Was a booster what boosted, with no knobs to set.

"Knobs,"he complained, -makes tuning more tough,"
And, "Lord knows", he cried, -My set has enough."

"And who needs more boxes to clutter the house?
There's enough work around for me and my spouse."

 "You'd laugh if I cranked my car like we useter,
So why have old-fashioned knobs on a booster?"

ii

But, John had a Tech -man who knew his TV
Who showed John the booster made by B -T.

`\1114,.. At last, John is happy, and more so to learnlie That the booster is hidden and no knobs to turn.

NO knobs to set.

NO channel tuning.

NO band -switching.

Lower noise factor.

Attractive hammertone
steel cabinet.

Write for
Catalog
EL8

RB!
BLONDER -TONGUE LABORATORIES, INC.

WESTFIELD, NEW JERSEY
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-srpveDID
FULL DETAILS
AT YOUR
DISTRIBUTOR

TECHNICAL APPLIANCE CORPORATION
SHERBURNE, N. Y.

FREE 6) *-&- CATALOG!
Especially Designed for the ELECTRONICS Industry

Iu

BENCHES

CHASSIS STANDS

SALES COUNTER!

SHELVING

SERVICE C°114"115
Steel is Finished in Polymerized Shock -Proof Insulating Enamel.

-alsciRoPitc
INDUSTRIES',

wool REQUIROWITS

DRAWER UNITS

TEST STANDS

STORAGE BINS
11.

WARM UP RACKS

TRucKs

Equipto's especially designed Electronics Equip-
ment is used by thousands of the country's
largest radio, television and electrical service shops
and stores. Combining strongest possible con-
struction with moderate prices, even the small
budget shop can take full advantage of Equipto's
complete line of storage and work shop equipment.

Merchandise displayed on Equipto's well -styled
units always boosts sales. These units give better
than ONE-THIRD more display and storage
space for items now occupying the same area.
Have you a storage or display problem?

We'll be glad to help you.

Division at Aurora Equipment Co.

790 Prairie, Aurora, Illinois
Phone. Aurora 9231

WRITE

FOR FREE

CATALOG

Annual Index
(Continued from page 51)

Correcting Insufficient Horizontal Sweep
Correcting Small Horizontal Size Sept -
Critical Horizontal -Hold Circuit Modifica-

tions Nov.
CRT Dynamic Analyzers Nov.
Curbing Vertical Distortion in Pictures.....Oct.
Cures For Anode -Cap Troubles Jan.
Curing Overshoot in TV Chassis June
Cylindrical Face Picture Tubes

lare-Dataon the Theoretical and Practical As-
pects of Circuitry in Keyed AGC Sys-tems. Jan.

Design and Adjustment of Centering and
Ion -Trap Magnets in Electrostatic -Focus

DeCtei cr ct gt s J UGC
Source of Hum Nov.

DuMont Dynamic Demonstrator July
DuMont Dynamic Demonstrattor (Conclu-

sion) Aug.
Efficient TV -Installation Techniques; lack

Whiteside and L. J. Austin July
Electromagnetic LV/Electrostatic-Automatic

Focus Type Picture Tubes Mar.
Electrostatic Tubes Feb.
Eliminating Buzz in Intercarrier TV

Chassis Oct.
Eliminating Dark Spots in Center of 21 -

Inch Picture Tubes Nov.
Eliminating Electrostatic Charge in Metal

Picture -Tube Chassis Sept.
Eliminating Oscillator Buzz June
Eliminating Washout in Philco Colorado

Tuner. Mar.
Exact -Duplicate Controls Feb.
Fast -Acting AGC Systems; Charles E.

Bowers Jan.
Fast -Acting AGC Systems (Part II);

Charles E. Bowers Feb.
Fast -Acting AGC Systems (Part III);

Charles E. Bowers Mar.
FCC Allocation Schedule for Channels 2-83.May
Features of Low -Noise 6BQ7 Dual -Triode

Neutralized Cascode Circuit Sept.
Field Strength Meters and Signal Gen-

erators Used to Insure Maximum TV
Pickup July

Final Tests During an Installation Aug.
Fringe -Lock 17 and 21 -Inch TV Chassis Oct.
Gain Checks Mar.
Gaining Horizontal Stability June
Germanium Crystal Replacement ProceduresApr.
Germanium Diode Applications as Power

Rectifiers, Mixers and Video Detectors Feb.
Halting Horizontal Sweep Interference in

Broadcast Receivers Oct.
High -Reliability Tube Characteristics Sept.
Horizontal -Deflection -Output HV Trans-

formers Feb.
How To Read Difficult TV Schematics;

Cyrus Glickstein Nov.
Hunting Troubles With 'Scope and Crystal

Diode Probe Sept.
Improving Interlace Apr.
Improving Sync on Emerson Chassis Mar.
Improving Vertical Hold in Fringe Areas Apr.
Improving Vertical Hold Range Nov.
In the Field (Isolating ReSistors, Hori-

zontal Sync Pulse Distortion Analysis,
'Scope as Voltmetee Dec.

Increasing Anode Lead Protection Apr.
Increasing Life of 6BQ6GT Horizontal

Output Tubes Aug.
Increasing Picture -Tube Life Sept.
Increasing Size of Markers on IF Response

Curve Nov.
Increasing Sound in Fringe Areas Nov.
Installation of Dust Seals on Sylvania

Chassis Mar.
Installing Slow -Blow Fuses Sept.
Instruments for Tracing AFC Sync De-

fects Jan.
Instruments Used for TV Servicing knov..Intermittent TV Chassis Cures

Aug.Ion Trap Adjustments
Iron -Core IF Adjustments Junear
Keyed AGC Amplifier Features Mar.
Keyed AGC General Troubleshooting Mar.
Knots, Ties, Hitches and Rigging Methods

to Mount Antennas and Accessories on
Pitched Rooftops Apr.

Lamination Buzz Cures Oct.
Locating and Curing Voltage Problems in

LV Supplies Using Resistive and Series -
Parallel Systems Oct.

Locating Temperature -Induced Faults in
TV Receivers; J. C. Geist Apr.

Low -Voltage Rectangular Glass and Metal -
Envelope Picture Tubes Apr.

Mallory UHF Tuners May
Master Amplified TV Antenna System

(Cover); Wyn Martin Feb.
Minimizing Interference with Adjacent

Sound Traps July
Minimizing Ripple and Interference Effects

in Horizontal -Deflection Circuits May
Minimizing Vertical Foldover May
Modifications Required to Insure Weak 

Signal Area Operation Oct.
Modifying Circuits for Keyed AGC Opera-

tion Mar.
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Motorless All -Direction Systems Sept.
Multi -Element Yagis Sept.
New VHF -UHF TV- Markets for Service

Men May
Nine Types of Amateur TVI and Cures Aug.
Noise -Cancellation Circuit Ad j ustments . . N ov.
Noise -Immunity Circuit Checks May
Operational Characteristics of Keyed .4GC

Systems in Use Today Feb.
1AX2 Application Notes June
Overcoming Circuit -Reading Problems Nov.
Overcoming Vertical Drift Sept.
Picture Centering Mar.
Picture Tube Boosters Nov.
Picture Tube Design Notes Sept.
Picture Tube Production Techniques Mar.
Planned Shop and Field Installation Pro-

cedures July
Practical UHF TV Antennas and Distribu-
Preventing Channel -7 Audio Beats Sept.
Prevention of Waveform Clipping at Bot-

tom Oct.
Providing Correct Oscillator -Injection

Voltage Apr.
Providing Visibility to Markers on Ratio -

Detector Curves Nov.
Reducing Beat Interference July
Reducing Picture Smear Apr.
Remedies for Poor Focus or Dark Picture

Tubes Jan.
Replacement Precautions for 5642 Tubes Jan.
Regenerative Effect TV Antenna Develop-

ment Theory Oct.
Removing Harmonic Interference May
Removing Horizontal Jitter June
Removing Horizontal -Oscillator Harmonic

Radiation Sept.
Removing Popping Sounds Nov.
Removing Small Horizontal Size Apr.
RestoringInterlace May
Retrace -Line Elimination Nov.
RF/AF/TV Marker Generator Circuitry

(Precise 630) Nov.
RF Chassis of '52 Philco TV Models Feb.
Ropes and Ties in Antenna Installations;

Dona(d Phillips Apr.
Rotator Motors Sept.
'Scope Voltage Calibration Circuitry

(Cove's); Ronald L. Ives Oct.
Sectional Isolation Technique to Pinpoint

Trouble Areas Aug.
Securing Marks on High Channels Oct.
Simplified Video -Sound Distribution Sys-

tem; Mort Zimmerman May
Slave Sets, Using Sweep -Sound Chassis and

Centralized Receiver Pickup, For Stream-
lined Distribution of Video -Sound May

Solutions for Interference Caused by Har-
monics, Horizontal Deflection Circuit De-
fects, Diathermy and Autos Aug.

Sound TV Tubes Mar.
Speeding Up TV Troubleshooting; Cyrus

Glickstein Feb.
Speeding Up TV Troubleshooting (Part

II); Cyrus Glickstein Mar.
Standard -Coil All -Channel Tuner May
Stopping Motorboating in TV Chassis Nov.
Stromberg-Carlson Receiver Notes Mar.
Subminiatures and UHF/VHF TV Minia-

tures Sept.
Synchroguide TV Horizontal -Oscillator

Locking Range Operation Oct.
Systemic Application of Circuit and

Analysis Data Mar.
Techniques Evolved to Facilitate Alignment

and Marking of Ratio Detectors May
Techniques to Eliminate Delays in Bench

TV Troubleshooting Feb.
Temperature -Checking Technique, Featuring

Recording of Voltage and Waveshapes
Throughout Suspected Circuit in Hot and
Cold Condition Apr.

The Stratford, Conn. UHF TV Tests;
Russell J. Hall Mar.

Time Constants Jan.
Towers Sept.
Tracking and Alignment Procedures of

UHF TV .Converter Sept.
Transmission Lines As UHF Tuned Cir-

cuits Nov.
Transmission Line Characteristics Between

Antenna and Receiver Nov.
Transmission -Line Tuned UHF TV Con-

verter (Cover); Henry R. Hesse Aug.
Troubleshooting Oscillating TV Chassis;

R. G. Middleton A ug.
Troubleshooting the Horizontal and Vertical

Sweep May
Tuner Substitution Permitting Use of

High -Gain Turret -Type Tuner Using
6BQ7 Sept.

Turret Tuners for UHF May
TV Antenna Digest; Ralph G. Peters .Sept -Dec.
TV Booster Modification June
TV Chassis Checking and Aligning with

'Scope and Probe; Bruno Zucconi Sept.
TV Chassis Employing Cascode RF Tuner,

41.25 IF -Stage Trap, and Electrostatic
Focus Picture Tube Sept.

TV Chassis LV Selenium -Cell Power Sup-
plies Apr.

TV Damper -Service Tubes Oct.
TV Dynamic Demonstrator (Cover); Wyn

Martin Apr.
(Continued on page 54)

JACKSON INTRODUCES

.1111111111.111111.011110
..11.11111(1.011 0.10% sn,

MODEL 707
DYNAMIC®

CATHODE RAY
TUBE ANALYZER

FOR INDUSTRIAL,
MILITARY,

AND. TV SERVICE

BEAM CURRENT TEST  GRID CONTROL TEST

GAS CONTENT TEST  LEAKAGE TEST

This instrument is unlimited in application, as it pro-
vides an analysis of all CR tubes including multi -gun
types, eithe-r in the carton or in the chassis. Both high
and low voltage power supplies are incorporated to
obtain the voltage necessary for the various test re-
quirements.

BEAM CURRENT TEST. This is
made to the final anode-not to
the grid or any other element, as
in common emission testers. The
beam current scale of the meter
is designed not only to indicate
sufficient or insufficient beam cur-
rent, but also to give you an
accurate forecast of the end of
tube life.
GRID CONTROL TEST. The beam
current (picture brightness) may
be up to par; but, if the grid does
not have the ability to cut off and
control the beam current, the tube
is absolutely useless. Therefore, a
grid control test must be as-
sociated with any beam current
test for true evaluation.
GAS CONTEST TEST. This test is
quite often considered relatively
unimportant, but the facts are
that approximately 35% of all CR

tubes are rendered unsatisfactory
as a result of abnormal gas con-
tent. The gas test circuit checks
the currents set up by gas ioniza-
tion and measures them in the
millimicroampere range. This test
is based on JAN specifications. It
is of particular importance when
field testing CR tubes in critical
applications such as military
equipment.
LEAKAGE TEST. The flexible
switching arrangement of the
Dynamic Analyzer isolates each
element for individual leakage
tests by a highly sensitive circuit.
Indications are observed on a
neon lamp.
TEST VOLTAGES. Both high and
low voltage power supplies, with
multiple filtering, are incorpora-
ted to insure maximum efficiency
for each test procedure.

See your distributor or write

ji AC KS 0 N ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

Test Equipment DAYTON 2, OHIO The Canadian Marconi Co
In Canada:
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Vee-D-X takes the lead in UHF-just
as it did in VHF-with performance
proven antennas for every UHF re-
quirement. Shown below is the UHF
Colinear by VEE-D-X. This high gain
a6 -channel fringe area antenna is con-
sidered by one of the world's largest
set manufacturers as the finest UHF
performer yet perfected. Available
also as side -by -side stacked array.

ANTENNA

SYSTEMS

FREE! .i
UHF ANTENNA

GUIDE
Tells how, what,

and where for
every area.

Mail coupon
for your copy.

THE toPOINTE-PLASCOMOID CORP.
ROCKVILLE. CONNECTICUT

Gent ernern
Send copies of UHF Antenna Systems booklet

NAME

ADDPESS

CITYL ZONE STATE

Annual Index
(Col:tinned (ram page 53)

TV Horizontal -Oscillator Locking RangeOperation; I. C. Geist Oct.TVI and Cures for 29 Typc. JulyTV Installation Technique- (Part II);Jack Whiteside and I.. J. Austin Aug.TV Replacement Contr. I,; Fran Chamber-
lain Feb.TV Sensitivity Meawroment.. Aug.

TV Troubleshooting With Voltage -Reading;
Cyrus 6.1ckstein Sept., Oct.TV Tube Brightener Applicntions July24 -Inch G.E. Chassis Oct.net, "IV Set Vertical litter Cure Dec.27 -Inch All -Glass Picture Tube, Oct.

Twin -Diode Detectors in Arvin TV Chas-
sis Nov.

Twin Power Triodes for Projectioti TV Feb.
Twin Triodes for Vertical-Deflecti.i
Typical Examples of Trouble and Cures Mar.
UHF Continuously -Tuned Oscillator Cir-cuitry: Wyn Martin May
l HF Crystal Mixers and Multipliers;

//miry R. Hesse Dec.
HF TV Converter (Part II); Henry R
Hesse Sept.

CHF Receiver Antenna Characteristics, In-
stallation Problems, Effects of Terrain,
Foliage and Weather, Ground Propaga-
tion, Converters and Transmission Lines.Mar.

UHF Selectors (Cover); Wyn Martin Nov.
UHF Transmission Lines and Transmis-

sion -Line Tuned Circuits; Henry R.
Hesce Nov.

UHF/VHF Channel/Frequency Chart Oct.
UHF/VHF Multi -Outlet System; Thomas

K. Beamer Nov.
Ultrahigh Antenna -Accessory Progress

Report; Ralph G. Peters Dec.
Ultrahigh and Vi ry high Receiver Design June
Ultrahigh Converters and Tuners May
Ultrahigh Tube Dc.,ign and Application Mar.
Ultrahigh Tun r L sing Curved Lines June
Ultrahigh 2 -Channel Receptors (Cover);

Wyn Martin Sept.
Usefulness of Zero -Volt Reference Line on

Sweep Generators Nov.
Use of Measurement Equipment Properly Mar.
Using Correct Parts in the Proper Part of

the Circuit Mar.
Using the VTVM in TV Servicing; John

B. Ledbetter Sept.
Vertical Interlace Improvements Nov.
V H F-1" H F Tuner May
Volttqc Reading Skills Used to Interpret

TV Troubles Sept.
Weak -Signal Zone Broadcast and TV Chas-

sis Repair Sept.
Width Reduction and I roprove.1 Keying

Pulse June

TEST EQUIPMENT
Application of Phasable Blanking Net, ,,rk, Nos.
Application of the Marker Generator

Visual -Alignment; R. G. Middleton r May
Application of Signal Tracer for Inter-

ference Hunting in Car Radios Sept.
Auto -Radio Vibrator Tester; C. T. J,,,ph.Nov.
Broad Marker Cures Oct.
Calibrated Grip -Dip Oscillator and Tuning-

Wand/Voltmeter Tracking for FM May
Checking AFC and Discriminator ( 'itcuits

Bias, Germanium Diodes, Insulatt..n Re-
sistance and Receiver Adjustment, a ith
VT! 71,1 Sept.

Curbing Vertical Distortion in Picture, Oct.
Design Features of High -Resolution 'Scope.Feb.
Field Strength Meter/Signal Generator

to Maximum TV Pickup July

Hunting Troubles with 'Scope and Crystal
Diode Probe Sept.

Improving Signal -Generator Performance.
Ronald L. Ives Mar.

Increasing Size of Markers on IF Response
Curve Nov.

Instrument for Testing and Alignment of
Oscillators in Broadcast Reer'vers Jan.

Instruments Used for TV Servicing Jan.
Operational Features of a Si,..il-Tracing

(Demodulator) Probe Sept.
Prevention of Waveform Clipping at Bot-

tom Oct.
Providing Visibility to Markers on Ratio -

Detector Curves Nov.
RF/AF/TV Marker Generators Nov.
'Scope Calibration S, stem Oct.
'Scope Voltage Calibr-ition Circuitry

(Cover); Ronald L. Ives Oct.
Securing Marks on High Channels Oct.
Sensitive VTVM li,,ign Using l2A4

Medium -Mu Triod, - Nov.
Signal Generator Circuitry Alterations.... Mar.
Signal Generator, VTI/Ms and 'Scopes in

Auto -Radio Realignment May
Sweep Generator Applications (FM) Feb.
Techniques Evolved to Facilitate Alignment

and Marking of Ratio Detectors May
TV Chassis Checking and Aligning with

'Scope and Probe; Bruno Zw-coni Sept.
TV Sensitivity Measurements Aug.
TV Signal Generator -'Scope U -e in An-

tenna Installations Aug.
Usefulness of Zero -Volt Reference Line on

Sweep Generators Nov
Use of Measurement Equipment in TV ....Mar.
Using the VTVM in TV Servicing; John

B. Ledbetter Sept.
Wavemeter For AM Chassis Oscillator

Tests; Leonard J. I- .,ner Jan.

TUBE NEWS
Corona Inhibitor Proce.---crl Picture Tubes
CRT Dynamic Analyzers
Cures For Anode -Cap Troubles
Cylindrical Face Picture Tubes
Design and Adjustment of Centering and\jianar..

Ion -Trap Magnets in Electrostatic -Focus
Circuits June

Electromagnetic-LV/Electrostatic-Automatic
Focus Ty Picture Tubes

Electrostatic Tubes Feb.
Germanium Diode Applications a, Power

Rectifiers, Mixers and Video Detector, Feb.
High -Reliability Tube Characteristics Sept.
Horizontal -Deflection -Output H V Tr.tn,

formers Feb.
Ion Trap Adjustments Aug
Low -Voltage Rectangular Glass and Metal.

Envelope Picture Tubes Apr.
Minimizing Ripple and Interference F. ffrct,

in Horizontal -Deflection Circuit.

MIa

IAX2 Application Notes June
Nov.Picture -Tube Boosters

Picture Tube Design Notes Sept.
Ptcture Tube Production Technique- \
Sen,itive VTVM Design Using 12.14 Me-

dium -Mu Triodes Nov.
Sound TV Tubes Mar.
Subminiatures Jan.
Subminiatures and UHF/VHF TV Minia-turesS Sept -
Transistors Mar.
Transistor Applications Dec.
Transistor Design and Application Oct.
TV Damper -Service Tubes Oct
27 -Inch All -Glass Picture Tubes.. Oct.
Twin -Diodes Medium -Mu Triode f,t \ ut ,

Radios . Oct.
Twin Power Triode, tor Projection T\ . Feb.
Twin Triodes for Vert -eat -Deflection.. Apr.
UHF Continuously -Tuned Oscillator (.'r-

cuitry (6AF4); Wyn Martin May
Ultrahigh Tube Design and Applicati..n Mar.

NEW! MOSLEY WALL-THRU

Cat. No. 625
List Price $1.95

Cat. No. 625-PK
WALL-THRU, complete
with MOSLEY Universal
TV Lead-in Socket and
Plug. List Price $3.00

For TV, FM and Amateur Transmission Line

 Fits Any Wall Up to 13" Thick!

 Completely Weather -Proof I

 For Standard Flat 300 Ohm Line or RG-59/U Co -ax
Cable!

 MOSLEY Lead -In Socket Can Be Mounted Direct to
Inside Plate!

 Precision Molded Polystyrene End PlatesI

 Easily, Quickly Installed I

MOSLEY ELECTRONICS
2125 Lackland Road Overland 14, Missouri
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Rep Talk

Charley Golenpaul, Dan Bitten and Herman
Smith at opening of first Aeroyoz plant in New

Bedford.

BENJAMIN W. GELB, prexy of B. W.
Gelb and Co., 1777 Grand Concourse,
New York 1, N. Y., has successfully re-
covered from a brain tumor operation,
and will resume his activities in the near
future. Gelb is Kenwood Engineering
s -m, and All -Channel and Deal Products
rep. . . . Harold Moyer, assistant sales
manager of Astatic Corp., has resigned
his position to join Ray T. Schottenberg,
Philadelphia parts rep. . . . Edwin Corn-
field has joined the sales staff of Adolph
L. Gross Associates, Inc., 45 W. 45th St.,
New York, N. Y. The company has also
been named rep for Electro Precision
Products, Inc., in metropolitan New
York. . . . R. Gordon Dougherty has re-
joined I.D.E.A., Inc., 7900 Pendleton
Pike, Indianapolis, Ind., and will serve as
field rep for the Regency division.. . .

JKM, Inc., has been appointed rep for
Industrial Television, Inc., in Illinois and
Wisconsin. . . . W. E. Pfeiffer, Sr., 615
Stutsman St., Council Bluffs, Iowa
(Iowa and Nebraska), and J. M. Marsh
Co., 4216 W. Jefferson St., Los Angeles
16, Calif. (California and Arizona),
have been named reps for Don Good, Inc.
. . . Paul G. Scholz Co., Kansas City and
St. Louis, Mo., has been appointed rep
for Insuline Corp. of America, in Mis-
souri, Kansas, Iowa, and Nebraska.. . .

Earl K. Moore, 562 Cizeler Ave., New
Orleans (Mississippi and Louisiana), and
Herman A. Roeder, 10116 Kilarney Dr.,
Dallas, Tex. (Texas, Oklahoma and Ar-
kansas), have been named reps for Jer-
rold Electronics Corp. . . . Wilson Sales
Agency, 2750 W. North Ave., Chicago,
Ill., has been appointed rep for John F.
Rider, Publisher, Inc., in Indiana. . . .
Jules Levy, after an absence of 15 years,
has rejoined the D. R. Bittan Co., 53
Park Place, N. Y. 7, N. Y., and will head
up the distributor division. . . . Jack A.
Berman, in charge of sales for Shure
Brothers, Inc., Chicago, for the past thir-
teen years, has resigned to enter the rep
business in Southern California, effective
February first. He will represent Shure
Brothers and other manufacturers' lines.

Jack Berman B. W. Gelb

to the

ELECTRICAL

ENGINEER

or

PHYSICIST
with experience in

RADAR

Or

ELECTRON ICS

Hughes Research and Develop-
ment Laboratories, one of the
nation's leading electronics
organizations, are now creating
a number of new openings in
an important phase of their
operations.

Here is what one of these positions offers you:

THE COMPANY
Hughes Research and De-
velopment Laboratories,
located in Southern Califor-
nia, are presently engaged
in the development and
production of advanced
radar systems, electronic
computers and guided
missiles.

THE NEW OPENINGS
The positions are for men
who will serve as technical
advisors to government
agencies and companies
purchasing Hughes equip-
ment-also as technical con-
sultants with engineers of
other companies working
on associated equipment.
Your specific job would be
essentially to help insure
successful operation of
Hughes equipment in the
field.

HUGHES

THE TRAINING
On joining our organiza-
tion, you will work in the
Laboratories for several
months to become thor-
oughly familiar with the
equipment which you will
later help users to under-
stand and properly employ.
If you have already had
radar or electronics experi-
ence, you will find this
knowledge helpful in your
new work.

WHERE YOU WORK
After your period of train-
ing-at full pay-you may
(1) remain with the Labor-
atories in Southern Califor-
nia in an instructive or
administrative capacity, (2)
become the Hughes repre-
sentative at a company
where our equipment is be-
ing installed, or (3) be the

Hughes representative at a
military base in this coun-
try or overseas (single men
only). Compensation is
made for traveling and
moving household effects,
and married men keep their
families with them at all
times.

YOUR FUTURE
In one of these positions
you will gain all-around ex-
perience that will increase
your value to our organiza-
tion as it further expands in
the field of electronics. The
next few years are certain to
see large-scale commercial
employment of electronic
systems. Your training in
and familiarity with the
most advanced electronic
techniques now will qualify
you for even more impor-
tant future positions.

How to apply:

RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES

Engineering Personnel Department
Outlier City,
Los Angeles County, California

If you are under thirty-five
years of age, and if you have
an E.E. or Physics degree,
write to the Laboratories, giving
resume of your experience.
Assurance is required that
relocation of the applicant
will not cause disruption of
an urgent military project.
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Retiled4*RAd
Bogen TV

BOOSTERS

 PRECISION -TOOLED
TUNING MECHANISM

*SEPARATE TUBES FOR
HIGH AND LOW BANDS

 NO HOT LEAD
SWITCHING

TURNS ON -OFF AUTO-
MATICALLY WITH TV SET

-to work with new and old front end designs
It's the picture received under difficult conditions that proves
the value of a TV Booster. The BB1-A retains the features
which put the proof in the picture for hundreds of thousands
of users of the now famous BB -1 booster. Two 6J6 triodes in
independent push-pull circuits provide separate amplification
of the low and high bands, without hot lead switching. In addi-
tion, significant improvement has been effected in both noise
and gain characteristics. Striking in appearance the B131 -A
offers the convenience of one knob tuning from channels 2 thru
13 plus automatic "on -off" control. LIST PRICE $32.50

BOOSTER MODEL AMB-1
Antenna mounted, fully automatic
broad band booster, immune to
weather. Amplifies signal before
line losses occur for better signal
to noise ratio. LIST PRICE $79.50

CALL OR WRITE FOR

 #111 soon! leolosos

BOOSTER MODEL BIB -1
Automatic broad band booster
readily concealed in or behind set.
Requires no tuning, turns on -off
automatically with TV Set. Just in-
stall and forget. LIST $55.50

COMPLETE LITERATURE

DAVID BOGEN CO., INC.
29 NINTH AVE., NEW YORK 14, N. Y.

2ftevreet eeatceufof Electromie EsictiAsteset Sfreciedipai.o.e

%,

41§- ..UDIO GEN.

T.V. ALIGN
GEN. 1(11

$39?

VACUUM TUBE
VOLTMETER KIT

$241

KIT

$29?

R. F. SIGNAL
GEN. KIT
$19?

BUILD
YOUR OWN

qearlieet
TEST EQUIPMENT

Heathkits are completely engineered in-
struments supplied unassembled. Every
kit goes together smoothly and easily.
All drilling, punching, and painting has
already been done for you. All parts are
furnished and are of highest quality.

Detailed construction manual shows
clearly where each wire and part goes
and tells exactly how to build the kit.
Write for free catalog.

IMPEDANCE
\ BRIDGE KIT

 s$69?
`'"

TUBE CHECKER
KIT

$29?

GRID DIP METER
KIT $19512

SCOPE KIT ip

$43?

BATTERY
ELIMINATOR

KIT

$24?

4* I

go SIGNAL
KIT

ri
*

EXPORT AGENT

ROCKE INTERNATIONAL CORP.
13 East AOth Street

NEW YORK CITY (161

/ CONDENSER \

ICHECKER KIT1

$19? - 9

Acideciation4
TSDA

A NEW ASSOCIATION, the Television
Servicing Dealers Association, headed
by Dave Krantz, has been formed in
Philadelphia.

Krantz, serving as temporary presi-
dent, will be assisted by the following
officers, also serving on a temporary
basis: Louis J. Smith, vice president;
Edward J. Strychowski, secretary;
and Sam Brown, treasurer. Others
named to serve on committees include
Charles Settle, Leroy Raber, Harold
Lemper, and E. L. Bevan.

FRSAP

THE ANNUAL Federation of Radio
Servicemen's Association of Pennsyl-
vania plaque presentation will be made
at the January 18, 1953 meeting. The
state charter will also be presented to
the association at this time.

The officers and delegates of
FRSAP are anxious to have present
all representatives of other servicing
organizations. Leon Helk, 87 South
Main Street, Carbondale, Pa., should
be contacted to arrange for such at-
tendance.

TEN YEARS AGO

AT AN ELECTION of officers of the
Radio Servicemen's Association of
Luzerne County, Pa., E. L. Maneval
was named prexy; Edmond Nowicki,
vice prexy ; John Kennedy, treasurer ;
and C. F. Bogdan, secretary. . . .

John F. Rider became a major in the
army. . . . Biley Electric, Erie, Pa.,
and Meissner, Mt. Carmel, Ill., were
awarded the Army -Navy E. . . .

James T. Buckley, prexy of Philco,
celebrated,Ins. 30th anniversary -Au*
the company. . . . Irving Berkman
was appointed priority manager of
Radio City Products. . . . It was esti-
mated by industry that there would be
six -million worthless radios through-
out the country by June '43. . . .

Harry Bridge, Philadelphia advertis-
ing radio agent, relocated to the Real
Estate Building. . . . Charley Golen-
paul began his third term as chairman
of the Sales Managers Club, eastern
division. . . . George K. Throckmor-
ton was elected a director of RCA... .
D. W. May was appointed eastern
manager of G.E. receivers and tubes.
. . . Ralph Glover joined Webster -
Chicago.
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Here's the

"SKYLINE"
all -channel performance secret

For the same reasons you spray
your antenna connections, we have
eliminated them!
Our continuously formed antenna
elements provide maximum signal
gain-and maintain it indefinitely,
because they eliminate 80% of the
number of element connections
common to this type.

The performance is assured. That's
why the pre -assembled, foldable,
quick -rig, all -aluminum SKYLINE
colinear antenna is fast replacing
all other types in fringe areas.

Inspect it at
Your dealers!

Amazing reception
ffover 150 miles!

Patented

SKYLINE MFG. CO.
I458C5 East 17th Street

Cleveland 14, Ohio

VIDAIRE UNIVERSAL PICTURE -TUBE

REJUVENATORS

Three picture -tube rejuvenators, Kinc-
Lites K-2-3-4, that are said to be usable
with any TV receiver, ac -dc, and on any
type picture tube from 10" to 20", includ-
ing electrostatic focus, have been an-
nounced by Vidaire Electronics Manufac-
turing Co., Lynbrook, N. Y.

Model K-2 operates with all magnetic
deflection and electromagnetic and elec-
trostatic focus tubes in parallel filament
circuits ; model K-3, similar to K-2, is
for series -filament circuits ; and model
K-4 operates on parallel filament circuits,
except that it isolates filament and cath-
ode of the picture tube.

TV Parts ...
Accessories

WARD UNIVERSAL LIGHTNING
ARRESTER

A lightning arrester, Tri-Wire, for uni-
versal application, plus uhf, has been in-
troduced by the Ward Products Corp.,
Division of The Gabriel Co., 1523 East
45th St., Cleveland, Ohio.

Unit can be used with flat 300 -ohm
line, open line, or uhf -recommended tubu-
lar lire, and can be mounted on a flat
wall or 011 the mast.

* * *
RAM FLYBACK TRANSFORMER

REPLACEMENTS FOR ADMIRAL SETS

Two horizontal output transformers,
X071, exact replacement for Admiral part
79C30-1 and 79C30-3, and X072, exact
replacement for Admiral part 79C30-4,
have been announced by Ram Electronics
Sales Co., South Buckhout St., Irvington -
on -Hudson, N. Y.

Both models are engineered for 66°-70°
horizontal deflection angle, utilize a fer-
rite E core, and deliver up to 15 kv.

* * *
RMS PORTABLE BAR GENERATOR

A portable bar generator, BAR -1, that
transmits a modulated carrier on chan-
nels 4, 5, or 6, and produces both vertical
and horizontal bars on the screen, has
been introduced by Radio Merchandise
Sales, 2016 Bronxdale Ave., New York
60, N. Y.

Generator features a control for adjust-
ing the number of bars to suit the Ser-
vice Man's convenience.

4,fit wniaaances

ii:31 FM TUNER
for those who expect the exceptional

Browning FM and FM -AM
tuners have long been recognized
as the choice of outstanding audio
engineers, when the utmost in
performance is demanded. So
when we improve them, we can
honestly say that we are adding
virtues rather than correcting
faults.

Here's what has been added:
 New, all -triode RF section, for

extremely low noise level.
 Higher sensitivity -3 microvolts

for 20 db. quieting, instead of
more than 6 microvolts as before.
This is desirable in fringe areas
and in noisy urban locations.

 Cathode follower output stage, to
feed any high-fidelity amplifier
at low impedance. For those "re-
mote" installations, this will
minimize hum difficulty and high -
frequency loss through cable
capacitance.

 Power outlets at the rear of the
chassis, for convenience in mak-
ing connections to amplifier and
turntable.

 A newly designed edgelighted
dial in modern style, with knobs
and escutcheon in black and silver.

And here's what has been kept:
true Armstrong FM circuit-se-
lectable AFC, which can be
switched out at will-drift-free
operation without AFC - sensi-
tive tuning indicator, for precision
tuning with AFC switched out,
and quick tuning using AFC-
audio inputs for phono, TV, and
recorder, for selection by a
panel switch and connection to
the audio ampl'fief - self-con-
tained power
supply - small
dimensions
(61/2" x 11" x
9") for easy
mounting
in limited
space.

Ask your distrib-
utor of high-fidelity
sound equipment
for  demonstration.
And read the dis-
cussion of Brows -
ins tuners in HIGH
FIDELITY SIM-
PLI by
HaroldF D.Weller-
available at MI
sound studies

BROWNING 0+:1),A3rE f, V.:SS
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ORIGINAL

can you tell...

REPLACEMENT

which transformer
is the RAM?

If you can't tell any difference between the original and replacement flybacks these
days, there's good reason. They're TWINS-they're BOTH RAMS!

Yes, the great majority of famous TV set manufacturers order their original
flybacks built to their own specifications by RAM. They know that a RAM -built
original surpasses their every quality and performance standard.
Under the special RAM twin -transformer manufacturing technique, in most instances
the originals destined for the TV set maker and the replacements destined for the
RAM -brand and your jobber's shelf are both made at exactly the same time, during
the identical production runt

That's why you can be certain -9 times out of 10-that a RAM -brand
replacement is the best replacement, for highest efficiency and durability. And that's
why RAM components are lowest -priced in the industry, for highest profits for you.
ONLY RAM manufactures 29 types of transformers, 10 types of deflection yokes and

15 types of linearity and width coils-the industry's most complete, most
diversified sweep replacement line. See them at your local distributor.
RAM 1953 -edition Replacement & Conversion Manual-over 5000 sweep
component listings-most complete in the industry. Write Dept. S-12.

FREE!

art ELECTRONICS SALES CO.
IRVINGTON-ON-HUDSON, N. Y.

TEST -PATTERN TESTED COMPONENTS FOR TV

opportunity

knocks

...for
you!

Write for
new free
TECHNILOG
A comprehensive UNIVERSITY
handbook on sound costing tech-
nique and equipment. Shows all
You need to know about selection
and installation of University
loudspeaker equipment.

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

WANTED-Radio,
Music, and Appliance

dealers and service stores Earn substantial
extra income.

Sell and install high fidelity
and public

address equipm
resent

utomers,
local merchantschurch,

town
hall etc. Negligible

investrent,
use pres-

ent faci/ities.
No special equipment

re.
quired, only imagination

and initiative.

Giving any thought lately
to new sources of revenue?

There is a way you know! Alert dealers
arc finding local merchant friends, as well
as neighborhood civil, social, and religious
services responsive to the obvious advan-
tages of SOUND. Besides, every radio,
TV, record, or service customer is a hot
prospect for the sale of a high fidelity
loudspeaker-at the right price! No expan-
sion of sales force necessary, big volume
sales possible through regular channels.
University Loudspeakers make the job
easy-a real profit opportunity for which
you are already tooled up.

ADDRESS INQUIRIES TO DESK S-12

UNIVERSITY LOUDSPEAKERS  INC
80 SO. KENSICO AVE., WHITE PLAINS, NEW YORK

WESTINGHOUSE APPOINTS TUBE
DISTRIBUTORS

Chief I L. It: 1U-4 Main St.,
Poughkeepsic, N. Y., has been appointed
distributor of Westinghouse tubes for
Putnam, Dutchess, Orange, Columbia,
Greene, Ulster, Delaware, Sullivan, Rock-
land, and part of Westchester counties
in N. Y.

Masline Radio 15- Electronic Eqtapment
Co., 192-126 i lintun Avenue, Rochester,
N. Y., has been named Westinghouse
Reliatron tube distributor in 13 counties
of New York surrounding the Rochester
area.

* * *
DELCO 10 -MILLIONTH CAR RADIO

R,ccuitly, the Delco Radio Division of
General Motors celebrated the completion
of its ten -millionth car radio since it
began operations in '36.

The ten -million figure is said to rep-
resent more than one-third of the total
number of auto sets in the United States.

Barry W. Cooper (right), general manager of
GM's Delco Radio Division. accepting from

Paul Cone, the 10 -millionth car radio.
*

MACHIN NOW SHURE V -P AND
GENERAL SALES MANAGER

Victor Machin has been appointed gen-
eral sales manager and vice president in
charge of sales, succeeding J. A. Berman,
who will become a sales representative
in southern california, for Shure Broth-
ers, Inc., Chicago.

* *

E. A. MALLING, WINS G. E.
PROMOTION

Edward A. 1 has been appointed
manager of marketing for the components
department of the General Electric Co.,
Syracuse, N. Y.

Malting has been with G. E. since '35,
and has held various marketing assign-
ments with the company at Cleveland,
Bridgeport and Syracuse. For the past
three years he has been a sales manager
on the receiver department staff.

JACK MOORE APPOINTED DAVIS
SALES MANAGER

Jack Moore has been appointed na-
tional factory sales manager for Davis
Electronics, 4313 W. Magnolia Blvd.,
Burbank, Calif.
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JFD

jumbo
TV LIGHTNING ARRESTER

Onl)r J1'1) Lightning %rresters have
the patented. strain relief lips
whisk prevent contact washers
front ripping the twin lead apart.
NO. AT102 complete with stainless
steel strap and ground wire for uni-
versal mounting *2.25 list.
(trite for Form No. 81.
'U.S.T Pat. No. D-1664

the
Atip 4

"Pk

JFD MFG. CO.
BROOKLYN, 4, N. Y

BENSONHURST 6-9200

world's largest manufacturer
of tv antennas & accessories

/Feba
* NEWS * *

GUY RING Model GR-1 I

Constructed of heavy gauge. gal-
vanized steel, embossed for extra
strength. Set screw arrangement
provides positive fit for all masts
ranging from I 1/4" O.D. to 2" O.D.
Complete with installation hard-
ware.

South Riser Antenna Mounting Acces-
sories are carried by every leading
TV Parts Jobber from coast to coast.

Write for your ropy of
our new 1953 catalog.

SOUTH RIVER METAL
PRODUCTS CO., INC.

SOUTH RIVER, N. J.

PIONEER AND OUTSTANDING PRODUCER
OF FINEST LINE OF ANTENNA MOUNTS

Merchandising Audio
(t 4 'whined front page 22)

seasonal forces and the idiosyncrasies
of our economy. Business is no differ-
ent from the human body. A success-
ful business is one which feeds on a
balanced diet; a little of this and a
little of that. One phase goes down.
the other goes up. The idea, of course,
is to include functions which though
related to your field, are affected by
divergent and supplementary forces.
Audio is such an endeavor and has in-
deed long been considered a staple.

And now for the market which un-
fortunately has been so forsaken by
too many Service Men: custom high
fidelity.

Really avid interest in better audio
reproduction occurred with the ad-
vent of commercial FM broadcasting,
just before World War II. Though
there were other factors involved, the
two which appeared to retard devel-
opment of FM as a superior musical
medium were the promotional over-
emphasis of the no static feature which
eventually relegated the band change
switch to the forgotten company of the
other short wave bands, and the al-
most concurrent development of prac-
tical television which so fascinated the
imagination that practically no atten-
tion was paid to other projects in
industry.

Recently, however, hi-fi has come
into its own, and Service \len have
become quite conscious of the fact that
hi-fi has become practically an indus
try in itself.
[To be concluded in January SERVICE]

TV Antennas
Continued from page 45)

tenna with parasitic reflector. On
high band vhf ( channels 7 to 13) it

serves as a large diameter antenna.
And on uhf it becomes a triangular
dipole with sheet reflector.

In another uhf antenna development,
a stacked four -element design° has
been used, as illustrated on page 45.

°Taco 3008.

TV line splitter for dividing TV transmission
line into four branch lines. Available to divide
one 75 -ohm line into four 75 -ohm lines; one
300..ohm line into four 75 -ohm lines; one 75 -ohm
line into four 300 -ohm lines; and one 300 -ohm
line into four 300 -ohm lines. Shipped with two
resistors to provide proper termination of unused

outlets. 1 Blonder-Tonguel

CI!

No Call=backs
forme, pal

RADIO
TELEVISION

SERVICE

W rcornrfrand

TUNG-SOL
ELECTRON TUBES

Id,. Iloilo 4mA TIrlellen

Tung -Sol "Quality Control" recog-
nizes but one standard. All Tung -Sol
Tubes meet the highest original
equipment requirements of leading
radio and tv set manufacturers! Use
Reliable Tung -Sol Tubes.

TUNG-SOL ELECTRIC INC.
Newark 4, N. J.

Sales Ofices: Atlanta Chicago Colter City
Dallas Denser Detroit  Neuark

TUNG-SOL MAKES:
All -Glass Sealed Beam Lamps, Minia-
ture Lamps, Signal Flashers, Picture
Tubes, Radio, TV and Special Purpose
Electron Tubes.

TUNG-SOL
RADIO, TV TUBES, DIAL LAMPS

*MO
fltIVISION""It,

Here's a real lively "stopper" to at-
tract attention to your place of busi-
ness and emphastze the quality of
your service. Colorful-bright red and
two shades of blue. 15 inches high.
Your jobber salesman will tell you
how to get one.
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Frankly we don't know if they're fact or fiction .. bet if they
are fact it wouldn't surprise us a bit to learn that some extra.
terrestrial manufacturer has incorporated SELETRON Selenium
Rectifiers and R. R. Co. Germanium Diodes into the design.

That's because-as pioneers in the field of electronic develop-
ment-we've had our hand in some of the most difficult projects
and met some of the stiffest requirements ever cooked up! Mak-
ing drawing board dreams come true are daily chores at Radio
Receptor Co.!

GOD GERMANIUM DIODES

Radio Receptor's new Germanium Diodes feature polarity
at a glance comoined with simplicity of construction
and sound design principles. The tapered shape speeds

assembly because operators can see at a glance
the correct direction of assembly. Users are enthusiastic
over the quality of the product which is currently
being used in walkie-talkies, computers, IV sets,
tuners and other electronic applications.

Seletron
and Germanium

Moistens Ft

HSeletronH
SELENIUM
RECTIFIERS

Seletron Selenium Rectifiers,

in both miniature and
industrial types, are in
constant demand by an increasingly

large number of engineers through-
out the world because they are

completely dependable under the
most grueling conditions.
Years of experience have given

Radio Receptor Co. a deep insight

into the idiosyncrasies of
rectification.

Our Germanium Diodes and Seletron Selenium Rectifiers
may hold the answer to many of your problems. Radio
Receptor Engineers will be glad to study your require-
ments and submit their recommendations on both of
these products.

Germanium Transistors available in limited quantities.

RADIO RECEPTOR COMPANY, Ism.
( ) Since 1922 IN Radio and Eleetromies age,

I over 251 West 191S Street, New York 11 r Y.. FACTORY, 514 North 91n Street, BroolOr II N

Now JSC Announces ...
Expanded 300 Ohm

TV Lead-in Wire Line!
JSC proudly announces a complete range for:

22 gauge copper 20 gauge copper
40 mil 40 mil
55 mil 55 mil
70 mil 70 mil
80 mil 80 mil

100 mil 100 mil

4 -Conductor Rotor Wire

Perforated 300 Ohm Open Wire

JSC has rghest quality wire at lowest possible prices.

qt
4.

ry

tqL$1ON To44e

AUTHORIZED
DISTRIBUTOR

J0,59.1t0

1E2

300 OHM TELEVISION
tiTRANSMISSION

c,1. CABLES .
("114ory . sts1 0.

Lithographic spools of orange
and blue individually packed
r`00 feet to the metal spool.

See your nearest JSC distributor who
proudly displays the Blue and Orange

disc of quality.

A NEW TOOL TO MAKE TV SERVICING Easier,
Faster, More Accurate AND MORE PROFITABLE
No probes made anywhere do the job of SCALA oscillograph probes so
efficiently, so easily. Use with your present scope . . . low cost will be paid
ten times over in a month. Check your local distributor or write factory and
specify model number:

B Z-I SIGNAL TRACING PROBE . . . locates dead I.F. stages, marks ratio
detector curve, calibrates marker generator, adjusts video amplifiers, checks
output of sweep generator, views response of single I.F. stage, traces buzzpulse in sound I.F. strip. Can be used with V.T.V.M. Contains demodulator
of low -capacitance, high -impedance design, useful to 225 MC.
B 2-2 LOW CAPACITY PROBE . .. makes it possible to trace video, sync
or sweep waveforms through high -impedance circuits without causing wave-
form distortion due to circuit loading. Cuts the effective input capacitance
of scope by a factor of 10 and gives an attenuation of 10 to 1.
B Z-3 100:1 VOLTAGE DIVIDER PROBE . . . is very useful in trouble-
shooting horizontal sweep circuits. It may be applied directly to plate of
horizontal output tube or at the plate of the damper tube to check the operation
waveforms and to measure their peak to peak voltages without impairing the
wave shape or incurring danger to the oseillograph.

SCALA RADIO CO., 2814 - 19th St., San Francisco 10, Cal.

...the nation's

HOTTEST

antenna line!
CLEARBEAM

BURBANK CALIFORNIA

The Turner Co., 909 17th St., N.E., Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, has released a 12 -page
catalog, 952, covering microphones, ac-
cessories and TV boosters.

* * *

Radio Merchandise Sales, 2016 Bronx -
dale Ave., New York 60, N. Y., has re-
leased the second issue of TV Forum.
Discussions on master antenna installa-
tions, roof testing for antenna location
and advantages of IA" versus Yg" an-
tenna elements are included.

* * *

Bussmann Manufacturing Co., University
at Jefferson, St. Louis 7, Mo., has pre-
pared a TV fuse list, which shows the
proper fuse to use, how it is mounted
and what the fuse protects. Auto radio
fuses are also included.

CATALOGS,
B I Earc

Ward Products Corp., Division of Gabriel
Co., 1523 E. 45th St., Cleveland 3, Ohio,
has released a pamphlet, Report on Port-
land, describing ultrahigh antenna per-
formance in the area, as well as specifi-
cations on uhf antennas.

* * *

Snyder Manufacturing Co., 22nd and
Ontario Sts., Philadelphia 40, Pa., has
issued a revised catalog detailing its '53
line of auto -radio antennas.

Standard Transformer Corp 3580 Elston
Ave., Chicago 18, Ill., has prepared a
catalog, Simplified TV Transformer Cat-
alog and Replacement Guide, listing re-
placement information on over 4.400 TV
models.

* * *

Merit Coil and Transformer Corp., 4427
N. Clark St., Chicago 40, Ill., has pre-
pared an 8 -page replacement guide, Form
3, for transformers and if-rf coils used
in auto radios.

* * *

Division Lead Co., 836 W. Kinzie St.,
Chicago 22, 111., has published a bro-
chure, describing X-25 rosin -core solder
that is said to contain an ingredient
which provides flux activity at a tem-
perature even before the solder is com-
pletely molten.
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Tools . . .

Instruments
Parts . .

GRAYBURNE PRESERVATIVE AND
NOISE ELIMINATOR

A chemical solution, HT, for the elim
illation of noise and the pi-esti-Nation of
moving contacts in home radios and T\'
sets, has been announced by the Gray-
burne Corp.. 103 Lafayette St., New
York 13, N. Y.

Formula, in 3 -ounce bottles, is said to
clean and preserve all controls and con
tacts without any harm to insulation and
soldered joints.

HIGH VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY
Many models available in tante,
from 2500 to 25,000 volts D.C.,
with or without built-in meters.

send for free utal,,ze S-12
PRECISE MEASUREMENTS CO.

$42 KINGS HIGHWAY, BROOKLYN 23, N. Y.

FREE
Write totes t -How t, Service T. V. Rrrthors"
sith the HICKOK VIDEO GENERATOR.

The Hickok Electrical Instrument Co.
10821 Dupont Ave., Cleveland, Ohio

% GUIDE
A A

TUBE /i

RCP MINIATURE 'SCOPE
.k miniaturize.1 'scope, 533.11, featuring

a 3" picture tube, has been announced by
Radio City Products Co., Inc., 152 W.
25th St., New York 1, N. Y.

Measuring 11Yi"x734"x5g", and
weighing 9 pounds, model is said to have
a vertical sensitivity of 20 millivolts
(.020 v for 1" rats deflection on tube)
and a horizontal sensitivity of .6 v. Fre-
quency response is 2 db from 20 cycles
to 180 kc. Input impedance : vertical, .5
megohm shunted by 50 mmfd ; horizon-
tal. 1 megohm shunted by 70 mnifd. Uses
a 12AT7, 12AU7, 6J6, 117Z6 and 3MP1
ert.

1' ,

AEROVOX MINIATURIZED PLATE
ASSEMBLIES

Combitrati, n s of ceramic capacitors, re-
sistors and punted conductors, in units
called plate assemblies, have been devel-
oped by the Hi -Q division, Aerovox
Corp., Olean, N. Y.

Unit sizes measure 1-1'-o" long by A" or
Ir wide and h" thick, and are assem-
bled for use as vertical integrators, ver-
tical integrator and coupler units, audio
plate -grid couplers, second detector and
audio amplifier couplers, pentode second
detector and audio amplifier units, and
pentode plate coupler and screen supply
units.

* 1, a

INSULINE MULTIPLIER PROBE

\ multiplivr Itoi \, that is said
to extend the d, oltage ranges of stand-
ard vtvms 100 times, is now available
from lnsuline Corp. of America, 3602
3;th :\.k , I one- Island City 1. N V.

ATTENTION SERVICEMEN!

NO MORE GROPING IN THE

SAVE TIME, MONEY
Here's the answer to every serviceman's

dream. A simple-safe method
of inserting miniature tubes. Slip the

Guide -A -Tube wafer on the tube base
and there you have it. No forcing,

turning or twisting. The miniature pins find
their socket holes with the ease of octals. The low

loss plastic wafer also acts as a cushion

against mic-ophonics. Use the Guide -A -Tube and
say goodbye to bent or broken pins and dam-

aged sockets.
IT'S A MUST IN YOUR TUBE KIT!

SOLD ONLY THROUGH DISTRIBUTORS
Pat. Pending Send for Free Descriptive Folders.

DARK

S/C LABORATORIES, INC., 37 George St., Newark 5, N. J.

meet 85%
of your

replacement
needs with

these TR I A D

Television
Components

There art, 23 Triad Television Replace-
ment items listed below.
They will take care of
85% of your service
needs. Always keep a

supply on hand. They
eliminate excessive in-

ventories, speed servicing
and simplify reordering.
Your Triad jobber carries_
them in stock. Call him

today.

DEFLECTION YOKES:

Y-11 Y19

Y-12 Y 20

'1-17

Y-12

HORIZONTAL OUTPUTS:

(Flybacks)

0-1 0-15

hawk D-11 DA 20

0.14
TYPE P

VERTICAL BLOCKING

OSCILLATORS:

A -97X A -97Y

A -97K

CASE Y

CASE X

FILTER CHOKES

C 11X

C -13X

C -17X

C 21X

C 23X

VERTICAL OUTPUTS

A -99X A -103X

A-1010 A 107X

A -102X

Write for Catalogs TR-52C and TV -52C

TRANSFORMER MFG CO

4055 Redwood Ave., Venice, California
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ELECTRONICS LATEST TROUBLE-SHOOTER
A compact-complete-circuit analyzer

THE AMAZING

ONLY

$24." MODEL EC

TV
SERVISET

(Pet. Pead1110)
A precision engineered
professional quality
electronic test instru-
ment. Ideal for field
or bench servicing of
Radio, Television,
Radar, Communica-
tions gear, etc.

NOW - QUICKLY - CONVENIENTLY -AT LOW COST
CHECKS: sync, sweep, video, audio circuits, TV high volt-age supplies (DC, RF, or Pulse), low voltage supplies, coils,
condensers, resistors, tubes, transformers, speakers, etc.Will localize trouble to a particular stage, determine defec-
tive component and can actually be clamped in circuit to
restore circuit operation temporarily in 80% of component ortube defects. Ideal for locating and confirming intermittents.

SPECIFICATIONS:
RF & AF Signal Tracer RF & AF Signal Injector
AC & DC Voltage Indicator 0/60/550/20,000
DC Polarity Indicator 60/550/20,900 volts
Le ohms 0-5, HI ohms 0-500k-20 megohms
Tests Condensers .00025 - 12 mfd.
Tests Resistors 2 ohms - 20 megohms
2 Capaeitance Sub ranges .01-.1 & 4-40 mid.
9 Resistance Sub ranges 50-500 ohms. Sk-251L 100k -I meg.
Will complement your existing equipment and will outberform other

testers costing many times more.
A MUST FOR THE MODERN TV AND ELECTRONICS

SERVICE ENGINEER.
Comes to handy cloth pouch, complete with all accessories including ALNICOPhone, -7 high voltage adapter. phone extension cord, test lead. Klitaenadapter an. complete detailed Instruction Manual, disclosing latest TVtrouble -shooting techniques.

Be sure to ask for and ere SERY1SLT at your
distributor or send today for complete information
and name of your local distributor.

LEE ELECTRONIC LABS., INC., 233 Dudley Street. Boston 19, Mass.

Your One Complete Speaker Source

aZaWZMial

UTAH
REPLACEMENT

SPEAKERS
Dept. 9oeke International Corperetlee, N. Y. C.

RADIO PRODUCTS CO., INC.
HUNTINGTON. INDIANA

50135101AR? OF NEWRC,R1 STEEL CORPORATION

Creating $ALE$ for YOU

with Consumer

AdVettiSingt

with

TV Consumer

Magazine Ms
Throughout the country

$ 95
LIST
PRICE

Li. 5. Patent No 2,095,579
Canadian palenll 1951

A.".1oble at lending lobbers'
.

WiTtoTV ANTENNA CORP.
3540 N. Ravenswood Chicago 13, Wino's

WHEN YOU CHANGE
YOUR ADDRESS

Be sure to notify the Subscription Department of
SERVICE at 52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York 17,
N. Y., giving the old as well as the new address,
and do this at least four weeks in advance. The
Post Office Department does not forward maga-
zines unless you pay additional postage, and we
cannot duplicate copies mailed to the old address.
We ask your cooperation.

Tube News
(Continued from page 40)

able pa system with self-contained bat-
tery supply, instantaneous warm-up,
and relatively light weight was con-
structed. The experimental amplifier
was demonstrated and noted as being
able to Deliver 1.4 watts to a 12"
speaker, when operating off a 22Y2 -
volt battery supply with an estimated
life of 25-50 hours. Six develop-
mental and experimental junction
transistors were used on the amplifier.

To solve initial circuit problems in

small, portable radio receivers, a per-
sonal radio was built in a standard
personal receiver case, retaining the
first tube (converter) but using junc-
tion transistors in all other circuits.
Use of transistors enabled a three -fold
reduction in the size, weight and cost
of the batteries nonded, without reduc-
tion of standard 100 -hour operating
life.

A push-button tuning transistorized
auto radio was also placed in opera-
tion. This experimental receiver em-
ployed eleven developmental and ex-
perimental junction transistors to pro-
vide an audio output comparable to

that of present -clay automobile radio
receivers. It was noted that an im-
portant feature of this all -transistor
set was the absence of the high -voltage
power supply common to present auto
receivers. This power supply, com-
prising a vibrator, transformer and
rectifier, which represent a substantial
fraction of the total cost of the set, was
not necessary in this transistor rerF!iver
since the transistors operated directly
off a six -volt auto battery.

This experimental receiver was said
to use one -tenth the current of present
auto sets.
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Audio
I iilinitcd from page 38)

ttalinal motion of the needle frequency -
modulated a 50-mc oscillator. Two
small metal plates were mounted near
the steel needle in such a way that
the capacity between the plates varied
with longitudinal motion of the needle
but not with lateral motion. The
plates were connected across the tank
coil of the oscillator, and the resulting
FM signed (5a piCkyti up on a stand-
ard FM receiver a few feet away.

LET'S FACE FACTS ABOUT UHF
No antenna manufacturer has the abso-
lute answer to Ul IF for all areas.
However. Miller Television, after care-
ful experiments in UHF in Los Angeles
and Portland, now offers a UHF Kit
with correct component parts in the six
basic designs known today, priced rea-
sonably.
You can assemble b complete UHF
antennas. In less than 2 days you'll find
the correct UHF antenna for your area.
Write today for the Miller S -l2 UHF
Antenna Kit.

YOGIS

A,

A,
url:crupen
so

CONICAL

1///lr
TELEVISION CO. IN

2840 NAOMI BURBANK, CALIF.

SPEAKERS,

NEED

REPAIRIN

FLYING 1980W

Er5

WALDOM ELECTRONICS

\\ jilt proper tuning, the instantanciiii-
,1111111t of the receiver varied with the
lieqttlitaneous longitudinal position of
the needle tip.

Various test records were repro-
duced with this experimental equip-
ment. Tests were made with record-
ings of pure tones ranging from 20 to
10,000 cycles per second, of two dif-
ferent tones recorded simultaneously,
and of music. The unrestrained needle
showed significant longitudinal mo-
tion, substantially verifying the origi-
nal hypothesis.

Although the effects of drag distor-
tion can apparently be serious with
some pickups, the NBS investigators
pointed out that the styli of the bet-
ter la, dem pickups have high longi-
tn, I i )tt I stiffness; with such pickups,
dr:1g iii,tiirtion is probably negligible.

\ Ithough no tests were made on hill-
aml-ilale (vertical) records and pick-
up-, it \\ that the same general
cotHider:ttions should apply as with
lateral recordings and reproducers. It
appyar, probable also that a form of
drag distortion may arise in the re-
cording operation if the recording
stylus is not sufficiently rigid.

Replacement plastic cartridge for RCA auto-
matic record changers and Columbia record plac-

ers. Can he installed in RCA, Columbia or

standard mounting arm. Furnished with a

1 -mil osmium tipped needle for 35 Cr 33 1 3.

Features dri-seal crystal. (Nadel BA-; It hater
Electric, Co., MO Clark Sr., R or ine ,

AWaldO
Cone for,

the Finest"
Tomo

Quicker, I es s expensive
speaker servicing means
greater profits. Speed up
your speaker repair jobs

FREE Waldom 24 -page
Replacement Cone Manual
. .. covers 750 different
7Y, FM and AM receivers.
WRITE FOR YOUR FREE

COPY TODAY. THERE
IS NO OBL. GATION

INC., 911 N. LARRABEE ST., CHICAGO 10. ILLINOIS'

336K Multimeter Kit 312.90
Wired 314.90

1000 ohm,/volt

425K 5- Stop*
Kit 044 95.

Wired 07995.

YOU BUILD

(Elea
KITS

IN ONE

EVENING-

but they
last a lifetime...
and you save

50%!
22 Kits and 24 Instruments -
the Industry's most complete 565K tAvIt,tneeer Kit 524.95

Wired $29.95
20,000 ohm,olt

221K YTVAl Kit 525.95.
Wired 149_95.

line of MATCHED
TEST INSTRUMENTS!
Over EICO In-
struments are now in use
the world over! That's the
proof of EICO's leader-
ship in Value to the
Serviceman!
For latest precision engi-
neering, finest compo-
nents, smart professional
appearance, lifetime per
formance and rock -bot-
tom economy - see and
compare the EICO line
at your jobber's today
before you buy any
higher priced equip-
ment! You'll agree with
over 100,000 others that
only EICO Kits and Instru-
ments - no other - give
you the industry's greatest
values at lowest cost.

Write NOW kir
FREE latest Catalog
S-12.

.25K Tube Tesler
Kit 334.95.

Wired $49.95

320K 5,1s :34en

511 019 .Wird 32999.1

3601. 5.eep Gen.
Kit $34.95. W Fed 349 95.

1040K Bot,ery
Kit $25.25. Wi-ed $3493.

Laboratory
Precision

at lowest Cost
P.i.ces 5% higher on West ZOOF.

L.5
Pat
Off -

11932 INSTRUMENTS & KITS
ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT CO., Inc.
84 Withers Street, Brooklyn 11, N. Y.
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AC CURRENT

ANYWHERE

STANDARD
AND HEAVY DUTY

INVERTERS
For Inverting D. C. to A C
Specially Designed for operating A. C.

Radios, Television Sets, Amplifiers, Ad-
dress Systems, and Radio Test Equip-
ment from D. C. Voltages in Vehicles,

Ships, Trains, Planes and
in D.C. Districts.

VNEW MODELS

V NEW DESIGNS

441/ NEW LITERATURE

See freriv /Wen sv unite kt.e.twei%

AMERICAN TELEVISION L RADIO CO.

Quality PlOduetS Siacc 1931
'SAINT PAUL 1, MINNESOTA -U. S.A

JOTS AND FLASHES
THERE ARE OVER 100,000 TV SETS
now in operation in Canada; not-
withstanding that there are only two
TV stations in operation. Interest is
so keen that it is estimated that by the
end of '53 this figure will be tripled.
TV transmissions were officially in-
augurated in Montreal, Que., and To-
ronto, Ont., early in September. Since
that time, programs have been broad-
cast an average of 3 hours per day,
mostly at night. In Montreal, since
70 per cent of the population are
French speaking, most of the pro-
grams originating here are in French.
In Toronto, on the other hand, pro-
grams are in English. All TV broad-
casting to date is under the control of
CBC, a Crown company sponsored
and controlled by the government. . . .

IRC has purchased a 66.4 -acre site in
Asheville, N. C. A $200,000 plant is
currently under construction. . .

Consolidated Appliances, Inc., 615 S.
Taylor St., Amarillo, Texas, has been
franchised as a distributor for DuMont
TV receivers in the Amarillo -Lubbock
area. . . . Frank J. Hogan has been
named manager of the Chicago factory
distributorship of the DuMont receiver
division. . . . Hytron Radio and Elec-
tronics Co. has begun construction on
150,000 square feet of additional
for both manufacturing and warehous-
ing of CBS-Hytron TV picture tubes
at its Newburyport, Mass., site. The
eastern sales office of the company is
now at 32 Green St., Newark 2, N. J.
. . . Slate and Co., 2755 Webster Ave.,
Bronx, N. Y., and Lincoln Electronic
Supply Co., 876 Commonwealth Ave.,
Boston, have been appointed author-
ized Magnavox parts jobbers. . . -

Jim Brent has been named advertising
manager for Mercury TV and Radio
Corp., 1241 S. Hill St., Los Angeles.
. . . Richard A. Wilson has been ap-
pointed a vice president of Magnavox.
. . . William Wight has been named
director of public relations of Philco
Corp. . . . Col. John R. Howland has
been named commercial sales manager
of Stewart -Warner Electric. . .

Maurice Despres, Admiral's first dis-
tributor and a member of the board of
directors, was honored recently for his
long service by the presentation of a
placque signed by every Admiral ex-
ecutive.... Louis Bros., 3543 E. 16th St.,
Los Angeles 23, Calif., has released a
catalog, 3 Years Ahead, featuring a line
of antennas and accessories. Also de-
scribed is a chassis cradle which can be
used as workbench space (chassis is bolt-
ed down and can be swiveled for under -
chassis work) and rolling finished jobs
from shop to truck, and vice versa.
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Why pick 'ern blind?

Buying capacitors by rating with-
out also specifying brand is like
buying neckties blindfolded. You
just don't know what you're get-
ting. When it comes to capaci-
tors, don't buy blind . . . don't
trust to luck . . .

Make Sure! Make it Mallory!
When vou use Mallory capacitors for all your service work, you do yourself and your

customers a real f:vor. Mallory capacitors give long, trouble -free performance.

TV and radio set manufac-
turers accept Mallory FP's

as the standard of capacitor quality. Oper-
ating continuously, even at temperatures
as high as 185° F. (85° C.), Mallory FP's
give longer, more dependable performance
... handle higher ripple current.

Mallory Plascaps® give61Clir
outstanding perform-

ance because they are completely engi-

neered to eliminate premature shorts ...

unsoldered leads ... off -center cartridges.

And they are priced right.

You can count on Mallory FP's and Plascaps because they are backed by 25 years of

capacitor research and on-the-job experience. Mallory produced the first dry electrolytic

capacitors ... pioneered developments that give you capacitors which are smaller ... more

uniform . .. more resistant to heat. And they cost no more. Don't trust to luck when you

order capacitors. Always specify Mallory.

Depend on your Mallory Distributor for quality products at competitive prices.

MALLORY
CAPACITORS  CONTROLS  VIBRATORS  SWITCHES  RESISTORS
 RECTIFIERS  VIBRA PACK* POWER SUPPLIES  FILTERS

.Rep. U.S. Pot. Off.

APPROVED PRECISION PRODUCTS
P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA
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